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Public Policy and National Saving

Vince FitzGerald

m o  propose that policy should seek to influence the level of saving 
presupposes that there is a ‘right’ level of saving from which, without the 
intervention, we would diverge.

In an ideal world with no distortions in capital markets or to the terms on which 
households make intertemporal choices, households would freely choose an 
allocation of their income between present and future consumption and live with 
die outcome. The level of saving diat would emerge would be diat at which 
households’ willingness to trade off present consumption against increased future 
consumption equates to what dieir savings, invested in die economy, can actually 
deliver in real returns. The level of saving would dien be ‘right’ by definition and of 
no concern in itself to public policy, as nicely articulated by Milton Friedman 
(1990:53):

The right level —  at least to a first approximation —  is die level diat would 
emerge if all die separate households were free to divide dieir income 
between current and future consumption in accordance widi dieir own 
values, provided only diat die terms on which diey could do so were not 
distorted and did not impose uncompensated costs or benefits on odier 
households . . .

However, die caveats in Friedman’s definition suggest diat, in die real world as 
opposed to an ideal world, sub-optimal saving may emerge. One reason for diis is 
diat our tax and social security and welfare systems significandy distort die terms on 
which households make intertemporal choices. These distortions push savers’ net 
returns below die full gains from invested savings diat die real economy can deliver, 
so biasing choices towards present consumption. Anodier reason (which is really a 
particular case of die foregoing point) is diat it is open to some households 
individually to impose uncompensated costs on odier households. In particular, 
our social security system has allowed some households diat could readily make 
greater provision for dieir own retirement to choose not to do so, and to impose 
burdens on households in die future, including many diat may well be no better off 
dian diemselves. Through government, present households collectively can also 
transfer die costs of present public consumption to f uture households diat have no 
say in die matter. Eidier way, diere is a bias away from saving and towards present 
consumption.

Vince FitzGerald is Executive Director of the Allen Consulting Group.
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Government’s Involvement in Low Saving

Some of die reasons for sub-optimal saving, such as domestic and international 
capital market impediments, cannot be attributed to government. But die opera- 
dons of government itself clearly are deeply involved. Government affects die level 
of saving undertaken by die community in a number of ways. The most direct way 
is die least discussed: government’s own saving or dissaving. This is by definition its 
operating surplus or deficit on its own recurrent operadons, as distinct from die 
usually cjuoted total (cash) budget deficit, which includes capital transactions. If 
government runs persisting recurrent or operating deficits (dissaves), it creates an 
intergenerational ecjuity issue in Friedman’s terms, because it delivers benefits to die 
community now while leaving liabilities to future households widi no corresponding 
assets to compensate them. Moreover, government progressively loses fiscal capac
ity to deal widi future contingencies.

As die National Saving report (FitzGerald, 1993) detailed, secular deterioration 
of government saving, predominandy at Commonwealth level, has been die major 
contributor to die decline in Australia’s national saving over die past 20 years.1 
Andersen and Gruen point out diat diis is true of nearly all of die OECD countries 
(plus Switzerland) that diey examine which show large declines in national saving. 
Australia is one of only two of die countries diey examine for which die rate of 
household saving fell as well (France being the odier). They speculate whedier ‘in 
diese two countries household saving is particularly sensitive to die different cyclical 
conditions of die 1960s and die 1990s or disincentives to household saving have 
become stronger’ (Andersen & Gruen, 1995:14). Since die decline in Australian 
household saving has been apparent dirough a number of cycles whose patterns do 
not show a consistent progression, die latter explanation (stronger disincentives) 
seems more likely.

Is There a ‘Right’ or Ideal Policy on Saving?

The above considerations point to a ‘first best’ or ‘ideal’ set of policies dial might be 
prescribed to return saving to die ‘right’ level. First, consumption spending should 
be taxed radier dian income (and tax-induced disparities in die net rates of return 
from savings in different forms should be eliminated). Second, opportunities for 
the ‘moral hazard’ behaviour discussed above —  die opportunities for some 
households to choose to act so as to qualify for benefits at a cost to odier 
(particularly future) households2—  should be eliminated from die social security 
and welfare systems. Third, ‘fiscal responsibility’ arrangements should be

1 Sims (1995) has recently documented the Australian decline in public saving, and its consequences, 
in more detail.
2 The opportunities lor such behaviour are obvious. Concrete evidence of it actually happening exists 
in die changing retirement behaviour of older males, who are increasingly able to arrange their allairs 
with taxpayer support so as to retire early and go on to receive the age pension (see Edey et al., 
1991:23-5); and in the way dial almost all households approaching pensionable age are able to 
rearrange dieir assets so as to avoid die age pension assets test (Freebaim et al., 1989:173).
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implemented under which governments bring to account die lull accruing costs ol 
their current operations and which commit them to operating (on average) in 
balance, or even in surplus, on that basis.

There is an obvious case for running surpluses on recurrent budget when debt 
has become excessive. There are also arguments lor it as an ongoing policy, as can
vassed by FitzGerald (1993:73-5). These include die fact dial many public invest
ments benefit predominandy die present generadon, so dial it would be inequitable 
to finance diem by leaving dispropordonate debt servicing burdens for future gen- 
eradons. In diis regard, it is somedmes argued dial leaving such burdens is justified 
by die likelihood dial die next generadon will still be better oil; but I do not believe 
we can eidier presume diat diat is so or use it as a pretext for imposing burdens on 
a future generation which has no say in die matter. Note also diat where govern
ments do not operate full accrual accounting, die budget balance is typically signifi- 
candy overstated (by die omission of depreciation, for example), so dial a surplus as 
measured is needed to replicate b;d;uicc on a full accruals basis.

We might or might not be able to predict die particular level of saving diat 
would How under fiscal responsibility policies. But, in die vein of die earlier dis
cussion, it would be close to ‘right’ and not of concern in itself, regardless of how it 
compared widi past or international levels. The problem is diat such policies in 
dieir pure form do not seem to be achievable (or necessarily desirable) in die real 
world.

Why ‘First Best’ Policies May be Out of Reach

A consumption tax. Two rounds of intensive debate on a consumption tax have 
occurred in Australia over die past decade: once in die context of the 1985 Tax 
Summit and again in die context of die Liberal-National Coalition’s Fightback! 
policies put forward for die 1993 election. The politics of overdy introducing a new 
consumption tax are obviously now difficult, although partial moves in dial direction 
(such as by incrementally extending die wholesale sales tax base) may not be as dif
ficult.

Any major shift from income to consumption taxation using indirect taxes, such 
as a value-added tax (VAT) or a goods and services tax (GST), also raises difficult 
equity and odier issues. Even if some basic commodities, such as food, were ex
empted, a VAT or GST would (on its own) be less progressive dian what it re
placed; and it would potentially disadvantage groups (such as die retired) whose 
consumption spending may exceed dieir income. Compensation of such groups 
becomes an important issue.

An alternative that can avoid at least die first of those problems is a direct ex
penditure lax, die case for which was made eloquendy by die Meade Committee 
(Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1978). As die Meade Committee lucidly argued, a di
rect expenditure tax regime is ideal from the point of view of setting die right incen
tives for saving decisions, since die after-tax return from a dollar saved is equal to 
die lull return on die underlying investments in die real economy, thus eliminating 
die anti-saving distortion. Under diis regime, saving is exempt from tax when un-
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derlaken and while returns are accumulating. As saving is taxed at lull marginal 
rates when withdrawn to spend, this system can, unlike a VAT or GST system, ad
dress equity issues by being as progressive as desired.

Unfortunately, replacement of our income tax system with die full-scale Meade 
scheme presents what have so far seemed to be insuperable transitional problems 
(such as quarantining ‘old’ savings and protecting diose living on diem, managing 
die initial deferral of revenues, prevendng indefinite deferral). In pracdcal terms, 
we are probably left to look at restricted alternadves to die full scheme, such as ex- 
penditure-tax-type treatment for, say, saving committed for at least diree or five 
years, consistent widi what appears to be die typical horizon of saving for major life- 
cycle purposes odier dian redrement (five or seven or more years).3

Welfare reform. Welfare reform to eliminate ‘moral hazard’ opportunities —  or, 
equivalently, as Cox (1994) suggests, to restrict programs (like die age pension) diat 
most direedy substitute for private saving —  also presents difficulties. There is ob
viously considerable scope lor reform to Australia’s system, to cut back middle-class 
welfare and churning; but a substantial social safety net appears to have strong 
community support on equity and social-cohesion grounds. It seems clear diat die 
community is willing to extend significant safety-net support to diose in need, even if 
dieir need might be regarded as ‘dieir own fault’ in die sense diat diey could have 
self-provided but did not. Policy changes dial respect diese community attitudes 
may again not achieve outcomes dial are ‘ideal’ in terms of dieir impact on saving.

Fiscal responsibility. In respect of government’s own saving, it is possible to be 
more sanguine about approximating ‘first best’ policies. Few governments would 
accept very rigid constraints on dieir fiscal flexibility regardless of economic condi
tions or contingencies, and we might expect most governments to seek to avoid re
strictions on dieir ability to spend now at die future’s expense. Yet some govern
ments, like New Zealand’s, have imposed fiscal disciplines on diemselves diat tend 
to ensure diat diey operate transparendy and do not run persistent recurrent defi
cits. New Zealand’s policies also reflect an understanding that it matters significandy 
whedier a given deficit outcome is achieved by expenditure restraint or by taxation, 
given die high deadweight costs of marginal taxation.4 At die federal level in Austra
lia, however, such explicit fiscal responsibility policies seem some way oil.

3 Even il well selected on such life-cycle considerations, any minimum term will tend to distort choices 
between horizons diat are close to diat term. However, household access to credit should smoodi diat 
distortion, leaving overall incendves to save or to consume now radier dian in future years much less 
distorted dian under an income tax regime. Features such as a minimum term are essentially practical 
devices to manage die transition to a regime where a substantially larger pail of financial saving receives 
expenditure taxation treatment They could be phased out (or modified to different values) in die 
longer term.
4 Dieweil and Lawrence (1995:32) argue diat ‘die overriding |liscal| priority should lie to reduce 
government expenditure and public-debt levels, and to pave die way for sustainable reductions in 
taxation levels’. They put die economic cost of labour taxation at die margin in New Zealand at 18 per
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What Should Real-World Savings Policies Aim to Do?

A tentative conclusion from the discussion so far is that it would be neidier readily 
feasible nor supported by the majority in die community to implement a pure ‘first 
best’ policy diat would make achievement of die ‘right’ level ol saving automadc. 
That leaves die possibility of a saving outcome emerging diat is sub-optimal in 
terms of:

• household choices distorted against saving;

• openness to ‘moral hazard’ behaviour especially widi regard to die age pension, 
and associated intergeneradonal inequity;

• deterioradon of government finances; and

• as a result of all of diese, significant impairment of our ability to achieve on a 
sustained basis die higher rates of economic growdi, and die levels ol 
investment diat go widi diem, of which we would odierwise be capable —  and 
indeed which we might odierwise choose.

The FitzGerald (1993) National Saving report suggested responses to each ol 
tliose specilic aspects of die issue. As a means of approaching die quesdon of die 
level of saving to which policy should aim if it could not establish die condidons for 
an opdmal saving level to emerge automadcally, die report looked primarily at what 
rate of saving would ellecdvely remove die constraint on our economic growdi 
posed by our present low saving rate. It asked what nadonal saving rate should be 
aimed at to achieve sustained rates of economic growdi at die levels (approaching 5 
per cent a year) diat appear feasible in other respects, assuming diat well-understood 
structural reforms remove odier constraints to growdi.

In very broad terms, die National Saving report analysis showed diat while any 
policies to lift saving must have some short- to medium-term cost in restraining 
growdi in consumpdon, in die longer term die trade-off is attracdve; sustained 
higher saving will make possible sustained higher growdi and higher levels of poten
tial consumpdon. The illustrative aridimedc runs approximately as follows:-5

• achieving steady 5 per cent annual GDP growdi can be shown to require 
efficient investment at a rate of around 25 per cent of GDP;0

cen t Findlay and Jones (1982) put die figure lor Australia at 40 per cent, diougli Australian marginal 
tax rates have since been reduced.
°  T he precise figures are drawn from die modelling undertaken (by die Economic Planning Advisory 
Council) for Chapter 3 o f  FitzGerald (1993), but very similar results have been obtained by odier 
modellers: see, for example, Access Economics Monitor, February 1995, pp.3-4.
 ̂Gross nadonal investment has approached diat level in recent years only at die cyclical peaks, in 

1989-90 and during 1994-95; over die intervening four years it was around 20 per cent o f  GDP.
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• any policy for sustainable growth must not involve spiralling increases in 
external liabilities; that is, it must imply stabilisation of Australia’s external debt 
to GDP ratios at some level in die relatively foreseeable future. This can be 
shown to imply diat die current account deficit averages no more dian about 3 
per cent of GDP; and

• hence, a pragmatic goal for policy might be to lift national saving to 22 or 23 per 
cent of GDP by some combination of measures.7 That happens to have been 
die average of die past diree decades.

While most economists would, I diink, agree that diose numbers describe an 
outcome dial hangs togedier, diere is some disagreement about die causality in
volved and about whedier policies indeed exist diat can achieve, on a sustained ba
sis, the shift in both national saving and nadonal investment diat is described by it. I 
argue below diat diere are such policies; and indeed it could also be argued diat of 
all die policies which may affect a country’s growdi performance, policies in diis 
area are among those offering die clearest scope to influence growdi outcomes.8

Can a National Saving Policy Work?

Quite clearly policy can engineer increases in particular forms of saving. A compul
sory superannuation policy, coupled widi reforms to ensure dial die savings in
volved are in fact used f or retirement income, can clearly achieve die specific objec
tives of increasing saving in diat form and ultimately reducing die burden of age 
pension outlays on future taxpayers. Similarly, fiscal responsibility policies clearly 
can change government’s own saving level, as demonstrated by New Zealand (see 
Scott, 1995; Albon, 1995). Again, we know that changing the structure of taxation 
can shift die pattern of saving. Indeed it is notorious diat Australian saving patterns, 
and also patterns in some other OECD countries, are strongly distorted towards 
housing.

A dossier of facts presenting persuasive ‘smoking gun’ indications of distortion 
towards excessive investment in housing assembled by Dr Judidi Yates was reported 
in an article by Ross Gittins in the Sydney Morning Herald of 10 November 1993. 
For example, die number of homes has in the post-war period increased very sig
nificantly faster dian die population, die number of people per house falling from 
close to four in the late 1940s to two-and-a-half in die early 1990s. Over die past 20 
years, the size of houses has increased substantially, die proportion widi four or 
more rooms increasing from 13 to 19 per cent. This occurred even diougli popu
lation growdi over dial period was strongly skewed to single-person households,

7 .
' Saving fell below 16 per cent of GDP in 1991-92 and 1992-93; at die top of die recent cycle, in 
1994, it had recovered to only 18 per cent of GDP.
O

See, for example, Dowrick (1995). Alter reviewing determinants of long-run growth across die 
board, be concluded {inter alia) diat, particularly for Australia, ‘most obviously we would expect an 
increase in savings and investment to increase growdi’ (1995:43).
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whose number rose 45 per cent over the ten years to 1991. Again, over the 1970s 
and 1980s the average lloor space of new homes rose by about 44 per cent or Irom 
130 square metres to 187 square metres, more than can be attributed to the change 
in die average number of rooms.

Houses have been increasingly capitalised in odier ways, including in die quality 
of materials and die amount and quality of equipment. At die last census 9 per cent 
of homes were empty; and calculadons of actual numbers of rooms per person 
reladve to ratios typical at around die middle of die life cycle suggest diat diere is, in 
some sense, a total under-utilisation of die housing stock of several dines diat va
cancy rate. As well, yields on housing have been driven significandy below those on 
odier assets, indicadng distortion of saving away from areas where higher returns are 
available.

Data for die period 1975-76 to 1991-92 examined in FitzGerald and Harper 
(1993) show an imputed rental yield of only 4 per cent and a real capital gain com
ponent of less dian 2 per cent; equity investments in Australian business over diat 
period earned a real pre-tax yield of over 10 per cent. FitzGerald and Harper 
(1993) presented evidence dial our tax structure is deeply implicated in diis distor
tion of saving towards housing. It can be inferred diat social-security means testing 
is similarly implicated. None of diese points, however, demonstrates on its own 
diat the overall level of national saving would be affected, or diat, if it were, it would 
lead to higher investment. We need to be confident diat:

• any increase in public saving will in fact lead to increased national saving rather 
dian being offset by changed private saving (diis depends largely on whedier 
such an increase is achieved dirougli revenue or expenditure measures);

• policies towards categories of private saving will increase it in total radier dian 
simply rearranging it, and will in turn increase national saving (diat is, not be 
offset by changed public saving); and that

• any increase in national saving will in fact lead to increased national investment 
and higher growth.

Will Increasing National Saving Lead to Higher National Investment?

On the last of diose issues, diere is no controversy about die association between 
high saving rates and high investment rates. An exhibit presented in die National 
Saving report, for example, clearly shows diis for die APEC economies (FitzGerald, 
1993:5). Studies of diis association, particularly in die Asian context, abound (see 
for example Young, 1992).

Yet controversy remains about die direction of causation. This is a complex 
issue to research, since it is clear diat whichever die primary direction of causality is, 
diere are time lags and feedbacks. For example, diere are time lags in die adjust
ment of consumption patterns to higher growth, so diat measures diat increase die
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rate of growth will, at least for some period, have the effect of causing some in
crease, or further increase, in the rate of saving. Yet as growth settles at a higher 
rate, saving should fall: why sacrifice more consumption now as you become confi
dent of faster advance in your future income?

There is no space here to review tliis literature in detail, but it has a long pedi
gree. One major strand begins widi die famous paper by Feldstein and Horioka 
(1980), which demonstrated diat capital is not perfecdy internadonally mobile and 
diat higher domestic saving is almost everywhere associated widi higher domestic 
investment. The long stream of research started by diat paper has confirmed diose 
results:

. . . ample research over die past few years has failed to reject die basic 
finding: if a country raises die national saving rate by a percentage point, 
most of die increase in saving is retained in die form of increased 
investment. (Dornbusch, 1991:220)

Recent studies in diis stream have used sophisticated econometric techniques to 
establish not only associations but also directions of causality. These studies do not 
remove all disagreement, but die weight of diem, particularly die more comprehen
sive ones, supports die conclusion diat the main causality is from saving to growdi. 
looking at die Asian evidence, across countries and over time, Nelson (1993:36-7) 
found diat:

Results . . . suggest diat about 65 per cent of an increase in domestic saving 
is reflected in higher investment. . . Asian data also suggest diat aggregate 
saving can be raised by an increase in government saving. . . Overall, Asian 
data support die FitzGerald report’s proposition on relationships between 
aggregate saving and die economy. Higher ratios of total saving to GDP are 
associated widi higher investment ratios and higher government saving is 
associated widi higher aggregate saving and a reduced current account 
deficit.

I believe dial we can be confident, on die evidence, diat policies which do suc
ceed in lifting national saving will also lift national investment (and as well reduce 
die external deficit), leading to higher growdi on a sustainable basis.

Will Increased Government Saving Increase National Saving?

The next step in die logic chain is to consider furdier die evidence for die proposi
tion diat lif ting public saving will lead to increased national saving. Here, in addition 
to Nelson (1993), supportive evidence exists. For example, Blundell-Wignall and 
Stevens (1992) show diat movements in public saving are only partially offset by 
movements in private saving (and vice versa). Anodier econometric study across 
countries and over time by Hutchison (1992) concluded not only dial die declines 
in government saving in many countries over die past two decades have been mainly
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responsible for die observed falls in national saving, but diat die impact of govern
ment saving on national saving depends significandy on die pardcular composidon 
of die expenditure/tax structure —  which is consistent widi die studies cited earlier 
of die deadweight costs of marginal taxadon. Hutchison’s results:

. . . indicate fairly high private saving offsets to government budget deficits .

. . when they are caused by tax reducdons. . . When government budget 
deficits are generated by an increase in expenditure radier dian a reducdon 
in taxes, however, [diere is] litde evidence of a private saving oflset. Since 
almost all of die declining government saving over die past two decades is 
attributable to rising expenditure, [die] results suggest diat die fall in 
nadonal saving is mainly due to die deterioradon in government finances. 
(Hutchison, 1992:48)

Hutchison’s study is of considerable interest in diat it points to more sophisdcated 
policies going beyond simple rules of diumb, useful as diey are, such as die rule diat 
the budget should be balanced or in surplus on average over die business cycle. 
Apart from die finding diat achieving die same budget deficit outcome by means of 
tax radier dian by expenditure measures will produce quite different private saving 
responses (because of die stronger impacts of taxes on incentives), Hutchison points 
out that:

. . . calculations of diis nature must also consider die contingent liabilities of 
government incurred dirough existing legislation (pensions, social security, 
healdi care and so on). Contingent liabilities are often unfunded, typically 
oil-budget. (Hutchison, 1992:48)

One implication is dial we need, as a sounder basis for fiscal responsibility policies, 
much better financial information on government’s operations, ideally —  as in New 
Zealand —  die full accruing of costs and liabilities, period by period. And we need 
to recognise diat tax increases and spending cuts will not be equivalent: die latter will 
have greater effect on national saving, because diere will be a smaller offsetting 
change in private saving in response.

Can Policy Change National Saving through Private Saving?

The last, and perhaps most interesting, questions on which evidence is needed are 
whedier public policy can affect national saving dirough private saving, and whedier 
it can do so dirough compulsion or dirough measures affecting die structure of in
centives facing decisions about voluntary saving. As for compulsory saving meas
ures, diere is ample evidence diat diey not only affect die level of saving dirough die 
particular channel (whedier it be Australia’s Superannuation Guarantee system or 
Singapore’s Central Provident Fund) but diat diey have net effects bodi on aggregate 
private saving and on national saving, despite some offsetting reduction of odier 
saving.
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An empirical examination of this issue by FitzGerald and Harper (1992) found 
that over die short to medium term die offset to increased Superannuation Guaran
tee saving could amount to 50 per cent, despite die fact diat die consumption 
spending of many low- to middle-income households affected appears significandy 
constrained by dieir current income. More recendy, a Treasury group (Tulip & 
Stott, 1994) has examined die issue and concluded diat die offset may be as small as 
30 per cent. Harper and I were (and are) strongly of die view diat whatever die off
set is in die short to medium term, it is likely to rise signilicandy over die long term 
as people’s superannuation balances rise. In any event, die evidence supports die 
proposition diat compulsion can increase bodi total private and national saving, al- 
diough die effect may wane over die very long run.

The more interesdng issue is whedier voluntary private saving, and dirough it 
national saving, can be increased dirough changed incentives, whedier in social se
curity and welfare means-testing arrangements or die tax system. This is a much 
canvassed issue, especially in die United States. The ‘optimists’ include diose who 
have been most prominent in researching die empirical evidence, including exten
sive time series/cross section data, on how households widi access to die US tax- 
deferred saving schemes (IRAs and 401(K) accounts9) differ in their saving from 
households widiout such access. These researchers have produced more and more 
persuasive findings, as die evidence available to diem has accumulated, showing diat 
households widi access to diese saving vehicles have significandy higher private sav
ings dian otherwise similar households10 (see for example Poterba, Vend & Wise, 
1993).

The sceptics in die US debate argue eidier diat die evidence indicates (or does 
not rule out) mere rearrangement of the forms in which household saving is under
taken; or, if diere are positive effects on private saving, diat diese are outweighed by 
die cost to public saving of die tax concessions. Engen, Gale and Scholz (1994) 
argue on these lines. Signilicandy, diey concede diat die evidence does now clearly 
show dial access to IRAs, at least, raises die saving of die households concerned, 
aldiough diey dispute diis for die 401(K) vehicle. (A difficulty for diis research is 
diat dollar limits on access have recendy been tightened, reducing considerably die 
number of households presented widi an effeedve incentive at the margin. Clearly, 
for such schemes to achieve dieir policy purposes, access to diem must eidier be 
unrestricted or leave die bulk of die population —  at least middle, if not upper, in
come earners —  widi an effective incentive.)

file sceptics’ major fallback argument is diat die positive effect on private sav
ing of diese vehicles, which they concede for IRAs at least, is outweighed by the 
public saving cost and diat there is dierefore no gain to national saving.

9 Individual and employer sponsored retirement saving accounts respectively.
10 Most policies to change die incentives lor saving have bodi income and substitution ellecls; die 
evidence is dial, at least lor pure tax deferral schemes like die US ones, substitudon elfects dominate.
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What Conclusions Does the Evidence Support?

In my view, this debate about the US evidence leads to two main conclusions. First, 
it is now difficult to dispute die mounting evidence showing diat households given 
access to taxed-deferred saving vehicles increase dieir private saving. Second, die 
tailback argument ol die sceptics about die public saving offset is misconstrued. 
Since die US vehicles concerned are pure tax-deferral vehicles widi no concession 
in die tax rates applying to wididrawals, it is not clear diat, viewed in die proper time 
frame, diere is necessarily any offset in public saving at all. Indeed, diere is 
potentially a public saving gain once die measures are phased in. If we ignore die 
possibility ol unlimited deferral (which can easily be prevented11) and die possibility 
dial some savers might wididraw savings at a time when diey may have moved into a 
lower tax bracket, 12 it is clear diat so long as additional savings earn returns better 
dian die government’s cost ol borrowing, die government will collect a flow of taxes 
which is higher in die medium to long term and has a larger net present value at die 
outset dian if die amount was taxed as income at die outset and spent. Any fund 
well invested for die long term will readily meet diat condition.

The impact on government finances of reforms to taxation designed to opti
mise incentives lor saving must be viewed over die typical time frame of diat saving. 
Government itsell needs to set aside die ‘short-termist’ mindset. Surely, even a 
government lacing a diree-year electoral cycle could take die modesdy extended 
medium-term view ol its finances required to introduce such a scheme.

It is ol course true diat some saving is presendy undertaken in forms which are 
highly taxed now (such as interest-bearing saving) and diat it may be difficult, even 
widi (say) restrictions on die minimum term of saving qualifying for tax deferral, to 
lully quarantine such existing saving from tax-deferred treatment. However, it is 
clear diat most households already keep to a bare minimum die savings they hold in 
such forms. 13 Attracting saving out of housing, the much larger How and stock, is 
bodi positively desirable and presents no problem of revenue loss. Where diese 
issues may arise (dial is, for diose savings forms diat are heavily taxed), it seems 
neverdieless desirable to change to an expenditure taxation basis, even if some ele
ment ol revenue is lorgone diereby (which could in principle be made up by odier 
adjustments without affecting its progressivity and so on). Since it is likely diat reve
nue will, over time, increase in respect of bodi new saving and saving attracted out

11 For example, by deeming withdrawal on decease (or explicitly re-introducing death duties, at least 
in respect ol tax-deferred savings); or, less controversially, by restricting deferral to, say, ten years for 
non-retirement saving, given that saving for major life-cycle purposes other than retirement appears 
typically to have horizons less than this.
12 It seems to me desirable that tax should be levied at rates reflecting die person’s circumstances at 
die time.
13 1 he available data on distribudon ol assets give a strong impression diat most households hold in 
financial forms (outside superannuation) only die minimum balances needed for immediate 
transacdons-related purposes and contingencies: see Dilnot (1990).
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of housing, the overall result for public saving appears likely to be positive —  alter 
die phase-in period.

It is important to stress that adopting a policy of taxing saving on an expenditure 
basis would remove or greatly alleviate a major distortion to households’ (and gov
ernments’) intertemporal choices, not introduce a new one. Not only is it, on the 
evidence, likely to increase saving overall, but it would also significantly reduce die 
present great distortion in die allocation of saving, namely, diat towards housing. 
This distortion has pushed yields on such saving (perhaps two-diirds of total 
household accumulation) a long way below die returns available on investments in 
die wider economy. Desirable as good housing is, forgoing diat difference in re
turns (at least 4 per cent a year ex post since die mid-1990s, on die basis of die data 
examined by FitzGerald and Harper, 1993) is a heavy cost.

Moreover, if compulsory saving for retirement is to have die desired net effect 
on saving overall —  diat is, if die offset in reduced odier saving is not to rise to high 
levels —  it is surely critical to present households, particularly middle-income 
households, widi die maximum incentive diat die economy can offer to maintain 
diat odier saving at high levels.

National Saving and the 1995 Federal Budget

National saving was a strong dieme of Australia’s 1995 federal budget. How does it 
measure up? Essentially diere were diree fronts on which saving policy needed to 
be advanced.

First, government’s own saving needed to be restored to a sustained positive 
level —  ideally by expenditure restraint radier dian tax increases. If we bear in 
mind diat government’s cash accounting does not measure all accruing costs and 
liabilities, diis indicates a benchmark for die prcscndy measured recurrent budget 
surplus of die federal general government sector of around 2-3 per cent of GDP —  
roughly where it was up to die mid-1970s (after adjustment for inter-level tranfers). 
Based on die economic scenario presented, the 1995 budget will go about halfway 
to dial, some years out, and do so predominandy by tax increases (most likely to be 
offset by changed private saving) radier than expenditure cuts. Moreover, die 
federal government appears to he reluctant to embrace die international trend 
whereby governments present meaningful operating accounts on an accruals basis 
and commit to a permanent regime of fiscal responsibility.

Second, die system of obligatory minimum self-provision for retirement 
needed to be completed and made effective. If we leave aside criticisms dial can he 
made of die mediod of introduction (for example, about die over-riding of 
individuals’ choice of fund for their own contributions out of dieir after-tax 
incomes), the proposals will, alter a very long phasing-in period, achieve adequate 
retirement incomes and significandy reduce burdens on future taxpayers.14

14 Indeed, unless die level of and eligibility lor die age pension is reviewed some years in die future, 
provision will be excessive for die typical Australian: diat is, it will provide a post-redrement purchasing 
power lor beneficiaries greater dian diey had before----  viz. die case of die person at 75 per cent of
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However, some critical issues remain to be addressed to ensure the ellectiveness of 
die system: in particular, a more effective mesh with the pension means test, in 
order substantially to restrict double dipping; and a shift to ensuring that die bulk ol 
benefits is taken in die form of an income stream radier dian as lump sums.

Third, reforms were needed to die structure of incentives lor voluntary saving 
(mainly dirough die tax system, but also die social security and welfare systems). 
The budget is silent on diis, giving die impression diat reform here has been 
rejected. If so, diis is a great pity, since it means diat, ultimately, die compulsory 
saving measures will have a more limited net effect on total household saving dian 
desired, and die very powerful present distortions towards over-investment in 
housing and generally towards consumption radier dian saving will remain.

W e have made a good start towards a balanced saving policy, but we have a 
considerable way to go.
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Comment

Don Harding

W N his article ‘Public Policy and National Saving’, Vince FitzGerald outlines the 
I theoretical and empirical foundations of his case for a national saving policy. In 

.A^diis comment, I wish to take issue with him on three points: die second-best 
nature of his policy prescriptions; die links between saving, investment and growdi; 
and die effects of compulsory saving policies.

Second-best Savings Policies

As FitzGerald acknowledges, savings policies are inherendy second-best. Since 
even die best-designed taxes and welfare programs may distort saving decisions, 
diere may be a case for modest saving policies designed to increase voluntary saving. 
Yet FitzGerald argues for major interventions in saving decisions: in pardcular, he 
seeks to make a case for compulsion. To establish diis case, he argues convincingly 
diat government has failed to shift from income taxadon to consumption or expen
diture taxation, to insdtudonalise fiscal responsibility, and to reform die welfare sys
tem in a way diat removes or minimises its anti-saving bias.

Such policy failures are all too apparent in Australia. But second-best argu
ments assume diat diese failures will continue. Is diis not too pessimistic? Witness 
die profound change in border protecdon policies over die past 30 years —  an area 
that has also had its share of proposals for second-best policies.

Second-best policies typically require more information to design and imple
ment dian do lirst-best policies. Why should we assume diat a government diat has 
failed in die areas mendoned above will succeed in die more difficult task of deliver
ing second-best saving policies? Moreover, die dieory of the second best is Hawed 
in diat it Peats constraints as exogenous. But public choice dieory suggests that 
such constraints are often endogenous, arising from die rent-seeking pressures diat 
lie at die intersection of economics and polidcs. If diis is die case, die polidcal and 
economic forces diat make first-best policies difficult will operate to limit die effec- 
dveness of savings policy. Witness die role of unions in shaping die superannuadon 
component of savings policy.

Saving, Investment and Growth: Where Is the Causation?

Alter reviewing die literature on die high correladon observed between saving and 
investment across a number of countries, FitzGerald concludes diat ‘we can be

Don Harding is Director of the Westpac-Melbourne Institute Centre for Business 
Cycle Analysis at The University of Melbourne.
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confident, on the evidence, that policies which do succeed in lifting national saving 
will also lift national investment (and as weil reduce the external deficit), leading to 
higher growth on a sustainable basis’ (p.10). But there are two problems with this 
conclusion. First, it is not clear that the evidence of a causal link between saving 
and investment is as strong as FitzGerald suggests: see, lor example, Carnahan and 
Camilleri (1995), Carroll and Weil (1993), Taylor (1995), and Roubini (1988). 
Moreover, die World Bank (1993:244-5) has found diat in die dynamic Asian 
economies growdi causes saving but saving does not cause growdi.

Second, and more important, FitzGerald uses no dieory to guide us on die 
crucial issue of causation. However, die Swan (1956) and Solow (1956) neoclassical 
growdi model provides an interpretadon of die Feldstein-Horioka (1980) puzzle. 
Consider a group of closed economies diat have die same technology and pref er
ences and differ only in die level of die proportional tax rate on output. Barro et al. 
(1995:106-7) draw out die implicadons for die saving-investment correladons:

If economies differ only in tax rates, dien die steady state real interest rates 
are die same for all countries. Economies widi low steady states capital in- 
tensides have high marginal products of capital, but diey also have high tax 
rates. The exact offset of diese two effects implies diat die after-tax mar
ginal products of capital and, dierefore, die real interest rates are independ
ent of die capital intensifies. If we opened up international capital markets, 
dien capital would not flow across countries because die after-tax returns 
are already equalised. Thus, domestic investment and national saving rates 
would be perfecdy correlated in a cross section of countries even widi full 
capital mobility.

Of course, tax rates are progressive radier dian proportional, and countries dif
fer in more dian dieir tax rates. This means diat steady-state real interest rates differ 
across countries prior to liberalisation of capital flows, diereby creating gains to lib
eralisation; and after liberalisation there is an increased flow, diough not a deluge, of 
capital across countries. As such, die observed correlation between saving and in
vestment will be strong but not perfect; and it will weaken but not disappear widi 
successive liberalisations. Taylor (1995) provides evidence diat suggests diat diis 
prediction accords widi die facts.

Thus, in contrast to FitzGerald’s conclusion, diis interpretation suggests diat 
diere is no dieoretical reason to expect diat an increase in die saving ratio, achieved 
dirough compulsion, would necessarily lead to an increase in domestic investment.

Compulsory Saving and Wealth Accumulation

The presence of liquidity constraints is necessary if compulsory saving is to influ
ence aggregate saving. In die absence of such constraints, individuals would simply 
change dieir borrowing or liquidate assets in such as way as to undo die effects of 
compulsion.
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Compulsory saving programs operate by tightening liquidity constraints. How 
does tliis alter behaviour? To date, attention has focused on die incentives to ac
cumulate physical and financial assets. Here it is clear that so long as diese savings 
instruments are imperfect substitutes —  and it is reasonable to assume diat diey are 
—  compulsion in one form of saving will increase aggregate saving. Tightening li
quidity constraints increases die extent to which people prefer receiving payment 
today to payment in die future. This means diat, under compulsory saving policies, 
careers widi a high inidal wage hut poor long-term prospects will be preferred to 
careers in which die initial wage is low hut prospects are good. In short, compul
sory saving programs encourage people to choose careers widi a slower rate ol hu
man capital accumulation.

How significant would diis effect he? Roughly two-diirds of wages, salaries and 
supplements, or more dian one-diird of GDP, comprises a return to human capital. 
It follows dial compulsory saving would need to have only a small elfect on human 
capital accumulation to reduce GDP by an amount diat is large reladve to die al
leged gains from a compulsory saving policy. Suppose compulsory saving causes, 
over die long run, a reducdon in die stock of human capital of 1 per cent. That 
would imply a reducdon in GDP of a litde more dian 0.33 per cent. To put diis in 
perspective: Corcoran et al. (1995) find diat by 2003-04 die Superannuation Guar
antee Charge (SCG) will have raised GDP by 0.7 per cent. But diey neglect die ad
verse elfect of die SGC on human capital accumulation. Clearly, die magnitudes 
are such diat any positive effect of compulsory saving on GDP could easily he re
versed by adverse human capital effects. The net elfect of die SCG could even he 
to reduce total wealdi.

Compulsory Saving and the Natural Rate of Unemployment

For individuals suffering from liquidity constraints, compulsory saving acts like a tax 
on labour income that is repaid when they retire. This tax increases die wedge be
tween the wage paid by die firm and the wage received by die worker. Since un
employment benefits are typically exempt from compulsory saving, such schemes 
reduce die gap between after-tax wages and unemployment benefits.

In die short run, such an increase in die wedge would result in a temporary 
outward shift in die Phillips curve and thus some temporary combination of higher 
inflation and higher unemployment. According to Layard et al. (1991), such wedge 
effects are typically only temporary in Phillips-curve models and do not result in a 
permanent rise in die natural rate of unemployment. But in efliciency-wage mod
els, such as diat presented by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), die increased wedge be
tween production and consumption wages results in a permanent increase in die 
natural rate of unemployment and dius a permanent increase in unemployment. If 
die latter model is sound, it raises a serious objection to compulsory saving policies.
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The Size of the Offset

Compulsory saving policies postpone the returns to illiquid assets. This raises the 
issue of the extent to which individuals will be able to counteract tliis through, lor 
example, greater resort to borrowing and increasing die duration of housing loans.

FitzGerald and die Treasury group to which he refers (Tulip & Stott, 1994) 
measure die savings offset using econometric work based on American data or on 
Australian data generated before die introduction of compulsory savings mecha
nisms. Neidier set of empirical work helps us to understand how die Australian 
financial system will respond to increased compulsory saving. We need to know 
how, and how quickly, die financial system will evolve in response to increased 
compulsion widi regard to saving. Until we have such information, it must remain 
doubtful whedier the benefits from compulsory saving policies exceed die costs.
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Comment

Ian R. Harper

INCE Vince FitzGerald and I are coauthors of two papers on die subject of 
saving, it should not be surprising that I agree widi many of his points. But 
even coaudiors are allowed to differ; and we do so on die importance of die 

current account deficit in die debate over national saving and on die role of tax- 
preferred private savings vehicles.

National Saving and the Current Account

In my view, die main argument for raising nadonal saving is to raise national in
vestment and die rate of economic growdi. Here I am in complete agreement widi 
FitzGerald diat die evidence speaks strongly in favour not just of a coincidence of 
high rates of nadonal saving and investment but of a causal link between die two. 
The link may well be bi-directional: high nadonal saving facilitates high nadonal in
vestment, and is facilitated by it as investment promotes higher rates of economic 
growdi and higher levels of nadonal income.

But I do not see why higher nadonal saving will, by itself, reduce the external 
deficit. Nor do I see diis as die primary purpose of raising nadonal saving. 
FitzGerald expresses confidence (p.8) that ‘policies which do succeed in lifting na
donal saving will also lift nadonal investment (and as well reduce die external deficit)
. . .’. But why should die increase in nadonal saving produce a smaller increase in 
nadonal investment —  which it would have to if it were to reduce die nation’s call 
on foreign savings and hence die current account deficit? After all, our experience 
in die second hall of the 1980s was precisely die contrary: die increase in nadonal 
saving engineered by die government dirough an historic rise in public saving 
touched off an even greater rise in national investment (primarily private) which in
creased the current account deficit. Indeed, it was diis increase in die external defi
cit which, I believe, finally broke die government’s resolve, inducing it to dghten 
monetary policy and precipitate the ‘recession we had to have’.

Like many odiers of his persuasion, FitzGerald argues from a desired target f or 
nadonal investment (say, 25 per cent of GDP) dirough a perceived upper limit to 
die current account deficit (say, 3 per cent of GDP) to a resultant desired level of 
nadonal saving (22 per cent of GDP). But diis allows die tail (die external deficit) to 
wag die dog (nadonal saving). By FitzGerald’s own argument, we should star/widi a 
higher level of nadonal saving. This should induce higher nadonal investment and

Ian Harper is Director of the Ian Potter Centre for International Finance at the 
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economic growth. Surely these are worth having regardless of die resultant effect on 
the current account deficit. Alter all, even if die current account deficit were to rise, 
die investment would be private (‘consenting adults’) and would eventually bring 
higher levels of national saving (and a lower external deficit) in its train.

Allowing die current account deficit to constrain die acceptable saving- 
investment differential creates two problems. The first is dial wealdl-enhancing in
vestment opportunities are needlessly discarded. Imposing a current account con
straint implies diat only diose investment projects which can be financed widiin die 
constraint promote national welfare, whereas any and all private projects which 
show positive net discounted cash Hows, irrespective of dieir impact on die current 
account deficit, are wealdi-increasing. This explains why, notwidistanding die in
crease in die current account deficit over die 1980s, recent Australian Bureau of 
Stadstics figures show diat die net wordi of die Australian economy increased dur
ing diis period (ABS, 1995).

The second problem is tacfical. FitzGerald and odiers who emphasise an ex
ternal constraint sensidse die vodng public and polidcians to die current account 
deficit. If national investment dien rises faster dian expected following a rise in na- 
donal saving, government is left widi no alternadve but to engineer macroeconomic 
restraint. Such an outcome, as it did in Australia in die late 1980s, inevitably un
ravels all die good work done to raise liadonal saving in die first place.

FitzGerald is right to promote higher liadonal saving and right to argue dial this 
will raise liadonal investment and economic growth. He should be prepared to ac
cept whatever liadonal investment such a policy delivers, in full recognidon diat 
such investment is privately underwritten and diat it will eventually promote even 
higher levels of saving as liadonal income grows. To allow die current account 
deficit to limit die growdi of investment needlessly sacrifices wealth-enhancing in
vestment opportunities at best, and at worst invites a macroeconomic backlash 
which undermines efforts to raise national (especially public) saving.

Tax-preferred Private Saving Vehicles

FitzGerald also devotes considerable space to a defence of tax-preferred private 
savings vehicles: IRAs and die like. This is a dieme to which a number of Austra
lian banks faced widi increasing competition from tax-preferred superannuation 
products also warm. FitzGerald is at pains to point out diat, provided tax is even
tually collected when die funds are wididrawn at die same rate as would odierwise 
have been paid when diey were deposited, die present value of tax collected is the 
same. Moreover, if die funds invested earn a higher rate of return dian die gov
ernment is obliged to pay on borrowed funds while it waits for die tax to be paid, 
die tax office may actually come out in front.

I have no difficulty widi die logic of diis position; indeed, it is unexceptionable. 
My problem is widi die pragmatics of a proposal which might, at best, produce a 
modest increase in private saving and no reduction in public saving but which could, 
at worst, produce no increase in private saving and a substantial reduction in public
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saving. In this latter case, the provision of tax-preferred savings vehicles actually 
reduces national saving.

W hile FitzGerald’s proposition is correct in principle, die practical outworking 
in die current Australian context is diat tax privileges presendy enjoyed by superan- 
nuation funds would be extended to certain classes of bank deposits. Under pres
ent arrangements, die ellective tax rate on superannuation saving is lower dian diat 
on any odier savings vehicle widi die exception of housing. If one includes die fact 
diat it is still too easy to arrange superannuation pay-outs in a form which preserves 
enddement to die public old-age pension and associated benefits, I suggest it is not 
at all clear diat public tax expenditures on subsidising superannaudon saving are 
eventually recouped.

Superannuation saving receives a net public subsidy, as would odier forms of 
private saving il they were granted access to die same privileges. If, as FitzGerald 
suggests, die offset even from compulsory superannuation is substandal in die 
longer run, diis leaves tax-preferred superannuation making a negative net impact 
on national saving.

Ö1 course, it is difficult to be dogmatic on diis score because we simply do not 
know enough about die relationships between public and private saving and be
tween superannuation and alternative forms of private saving. Given diat most ob
servers acknowledge diat higher public saving is generally die key to higher national 
saving, I, for one, am particularly wary of proposals which risk an almost certain 
sacrifice of public saving to achieve uncertain benefits in terms of additional private 
saving. W e simply cannot afford to dirow public saving away.1

Moreover, if Hutchison’s (1992) results are to be believed, raising public saving 
by cutting public expenditure produces litde il any reduction in private saving and 
therefore raises national saving directly. With uncertainty surrounding die net im
pact of tax-preferred savings schemes and some assurance that higher public saving 
will raise national saving, why would anyone risk die candle?

In diis regard, I diink the experience of New Zealand bears closer examination. 
1 he New Zealand government produced tax neutrality amongst its savings instru
ments by moving them all on to a classical footing, by eliminating tax preferences 
lor life insurance and superannuation, in particular, and treating diem die same as 
bank deposits and interest-bearing securities. Aldiough this goes right against die 
expenditure-lax treatment ol saving advocated by FitzGerald, diere has been no no
ticeable collapse of national saving in New Zealand. Indeed, die New Zealand cur
rent account deficit has moved in a direction entirely congenial to FitzGerald and  
die New Zealand economy is enjoying high levels of national investment.

1 A recent survey ol the IIS evidence on tax-preferred savings schemes (McCarthy & Pham, 1995:5) 
reaches a similar conclusion: ‘As lor IRAs in general, the short-run effect ol these accounts on savings 
is difficult to establish, but any increase in savings is likely to be extremely modest. An IRA program 
maintained over die long term is also likely to have a small impact, aldiough it might increase savings at 
die margin. . . a major turnaround in die nadonal saving rate will require much more ambitious initia- 
dves: a total overhaul ol die tax system to lavour all savings, a large-scale effort to reduce die budget 
deficit, or a significant change in household attitudes towards saving.’
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Given the evidence as it stands, we can be much more confident that tax prefer
ences will change die form in which people save than we can about dieir impact on 
die overall level of saving (private as well as national). If caution suggests we treat 
tax privileges as likely to lower nadonal saving, logic compels us to view die elimina- 
don of such privileges as likely to increase nadonal saving, if anything.

A lurdier implicadon is diat a generalised move towards expenditure-tax treat
ment of saving is likely, at least in die short to medium term, to lower nadonal sav
ing, whereas a move towards classical tax treatment of all forms of saving (including 
housing) would almost certainly raise nadonal saving. While I have a great deal of 
sympadiy for die ‘ideal’ properdes of an expenditure tax, I suspect one of die main 
reasons why it has never been implemented is diat die inidal cost to public revenue 
(read public saving) is too high. It would be much easier to contemplate from a 
position of fiscal strengdi. New Zealand may yet show us die way on diis as on so 
many odier fronts by using die amassed fiscal surpluses in prospect to ‘purchase’ 
expenditure-tax treatment of saving.
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Rejoinder

Vince FitzGerald

ON HARDING, Ian Harper and I all agree that Australian saving is sub- 
■ optimally low. We also agree on where to look for the major causes: the 

J  lailure to shift the mix ol the taxation system far enough from taxing in
come (and saving) and towards taxing consumption spending;1 the failure to institu
tionalise fiscal responsibility; and die lailure to reform our welfare system (broadly 
defined) to minimise its anti-saving bias.

First-best or Second-best Reforms to Raise Saving?

I have work in progress to appear in an early 1996 issue of AustAsiaii Papers, 
looking at social, cultural and institutional influences on saving, comparing Asia with 
Australia. A key conclusion from that work is that such influences appear to oper
ate essentially through the overall structure ol economic incentives that people face, 
particularly the taxation and welfare systems, current and expected. I dierelore very 
much agree that in order to bring about radical and lasting change in household 
saving behaviour, fundamental reforms in taxation, welfare and fiscal responsibility 
would be required —  and the reforms would have to be expected to bust. Without 
such reforms, we can expect to bring about only moderate change in saving behav
iour.

Perhaps I am, as Harding suggests, too pessimistic about prospects for such 
fundamental reforms; as Harper emphasises, New Zealand presents some lessons 
about what first-best reforms might realistically be achievable, given constructive 
politics. I argue, however, that the second-best measures that I advocate in my arti
cle —  fiscal responsibility policies (really a first-best), obligatory minimum saving 
earmarked lor retirement income provision, and expenditure tax treatment for 
medium- to longer-term financial saving —  would all complement and help lead to 
more thorough-going reforms. Let us not ‘make the best die enemy of the good’.

I note that even in New Zealand, which is I believe is now the only OECD 
country not to have a compulsory contributory social security/retirement income 
provision system, reform architect Roger Douglas (1993) supports die introduction 
ol slidl a system, essentially on die same kinds of intergenerational equity grounds 
diat I have emphasised. I note diat the cost of die present taxpayer-funded univer
sal pension in New Zealand is much higher reladve to GDP dian diat of Australia’s 
means-tested pension —  7.5 per cent of GDP as against 3.9 per cent circa 1990

1 It is fair to note that some elements ol the tax system, such as accelerated depreciation, have moved it 
partially along the spectrum towards expenditure taxation.
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(World Bank, 1994:Table A.5) —  and diis higher cost is presumably subject to a 
similar proportionate future rise.

I now turn to die diree broad topics about which my two commentators have 
mainly taken issue. Harding focuses on two sets ol issues: die relationship between 
national saving and investment, and aspects of die case for compulsory minimum 
superannuation. Harper also focuses on die relationship between saving and in
vestment, aldiough making some different points; and on aspects ol my proposal 
for expenditure tax treatment of a class of financial saving.

The Relationship between National Saving and Investment

All three of us agree on die reality of die strong posidve correladon, looking across 
countries and over medium to long timeframes, between national saving and in
vestment; or, because die investment rate and die rate of economic growdi are so 
closely related, between saving rates and growdi rates. Harding focuses mainly on 
die direction of causality, and Harper on die magnitude of die relationship and 
whedier we should be concerned about die difference between national investment 
and national saving —  die current account deficit.

The direction of causality continues to be controversial, and I have reviewed 
contributions on bodi sides. Undoubtedly die relationship is bi-directional and, as 
illustrated in Chart 3.3 of my National Saving report (FitzGerald, 1993:44), it may 
even be of different sign in die short run (when Keynesian elfects may dominate) 
dian in die medium to long run as supply-side effects loom larger. It does seem to 
be die case dial, at least for a transitional period, moving to a higher growdi rate 
feeds back into an increase in die saving rate over whatever level it would have been 
odierwise. Seeing that as die predominant causal relationship, as various studies 
(mainly ones using less formal methods) have done, raises such questions as why 
people would sacrifice even more consumption now, once diey are confident that 
diey will be even richer in die future than diey previously diought; and, more fun
damentally, what brings about the higher growth in die first place?

A general conclusion from die recent Reserve Bank conference on productivity 
and growth (see Andersen et al., 1995) was diat, while we know much less dian we 
would like about die influence of most factors on countries’ growdi rates, one factor 
about which there is relatively little uncertainty is the clear positive effect on growdi 
of die accumulation of productive factors, particularly capital (of all kinds). Unless 
‘padiologicaT complications are invoked, diis must extend to a positive effect on 
growdi of increased accumulation of wealdl —  that is, saving.

Among the various studies of the relationship, I highlighted in my paper two —  
Hutchison (1992) and Nelson (1993) — which had examined it using large data sets 
(involving long periods, many countries, and accounting for a range of factors diat 
need to be controlled for), and formal econometric analysis, including causality 
testing, "fliese studies strongly support die view that over die medium to long term, 
die predominant causality is from saving to investment. (Interestingly, bodi studies 
also illuminate the issue of die impact of government on private saving behaviour —  
indicating a substantial offsetting reduction in private saving in response to increased
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public saving achieved by taxation increases, but little such offsetting response to 
expenditure cuts.)

I would note that the papers by Barro et al. (1995) and Taylor (1995) that 
Harding cites do not conflict with diat conclusion. Essentially, Barro et al. say that 
even diougli capital is free to move across borders, in practice Hows may be small; 
diat is to say, if domestic saving is increased, domestic investment is likely to in
crease as well. And I have no problem widi Taylor’s conclusion eidier, namely, diat 
increased capital mobility widi financial liberalisation is likely to weaken (but not 
eliminate) die correladon. Taiwan, going from reliance largely on savings generated 
widiin firms to increased access to capital markets, presents an example of dial (see 
Wing & Liu, 1993).

As for die apparendy contradictory finding of die audiors of The East Asian 
Miracle, I note diat, surprisingly lor a study of growth, dieir brief note on causality 
tesfing (World Bank, 1993:242-5) covered only die reladvely short run (not beyond 
five years), which is die horizon over which Keynesian effects are likely to be signifi
cant, and controlled for no odier factors.

Should We Be Concerned About the Current Account Deficit?

Harper accepts diat increased saving should increase investment, but argues dial 
die increase in investment may exceed die increase in saving. This has of course 
been true in certain periods for certain countries, including Australia during die late- 
1980s boom period. However, die much more typical finding (see Dornbusch, 
1991) of research in die Feldstein-Horioka stream is for a less dian one-for-one 
relationship. That is, if saving is increased, investment can be expected (given time) 
to rise by less, dius leading to a lower current account deficit as well as to die in
vestment increase.

In the arithmetic I presented to illustrate how one might put a magnitude on 
our saving ‘shortiall’, I was not proposing a current account deficit target for its own 
sake, but simply imposing die constraint that we cannot sustainably finance higher 
growdi by incurring foreign debt-servicing burdens diat rise without limit relative to 
GDP. This is hardly controversial: see, lor example, die recent commentary on 
Australia in The Economist (4 November 1995, p.IS). All that I assume in my ar
ticle is diat any sustainable growdi scenario should involve die current account defi
cit stabilising in relation to GDP at some level over the medium term.

In principle, I would subscribe to Harper’s ‘consenting adults’ view of die cur
rent account deficit if we had fiscal responsibility policies in place and if increments 
in the deficit over recent times had clearly related to wealdi-creadng investment. 
But diat is not what has happened over the past two decades or so. Properly meas
ured (see FitzGerald, 1994), government debt exceeds die external debt. The pri
vate sector is a net lender. And the great rise in public debt over die past two dec
ades went largely to finance current consumption expenditure, not wealdi creation. 
As Sims (1995) stresses, diat—  not wealdi-creadng investment, public or private —  
is die fundamental source of the rise in our external deficit and debt over diat pe-
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nod, doubling die average ratio of die current account deficit to GDP from 2.25 to 
4.5 per cent.

Apart from die fact diat comparisons of die increase in our net wealdi widi die 
(smaller) increase in our foreign debt typically do not adequately consider die aspect 
of risk and its implicadons for die rate of return required of investments, I would 
argue dial diese comparisons miss die point. We would be richer still if we had not 
incurred debt on a large scale dirough government, which did not produce com
mensurate increases in our nadonal wealdi.

Objections to Compulsory Superannuation

I will respond only briefly to Harding’s comments on compulsory superannuation. 
It is true (as I have said elsewhere) diat we do not know enough about die offset (in 
reduced odier saving), and diat it may well rise over time. The latest work on diis 
(Covick & Higgs, 1995) puts die offset at 37 per cent, but sheds no light on whedier 
it will rise. Indeed, die continuing steady fall in die household saving rado almost a 
decade alter die initial steps to introduce award superannuadon is a salutary re
minder of the strength of households’ response to die overall incendve structure 
diey face, and to dieir increased ability to adjust saving patterns (dirough easier ac
cess to finance and so on).

Harding goes on to raise the possible effects of compulsory saving on human 
capital accumuladon. The scenario is diat, because of liquidity constraints, people 
will prefer careers widi high inidal wages but poor prospects: that is, careers widi 
lower rates of human capital accumuladon. He asserts that ‘compulsory saving 
would need to have only a small effect on human capital accumuladon to reduce 
GDP by an amount dial is large reladve to die alleged gains from a compulsory 
saving policy’. I do not see either many opportunides for such trade-oils (most 
jobs diat will pay more later also pay more now) or any evidence that the strength of 
household responses to them is, or may be, significant. It is equally plausible that 
people will react in the opposite way, and acquire more human capital dirough edu
cation or training so as to be paid more. Empirical evidence is needed.

Harding’s odier point about die increased wedge between produedon and con- 
sumpdon wages has more weight. It suggests that die obligadon for minimum re
tirement provision should ideally be on the individual, and not oceupadonally re
lated. I agree widi this but note dial a significant effect on the rate of unemploy
ment has not yet been demonstrated empirically, aldiough some scenario modelling 
has suggested dial there could be an effect, over some horizons.

Taxing Saving as Saving

Finally, I respond to Harper’s points about my proposal for taxing a class of finan
cial saving on an expenditure basis. In doing so, I note diat his use of die label ‘tax- 
preferred’ is a rellecdon of how we have come to regard die present distorted over- 
taxadon of saving —  in most forms —  as die norm, and proposals for restoring 
something like neutrality as implying preference or privilege.
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As my article points out, the contrast between the treatment of saving in the 
form of equity in the family home, and the treatment of saving in almost any of the 
financial forms that flow more directly into business capital, has had a significant 
economic cost, as reflected in the large gap between their realised economic rates of 
return over the past three to four decades. Ameliorating this distortion alone pro
vides adequate justification for my proposal, even if diere were no significant effects 
on die quantum of saving —  which is die ‘agnostic’ view favoured by official sector 
surveyors of relevant literature, mainly studies of aggregate saving (for example, 
OECD, 1994).

As I argue in my ardcle, however, die weight of evidence from die studies using 
extensive dine series/cross-secdon data is diat diere are likely to be at least moderate 
posidve gains in private saving. If private saving is at worst not reduced and its pat
tern is certainly less distorted, die only debate is about whedier diis is at a cost to 
public saving. My own sub-heading above, ‘Taxing Saving as Saving’, is intended to 
highlight what I regard as die cridcal insight needed to address diat issue properly. 
The pure deferral of taxadon inherent in expenditure taxadon does not, as a ‘short- 
termist’ view focusing only on die inidal period in which die saving is made would 
have it, necessarily involve any outright cost to public saving. Simply viewing it in 
the timeframe o f  the saving—  diat is, between die point of deposit and die point of 
wididrawal —  makes it clear diat what is happening is diat die public purse is co
saving. The forgone tax at die point of deposit earns, in die larger tax collected at 
die point of wididrawal, die same returns for the government revenue diat die pri
vate saver earns. And under die expenditure taxation regime, diere is no wedge 
between diat return and die lull economic return diat die underlying real invest
ments earn.

So long as that return exceeds die government bond rate, die effect on govern
ment revenues —  eidier in net present value or, in die medium term, in cash flow 
terms —  is posidve, as demonstrated in the detailed simulations, bodi for individu
als and for die aggregate, presented in FitzGerald (1993b).

Tlius, if die issues for public saving are viewed in proper timeframe and con
text, the cautionary points diat Harper makes about risking a cost to public saving 
fall away: providing, diat is, we can lift our sights beyond die short term. In dial ho
rizon, of course, diere are practical issues of covering a cash flow shordall and con
vincing die financial markets diat diis shordall is die counterpart of a stronger me
dium-term fiscal position.

In that real world, I agree with Harper (and indeed so indicated in die National 
Saving report) dial die move would be ‘easier to contemplate from a position of 
financial strengdi’ and diat ‘New Zealand may yet show us die way on diis as on so 
many odier fronts’. New Zealand has indeed done so: demonstrating diat a credi
ble and committed fiscal responsibility regime is clearly, on all the evidence re
viewed above, an indispensable foundation for any fully effective national saving 
policy.
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Redistributing Income through 
Pricing Policies

James Cox

n n H E  pricing policies of public enterprises and other government agencies that 
sell goods and services to the public can be used to redistribute income.

.A . Such policies are die main, if not die only, technique of redistribudon open 
to State and local governments, which are not able to use die Commonwealth’s in
come tax and social security arrangements.

Such pricing policies enable governments to promote significant and widely 
supported social objecdves such as ensuring diat die disadvantaged can pay dieir 
energy and water bills and have access to public transport (die audior vividly recalls 
being told how important travel concessions are for die mentally ill in New Soudi 
Wales). Neverdieless, such subsidies may be an inefficient mediod of redistribudon 
because diey are ded to die consumption of pardcular goods and services: persons 
who do not have ready access to die service are unable to benefit from die associ
ated subsidy. For example, public transport subsidies are of litde benefit to disabled 
people who are unable to use public transport.

Pricing policies are coming under pressure, largely from government moves to 
expose dieir enterprises to greater compeddon and to make social policy more eq
uitable and transparent. As well, in recent years progress has been made in reduc
ing cross-subsidies dial do not have a clear social purpose (see, for example, Gov
ernment Pricing Tribunal, 1994). Equally, obstacles to change arise from poor 
Commonwealdi-State reladons (which limit die opdons diat are pracdcally available 
to State governments), the absence of a vocal constituency outside government to 
support some changes, and suspicion by die recipients of subsidies about die pur
poses of governments diat propose changes.

The Nature and Purpose of Subsidies

A subsidy is a service provided to a group of recipients at a price below die cost of 
producdon of die service. A subsidy is dierefore a form of support for diose who 
purchase a pardcular good or service.

James Cox is Principal Adviser to the NSW Government Pricing Tribunal. In 
1989 and 1990 he conducted for the New South Wales government a review of the 
concessions on prices that the government offers to pensioners and some other 
groups. This article does not discuss the conclusions and recommendations of the 
review but draws on material that was collected for the review.
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A subsidy can be provided in a number of ways:

• Cash assistance earmarked lor a particular purpose, such as government contri
butions towards paying electricity bills.

• Subsidies paid direcdy to service providers, such as payments to bus companies 
to enable them to carry students to and from school free of charge.

• Cross-subsidies within die pricing structure of an enterprise, as when electricity 
customers in remote areas are subsidised by odier customers.

• Revenue forgone from granting tax concessions, such as motor vehicle tax con
cessions for pensioners.

• The acceptance by an organisation of a less-dian-commercial rate of return. In 
some cases die service may run at a deficit, dius requiring supplementation from 
die general revenue of die State. Examples include the ambulance service and 
dental treatment for Commonwealdi healdi-card holders and schoolchildren.

Subsidies are provided to individuals, non-profit organisations, for-profit enter
prises, public enterprises and government departments. They are financed from 
the general revenue of die .Suite or dirough die pricing structure of particular enter
prises.

A commercial organisation might choose to provide subsidies in order to attract 
customers or because a pricing structure that reflected true costs would place too 
high a burden of complexity on die organisation and its customers. But large cross
subsidies are unlikely to persist in competitive markets. Our concern is widi die 
element of subsidy diat is in excess of what a firm would choose to provide on 
commercial grounds.

Governments frequendy use public enterprises to advance 11011-commercial 
objectives, known as die ‘community service obligations’ (CSOs) of die enterprise. 
(In New Soudi Wales diese are in future to be referred to as ‘social policies’ of die 
government dial are delivered dirough enterprises.) A subsidy dial is intended to 
benefit a pardcular group of users of a service radier dian users in general is fre
quently referred to as a ‘concession’.

Where subsidies are paid direcdy from die government’s budget, reliable in
formation can be obtained about how much diey cost and who benefits from them. 
Where subsidies are provided in less transparent ways, substandal conceptual and 
practical difficulties often arise diat must be addressed before die amount and dis- 
tribudonal impact of die subsidy can be estimated.

The NSW government aims to move gradually to a situation where the provi
sion of subsidies by government business enterprises is governed by contracts be
tween die government and die enterprise. The amount of die subsidy would dien 
be negodated between die enterprise and its sponsoring department 011 die one
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hand, and die Treasury on die odier. The negotiation process should result in bet
ter inf ormation about die true cost of subsidies.

The Costs of Subsidies

The cost of a subsidy must be distinguished from its value to recipients. The ‘cost’ 
is die opportunity cost of die resources diat are consumed in providing die subsidy. 
The ‘value’ is die amount diat recipients would be prepared to pay radier dian be 
deprived of die subsidy.

In pracdce, estimates are usually made of die costs to government, radier dian 
to society as a whole, of providing subsidies. The cost to government of a subsidy 
provided by a public enterprise or a government department is die revenue diat is 
forgone (assuming unchanged behaviour by die recipients) by charging a conces
sional radier dian a market price, minus any revenue diat is generated by serving die 
additional demand which results from charging die concessional price, plus die ad
ditional cost involved in serving the additional demand. Consider die cost to gov
ernment of providing public-transport concessions to pensioners during die period 
between die daily weekday peaks. Because most of die costs of capital and labour 
are required to meet the peak demand, die additional cost of carrying diese passen
gers is likely to be low. (This is less true of services provided during die evenings or 
at weekends.) The low concessional fares are likely to generate some extra travel. 
And die relevant ‘commercial’ fare for comparison is an off-peak radier dian a full 
fare. The net cost to government of providing diese concessions may not be great.

The cost to government of a subsidy provided to a private organisadon or an 
individual depends on die rules governing die subsidy. The private organisation will 
gain die revenue from die subsidy along widi additional revenue from customers 
from serv ing die additional demand. It will also pay die additional costs of serving 
dial demand.

The way in which a subsidy is granted can have an effect on demand. A reduc
tion in a per-unit price lor electricity and water, for example, is likely to be more 
effective dian a reduced access charge in increasing demand. A subsidy diat is paid 
direcdy to individuals is likely to be more effecdve in increasing demand dian one 
diat is paid to a welfare organisadon to which individuals must dien apply lor assis
tance.

Revenue forgone involves a transfer between die provider of die subsidy and 
die recipients. The subsidy must be financed either from die general revenue of die 
State or by higher prices dian odierwise for some other customers of die enterprise. 
Eidier course of action is likely to result in distordons to die allocadon of resources.

EsUmates of revenue forgone are reladvely straighdorward in principle. In 
pracdce, diey may require detailed information diat is not always available. For ex
ample, pensioners are able to travel over much of Sydney’s public transport net
work if diey purchase a one-dollar excursion ticket. The appropriate market fare 
comparator may be unclear unless detailed information is recorded concerning die 
use diat pensioners make of die excursion ticket.
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Estimates of the demand effects of subsidies require knowledge of the relevant 
detailed elasticities of demand. For example, the demand for excursion travel by 
pensioners in Sydney may be far more elastic than travel by commuters. These 
detailed elasticities may not be readily available. Views differ about the appropriate 
concept of cost. Short- or long-term marginal cost may be preferred, depending on 
die context. And some argue diat a share of fixed costs should be allocated to the 
subsidised service. This may be sensible if die subsidised demand is a large com
ponent of die total demand.

It is important to be clear about which concept of cost is being employed in a 
pardcular context. In pracdce, most esdmates of die cost of subsidies relate to 
revenue forgone. Estimates of cross-subsidies in electricity and water are usually 
based on assumptions about die allocadon of bodi fixed and variable costs.

The NSW Budget includes information about ‘budget funded concessions’ 
(New Soudi Wales Government, 1994:5-140—5-144). These services are described 
as ‘provided free or at less dian die normal charge to a specific eligible class of in
dividuals or odier endties’. Only diose concessions diat are funded from die budget 
(whedier dirough direct expenditure or tax concessions) are included in die list.

The information in die budget papers is summarised in Table 1, which presents 
esdmates of die revenue forgone from concessions. Payments to public and private 
transport operators make up about two-diirds of budget-funded concessions.

A more complete accounting of concessional expenditure for 1988/89 was un
dertaken as part of a review for die NSW government. This review considered ofl- 
budget subsidies (such as cross-subsidies) as well as on-budget ones. Concessional 
expenditure on diis basis in 1988/89 amounted to $ 1,637m. These figures are es
dmates of revenue forgone (except for cross-subsidies, which were esdmated on a 
fully distributed cost basis). There are some important omissions because of die 
absence of data (for example, on cross-subsidies widiin die pricing structure of elec
tricity distributors).

f ables 2 and 3 present summary informadon on die sources of finance of diese 
subsidies, die means of distribudon and die beneficiaries. The main source of fi
nance is die NSW government, diough die Commonwealdi government, local gov
ernment and the customers of public enterprises also make contributions. Only 
about one-quarter of concessional expenditure was distributed in die relatively 
transparent forms of cash payments to individuals and explicit subsidies to service 
providers.

Table 3 demonstrates diat around diree-quarters of concessional expenditure is 
directed to live groups: pensioners and senior citizens, tenants in public housing, 
students and schoolchildren, low-income persons generally (including pensioners), 
and home owners in die Sydney region.

l
Cross-subsidies so measured may not be subsidies in the strict economic sense because price may 

exceed marginal cost. But as noted, many of diese cross-subsidies would be modified il die agency 
providing diem became subject to competition. Readers who object to adding estimates ot cross
subsidies to esdmates of revenue forgone may prefer to ignore die totals in Tables 1-3.
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Table 1

Budget funded concessions in New South Wales, 1994/95

Budget concessions $m

Education Transport of disabled children, TAFE fee exemptions 37.0
Energy Power supply in remote areas, assistance with bills to

disadvantaged 10.2
Local Government State’s share of rate rebates 52.0
Health Mainly dental and ambulance services 133.2

Total 232.4

Taxation concessions

Roads & Traffic Drivers' licence concessions to pensioners 23.6
Authority Motor vehicle tax concessions to pensioners 85.2

Other 6.0

Total 114.8

Payments to enterprises

Energy Pensioner concessions, grants to rural councils 5.9
Land & W ater

Conservation Mainly contributions to maintenance of irrigation schemes 14.1
Planning & Housing Mainly rate rebates for pensioners 70.1
SRA* & STA“ Low fares in general 137.0

Concessions to pensioners, unemployed, students 285.6
Operating losses on SRA passenger services 36.3
Operating losses on freight services 129.9
Other 6.2

Private Transport Concessions to pensioners and students 24.0
Operators Student concessions 254.7

Other 20.9

Total 984.7

G ra n d  to ta l 1 33 1 .9

‘ State Rail Authority of NSW. “ State Transit Authority of NSW.

Source: NSW Budget Papers, 1994/95.
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Table 2

Concessional expenditure in 1988/89: sources and uses of finance

Sources of finance $m

State government 1217
Commonwealth government 85
Local government 41
Customers of public enterprises 288
Other 6

Total 1637

Means of distribution

Cash payments (e.g. isolated patients’ travel and accommodation) 
Payments to service providers (e.g. to private bus companies) 
Deficit finance (e.g. State Rail Authority)
Cross-subsidies (e.g. electricity, water)
Revenue forgone (e.g. rent rebates, tax concessions)

Total

Table 3

Beneficiaries of concessional expenditure in 1988/89

Beneficiaries Help provided Estimated cost ($m)

Pensioners and senior citizens Rate and utility rebates
and travel concessions 343

Unemployed Travel concessions 23
Low income generally

(including pensioners and
unemployed) Legal aid, dental, ambulance 175

Public tenants Rent rebates 307
Frail aged and disabled Home care services 89
Students and schoolchildren Travel concessions 245
Sydney home owners Water board cross-subsidies 161
Residents of country towns Water and sewerage subsidy 66
Electricity customers outside

Sydney Subsidies 49
Others 179

Total 1637

32
365
455
279
507

1637

Source for Tables 2 and 3: author’s calculations based on information provided by NSW 
government agencies. Entries may not sum to totals due to rounding.
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Who Benefits from Concessions?

As noted, die value of a subsidy is die maximum amount a person would pay to 
retain die benefit (SWPS, 1984:26). If behaviour is unchanged, diis amount equals 
die addidonal amount die person would have to pay to purchase die same quantity 
of service at market radier dian concessional prices. Many people would, however, 
purchase less of die service if a market radier dian a concessional price were 
charged. Because diey would purchase less of die now more expensive service, die 
loss to diis group would be less dian die additional amount required to purchase die 
same amount of die service at die higher price.

As part of die 1989 inquiry, die NSW Cabinet Office commissioned a study of 
die value of a selected group of concessions to recipients (King& Manning, 1989). 
The concessions selected for study were for council and water rate payments, en
ergy, car ownership, public transport fares, and liealdi services such as dental and 
ambulance services. The basis of die study was die dien most recent ABS income 
distribution survey for 1986. This income distribution was updated to 1988-89 us
ing micro-simulation techniques. The population eligible for die concessions was 
dien estimated from die updated income distribution on die basis of conditions for 
eligibility; for example, die number of people who qualified for one of die relevant 
Commonwealdi liealdi cards. The number of eligible people using services on 
which concessions are granted, and die extent of dieir use of diese services, were 
estimated from Household Expenditure Survey data. Finally, die value of die con
cession for each episode of use was imputed on die assumption of unchanged be
haviour.

fhe results of diis exercise are summarised in Tables 4 and 5 for pensioner 
income units. Aldiough some 11011-pensioner groups such as unemployment bene
ficiaries are eligible for some of diese concessions, diey do not appear to benefit 
gready from diem. The effect of home-ownership is shown in Table 4. This table 
shows diat die majority of pensioner income units who owned or were purchasing 
dieir homes obtained a benefit of over $12 a week from die selected concessions. 
By contrast, die majority of pensioner income units who were not home owners or 
home purchasers obtained a benefit of less dian $8 a week from concessions. Pen
sioners who are home owners arc likely to have been richer over their adult life
times dian pensioners who rent or board.

The effect of motor vehicle ownership and access to public transport is shown 
in fable 5. Because of data limitations, die value of public-transport concessions 
was assumed to equal a set amount lor pensioners who use public transport. This 
amount was lower for pensioners who own a car dian for diose who do not. The 
benefit from concessions is clearly greater for pensioners who own a car or are able 
to use public transport. The better-off pensioners are die most likely to own cars. 
And healdiy people in well-established areas of Sydney are more likely to have good 
access to public transport dian die disabled or diose who live in outer suburbs or 
11011-metropolitan areas.

Copies oi this study are available Irom the present author on request.
2
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Table 4

Estimated total value of selected NSW concessions 
by housing tenure, 1988/89

Housing tenure

Value to pensioner income units ( ’000s) pe r week 
Under $4 $4 - $8 $ 8 -$ 1 2  Over $12 Total

Home owners/ 
purchaser 13.8 36.2 108.9 193.8 352.7

Others (renters, 
boarders etc.) 84.1 49.1 81.1 0 214.3

Source: King & Manning (1989: tables 4.15(e) & 4.15(f)). Entries may not sum to totals 
due to rounding.

Table 5

Estimated total value of selected NSW concessions 
by use of transport concessions, 1988/89

Transport mode

Value to pensioner income units ( ’000s) pe r week 
Under $4 $4 - $8 $ 8 - $ 1 2  Over $12 Total

MV* only 22.7 67.2 53.6 76.9 220.4

PT** only 0 0 62.9 70.3 133.4

Both MV and PT 0 0 24.8 46.2 71.1

Neither MV nor PT 75.2 18.1 48.8 0 142.0

‘ Motor vehicle. “ Public transport.

Source: King & Manning (1989: tables 4.17(c-f)). Entries may not sum to totals due to 
rounding.
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Public Interest Explanations of Subsidies

Do diese subsidies achieve dieir purpose? This question raises die prior one of die 
purpose of die subsidies. As widi dieories of government reguladon, die distinction 
between die ‘public interest’ and die ‘private interest’ explanations for subsidies 
(Stigler, 1975) is useful. The public interest explanation focuses on whedier subsi
dies advance widely supported objectives such as economic efficiency and equity. 
The private interest explanation, in contrast, focuses on die benefits diat subsidies 
deliver to influential groups, including decision-makers and organised special inter
ests. These explanadons are not mutually exclusive, but analysing dieir relative im
portance may provide some insight into die likely future development of subsidies.

Because of die availability of information from die 1989 review, die analysis 
offered here focuses on die concessions diat are provided to pensioners and some 
odier groups. But its results are likely to hold true for subsidies generally.

The public interest explanation suggests diat concessions should be evaluated in 
terms of die following questions: Does die assistance advance important social ob
jectives? Is it provided equitably? Is die assistance provided so as to minimise die 
sacrifice of society’s odier objecdves (such as economic efficiency) diat may be in
volved? Is sufficient information about die concession published to make it easy 
for policy-makers and die general public to weigh its benefits against die costs?

As already observed, important social objectives are advanced dirough conces
sions and subsidies generally. Subsidies also generate indirect benefits dial need to 
be Piken into account. For example, public-transport concessions may discourage 
die use of roads, widi favourable consequences for safety, congestion and pollution. 
And subsidies to bus companies for die carriage of schoolchildren may be paid in 
return for (among odier diings) frequent services out of peak hours. Neverdieless, 
serious problems arise because assistance is ded to a pardcular service.

• Subsidies are frequendy poorly targeted. Pensioners who rent or board receive 
fewer benefits from concessions dian home-owning pensioners who tend to be 
wealdiier.

• Inequities exist, for example between diose widi and diose widiout good access 
to public transport.

• Some expenditure may be subsidised diat is of litde value to die recipient and 
society. Because fares are so cheap, pensioners may undertake some travel diat 
is of litde value to diem. (The distinction between average and marginal effects 
is relevant here: not all travel by pensioners on excursion dckets is of litde value.) 
By contrast, some higher valued travel (by taxi, for example) may not take place 
because of die absence of subsidy.

• Subsidies to individuals and private businesses are made from die budget and 
are highly transparent. Subsidies provided dirough die pricing policies of public
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enterprises have been Funded in a less transparent manner. This makes it hard 
to compare die costs and benefits of particular programs ol Üiis type.

• Australian governments are committed to opening up previously monopolistic 
industries, including many public enterprises, to greater competition. Certain 
forms of subsidy (such as cross-subsidy and deficit finance) are inconsistent with 
competition or limit it. These forms of subsidy may need to be phased out or 
replaced by budget-financed subsidies.

• The cost of services provided by public enterprises may become excessive il 
subsidies are available. This is particularly true where the government is ex
pected to meet the deficit of a loss-making service. Governments would become 
subject to a useful discipline if they were required to provide subsidies only 
through explicit contracts with die relevant enterprises.

• Subsidies have to be financed. State taxes are levied on a narrow base and are 
often regressive. An increase in die tax rate may well have unfavourable conse
quences for bodi equity and efficiency. Cross-subsidies widiin die pricing struc
ture of public enterprises can also have adverse consequences (for example, if 
diose who are overcharged reduce dieir use of die service, go out ol business or 
relocate).

• There is duplication and lack of coordination in die provision of assistance bodi 
between Commonwealdi and State agencies and widiin Commonwealth and 
State government administration.

This is a daundng list of problems. Two main conclusions seem to emerge. 
First, equity problems arise because assistance is ded to die provision of pardcular 
goods and services. Second, if assistance must be provided in diis way, dien it is 
best governed by a clear, contractual agreement diat would be available to potential 
compedtors and is financed from die budget. (The second point is taken up below; 
die first point is considered here.)

It is not hard to diink of arrangements diat would be fairer dian die present 
ones. For example, pensioner concessions could be replaced by cash payments of 
an equal average amount diat would be provided to eligible recipients regardless of 
whedier diey are home owners or car owners or have good access to public trans
port. Fhe new system could be introduced on an optional basis so as to ensure dial 
diose who do well from die present concessions can continue to enjoy diem. Alter
natively (or additionally), die present arrangement could be retained for existing 
pensioners and die new arrangements could be introduced for future recipients. 
While such possibilities are well-known to governments, die fact remains diat even 
reforming governments (such as die present Victorian government) have not chosen 
to introduce them. This suggests diat somediing in addition to ‘public interest’ lac- 
tors has been at work.
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Private Interest Explanations

The alternative, private interest, explanation draws our attention to the incentives 
lacing decision makers. Politicians and service providers may usefully be consid
ered separately.

Politicians. Politicians may wish to promise subsidies to certain groups to build 
support in an attempt to gain or retain office. Because building support costs time 
and money, attention is most likely to be directed to well-organised groups whose 
members are Uiought likely to change Uieir votes. The private interest explanation 
predicts that such groups are most likely to be favoured by subsidies. It also sug
gests that the subsidy system is likely to be most highly developed in diose jurisdic
tions where competition between political parties has been fiercest (with many close 
elections), and least developed in jurisdictions where one political party has enjoyed 
long periods of electoral dominance. This is because die perceived rewards from 
offering additional subsidies are greatest when elections are closely contested.

The argument diat pensioner concessions have somediing to do widi election 
campaigns is plausible in die light of die historical development of concessions. 
The first State government concessions were introduced in New Soudi Wales 
around die turn of die century. They included a State pension, legal aid and dental 
services. Public-transport concessions were introduced in 1941 and concessions 
have developed since dien on an uncoordinated basis, often to sadsfy short-term 
polidcal ends. Many concessions have resulted from elecdon promises: for exam
ple, die rent rebate (1972), electricity rebates (1979), drivers’ licence concessions 
(1979), die free ambulance service (1981), vehicle registration concessions (1984) 
and the senior-citizen travel concession (1988). The victorious Labor party offered 
some extension of transport concessions in die 1995 election campaign.

New Soudi Wales provides more generous concessions to pensioners dian to 
odier, no less needy, groups such as die unemployed. For example, King and 
Manning (1989:60) showed diat aged couples received an average amount of $13.55 
a week in 1988/89 from selected concessions if diey were home-owners and $6.71 a 
week from die same concessions if diey were not. The corresponding figures for 
unemployment and sickness beneficiaries were $ 1.51 a week and 90 cents a week. 
This discrepancy between pensioners and beneficiaries is consistent widi die pre
dictions of die private interest dieory. By comparison widi unemployment benefici
aries, pensioners are well-organised. (The audior remembers being told in 1989 
diat diere are no organised groups diat can speak specifically lor die unemployed. 
By contrast, die Combined Pensioners’ Association has often been influential in die 
development of policy on concessions.) Pensioners are more likely dian unem
ployed beneficiaries to live in marginal electorates and (it is diought) to change dieir 
votes. And pensioners tend to attract more public sympadiy dian die unemployed.

By comparison widi Queensland (which, at least until recendy, has enjoyed long 
periods of political stability), New Soudi Wales provides a wider range of conces
sions and more generous concessions to pensioners. This, once again, is consistent 
widi a private interest explanation of concessions.
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The evidence clearly suggests that competition between political parties has 
been important in die development of concessions. Because State governments 
have not had access to die broadly-based taxadon and transfer arrangements dial are 
reserved to die Commonwealdi, providing subsidised services is one ol die lew ways 
in which diey can show dieir concern for die interests of pardcular groups such as 
pensioners. To die extent diat diis is true, die argument diat pensioner concessions 
make lor poor social policy misses die point. Indeed, it has been suggested to die 
audior diat, even if such concessions were to he replaced by some more equitable 
arrangements, diey would he reintroduced at die subsequent elecdon.

Service providers. According to dieorists of bureaucracy (such as Niskanen, 1971) 
assistance will tend to be provided in ways diat increase die demand for subsidised 
service providers. This will encourage expansion of agencies, which will, in turn, 
lead to higher salaries and more jobs. And a reducdon in die demand for a service 
may lead to higher subsidies radier dian to a reducdon in die quandty ol die service 
diat is offered to die market.

Two kinds of evidence exist diat support die claim diat subsidies have (at least 
in die past) been provided in ways dial tend to increase die demand for pardcular 
service providers. First, diere is litde compeddon for die subsidised demand. Cash 
payments (which recipients can use to buy services from any of a number of provid
ers) are unusual. Contractual arrangements between governments and compedng 
providers are also uncommon, aldiough they may become more common. Instead, 
subsidies tend to he paid to monopoly public enterprises or to private companies 
dial have a local monopoly (such as private bus companies). Second, die form in 
which some subsidies are provided may lead to greater use of die service in ques- 
don. For example, die demand by pensioners for off-peak travel is likely to some 
extent to he responsive to die fare charged. By contrast, concessions dial are 
granted on die access component of charges (such as for Sydney Water) arc less 
likely to increase demand. Bodi types of subsidy exist in New Soudi Wales, but die 
former type is more important dian die latter because it includes die most expensive 
subsidies, such as for transport, dental and ambulance services, and public trans
port.

In conclusion, diere are important private interests diat support condnuadon of 
die present concession system even if, in principle, better ways exist to advance die 
government’s social ohjeedves.

Future Prospects

Widi its commitment to die idea of die ‘fair go’, Australia is likely to condnue widi 
policies to redistribute income to die disadvantaged. But diese policies are coming 
under increasing challenge because of concern about die adverse effects of die taxa
don diat finances die programs and compeddon from countries (including Asian 
ones) widi less extensive welfare states dian Australia’s. The lesson to be learned 
here is a subde one (see Cox, 1993, for furdier discussion). It is not diat social 
policies should be abandoned; die social harmony resuldng from successful imple-
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mentation of such policies will assist in making Australia an attractive place in which 
to work and invest. Rather, it is that social policies should be confined to those 
diings that government can do best and that diose policies should be implemented 
as efficiently as possible.

Governments’ desire to minimise expenditure and reduce costs to business will 
generate pressure to change the subsidies that have been discussed here. Indeed, 
diis is already happening. For example, the benefits of productivity improvements 
in die electricity and water industries in New Soudi Wales have been passed on in 
recent years to business radier dian household customers, dius pardy redressing die 
over-charging of business in die past. This policy direction is likely to continue un
der die present Carr Government. And odier States are following.

The concessions provided on social policy grounds to pensioners, die unem
ployed, students and so on will not be gready affected by die phasing out ol die 
cross-subsidy from business to household customers. Eligibility for many State gov
ernment concessions is dependent on possession of a Commonwealdi healdi card. 
The pressures referred to earlier may lead to a redefinition of eligibility for Com
monwealdi benefits, leading to corresponding changes in State government benefits.

Gradually increasing competition in areas such as electricity will make it increas
ingly necessary to make subsidies diat are at present received by particular providers 
generally available to all providers. Because of diis, and die desire for greater trans
parency, subsidies are increasingly likely to take die form of explicit contractual 
agreements between government and suppliers. The NSW government’s social 
programs policy (New Soudi Wales Treasury, 1994) is a good example of diis. 
This greater transparency is likely to encourage greater scrutiny of die costs and 
benefits of concessions, which may well be modified at die margin. For example, 
governments could choose not to increase the less important concessions in line 
widi inflation.

It is less certain diat governments will redress die inequities which arise from 
tying assistance to consumption of particular goods and services. Analyses such as 
die present one may encourage changes by drawing attention to die unfairness of 
die present arrangements. Suite governments may be able to reduce some inequi
ties; lor example, by reducing the difference between public and private bus travel 
subsidies to pensioners. A more effective way of addressing die unfairness of die 
present arrangements would be to introduce a supplementary program (such as a 
cash payment) for diose who do not obUiin much benefit from die present ar
rangements. Such a supplementary program would be difficult to introduce, requir
ing as it does agreement between die Commonwealdi and die States. And it would 
be of litde political benefit because it would assist powerless (and sometimes un
popular) groups. Such a program seems unlikely to be introduced at a time when 
governments are concerned to restrain dieir expenditure.
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Sydney’s Water: A Suitable Case for 
Private Treatment

Ross Chapman and Sandy Cuthbertson

Y the end of the century almost all the drinking water consumed in Austra- 
I  lia’s largest city will be harvested and reticulated to consumers by the public 
Ä  ß  sector. But, on its way to consumers, most of that water will be serviced by 

way of treatment plants diat are privately built, owned and operated.
In 1993 the Sydney Water Board (Sydney Water) contracted with Australian 

Water Systems and Nordi-West Transfield to build, own and operate two water 
treatment plants. A diird contract has since been signed with a consortium headed 
by French firm Compagnie General de Eaux.

Some treatment of water is essential, but the questions of how and how much 
are matters of continuing dispute. Whether die appropriate treatment can best be 
delivered by private or public agencies is also an open question. Would a single 
franchise be an option? If not, what should die bidding process be? W hat incen
tive compatibility features could be built into die contracts dirough tariff structures 
and risk-sharing arrangements? How would price reguladon of die end product 
influence die absorption of treatment costs?

This analysis of die Sydney experience and die lessons diat could be drawn 
from it may provide insights for odier agencies contemplating die private provision 
of water treatment services through international competitive tender.

Why Treat Sydney’s Water?

Sydney’s water supply system, designed originally in die 19di century and signifi
cantly restructured in die mid-20di century, draws on raw water dial is of good qual
ity by world standards. But diose required standards are rising while die quality of 
Sydney’s raw water is under increasing stress.

At present, Sydney’s water is captured, stored, ‘treated’ and reticulated by Syd
ney Water, a State-owned corporation, which until corporatised in 1995 operated as 
die Sydney Water Board, a statutory authority. As recendy as 1989, when die 
Board developed a Drinking Water Quality Strategy for upgrading its systems, diere 
was litde treatment beyond screening and disinfection and fluoridation. The deci
sion to install treatment plants to filter and furdier treat water at Prospect, Macar- 
diur, Illawarra and Woronora was part of a strategy to meet 1987 National Healdi

Ross Chapman is Director o f the Centre fo r  International Economics (Sydney). 
Sandy Cuthbertson is Managing Director o f the Centre fo r  International Econom
ics (Canberra).
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and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) guidelines on drinking water quality by 
1996 and ensure that Sydney was ‘positioned to meet community based water qual
ity standards predicted for ten years from now’ (Water Board, 1992:4).

The Board established that Sydney consumers were willing to pay to maintain 
die quality of drinking water. Studies conducted by consultants (Water Board & 
Dwyer-Leslie Pty Ltd, 1991) identified die following principal benefits from im
proved quality:

• reduced risks to liealdi;

• reduced damage to pipes, pipe linings, litdngs and water using devices;

• lower delivery system, operating and maintenance costs dirough lower cleaning 
costs;

• savings in die cost of water treatment by some industries (for example, hospi
tals); and

• reduced spending on die alternadves (botded water, filters, etc.) by die consum
ing public.

The present value (as at 1991) of diese benefits (avoided costs) to die Sydney 
region was esdmated to exceed die present value of costs (as at 1991) by $ 1,220m. 
This represented a net benefit of approximately $40 per person per year, like most 
of its odier capital projects, die Board proposed originally to build and operate die 
plants itself.

. The proposed upgrading covered by die four treatment plants (and a small, 
already operational plant built and operated by die Board) stood to alfect 95 per 
cent of die water supplied by die Board. In a submission to a parliamentary inquiry 
into its operadons (Parliament of New Soudi Wales, 1994:100) die Board reported:

. . . while Sydney’s water currendy meets die 1980 National Healdi and 
Medical Research Council guidelines, die goal is to meet die more stringent 
1987 guidelines by mid-1996. In 1989, 50 per cent of die samples tested 
failed to comply widi die 1987 guidelines. At die customer’s tap diese lev
els had fallen to 98 per cent for die 1987 guidelines and 74 per cent for die 
1987 guidelines respectively.

According to die Board’s engineers, difficulties in meeting water quality require
ments arose because of such tilings as:

• die increasing age of substantial parts of die distribution system widi conse
quent difficulties of cleaning and maintaining certain parts of it;
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• inadequacy of existing facilities to cope with pressures from natural events 
such as floods and bushfires and the resultant damage to water quality;

• increasing urbanisation and die eff ect on some catchment areas; and

• die natural build-up of iron and magnesium in die water storages.

Why Private Sector Construction and Treatment?

The Board decided to switch to a private build, own and operate (BOO) system for 
water treatment, while raw water harvesdng, storage and delivery of treated water 
would remain widi die Board (now Sydney Water). While contracdng-out of a wide 
range of services, including design, construcdon and maintenance, was becoming 
increasingly commonplace under die commercialisadon of the Board, die private 
provision of infrastructure and services —  widi an esdmated capital value of 
A$520m and integral to die whole supply system —  would break new ground. 
There were no comparable financial or technical pressures to embrace privadsation 
in die distribudon network itself. And die natural monopoly arguments for a single 
publicly-owned distributor did not carry die same weight when it came to treatment.

In 1991 die Board’s governing Act, die Water Board Act 1987, was amended 
to give die necessary audiority for die Board to conduct its operadons dirough 
BOO schemes. The Water Administradon Ministerial Corporadon is die uldmate 
legal owner of die State’s raw water resources. The Corporadon confers rights to 
water to agencies such as Sydney Water. The water to be treated under die BOO 
contracts will not at any stage be owned by die water treatment operator.

Several factors persuaded die Board to adopt die BOO system.

Competing claims on the Board. While die Water Board was recognising die 
need to upgrade drinking water standards, it was at die same dme facing major capi
tal oudays to upgrade and extend waste water treatment in die Sydney basin and die 
escarpment areas draining into it.

The Board was seen as a major cause of contamination below die dam f orming 
die Board’s major storage, die Warragamba, because of intermittent sewage con- 
taminadon of stormwater systems draining into die river systems and into die ocean. 
The Board responded to diese problems widi die Clean Waterways Program. A 
special environmental levy, payable by all households, was introduced to pardally 
fund diis program. The levy had a life of only five years and was scheduled to be 
replaced widi a restructured set of water and waste-water charges diat have moved 
closer to lull user charges. The total capital budget requirements of die Board in 
meedng its refurbishment, amplificadon and environmental commitments (die last 
item esdmated at $3 billion over die next decade) undoubtedly increased die attrac- 
dveness of privadsed treatment plants.
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Lower costs o f ' cons Inaction and treatment. In evidence given to die Parliamentary 
Joint Select Committees on die Water Board (Parliament ol New Soudi Wales, 
1994:103) die Board estimated diat while die cost of building and operating die 
plants as a BOO scheine would be $3,000m over 25 years, die cost would be 
$3600m if built and operated by die Board itself. Thus a lurdier $600in would be 
added to die benefits identified in die Dwyer-Leslie study referred to above if it bad 
sought to identify die benefits o[private treatment as opposed to just die net bene
fits of treatment. These savings were identified in die course of die contract nego- 
tiadons by comparison widi die costing of die system based on die concept design 
reports prepared for d ie Board before its decision to opt for die BOO process. 
Individual sources of tine savings have not been published.

Financing. A projection made in 1990 of die Board’s financing needs to accom
modate bodi environmiental waste water commitments and drinking water require
ments for die 1990s suggested diere would be unattractive increases in leverage (die 
ratio of debt to assets) for diat audiority should all programs be attempted in die 
traditional manner. However, die extent to which die Board’s level of debt was a 
point of concern and d ms a reason for opting for BOO arrangements is a matter of 
debate. Subsequendy (in 1993) die Government Pricing Tribunal commented on 
what it judged to be die Board’s relatively low leverage.

The increasing commercialisation of die Board’s functions was being accom
panied by increasing calls on dividends, including die taking of $200m in ‘special 
dividends’ since 1991 by die Suite government as die owner-stakeholder. This 
‘policy was reducing dhe capacity of die Board to accumulate reserves. The divi
dend for 1993-94 was a pproximately 70 per cent of gross operating profit and about 
20 per cent higher dian in die previous year.

Ix)an Council limitations on capacity to borrow. The borrowing requirements of 
die Board were, when die tender process for die water treatment plants began, sub
ject to die global limits imposed on die borrowings of die Australian States by die 
Loans Council.

Under diis approach, each Suite was allocated an aggregate limit on its new bor
rowings. Infrastructure projects widi private sector involvement were eidier endrely 
included or excluded from die borrowing requirements put before die Loans 
Council for approval. One of die requirements of a successful tender sdpulated in 
die Board’s guideline Commercial Principles document was diat die water treat
ment companies ‘will be responsible for financing die project including structuring it 
to be outside die Inans Council guidelines and to meet all Uixadon requirements’ 
(Water Board, 1992:13).

Since 1993 diis global-limit approach, imposed on total State gross government 
borrowing, has been replaced by one in which each jurisdiction (Suite or Territory 
government or die Commonwealdi government) requests a Loan Council allocadon 
based on its deficit or surplus and some ‘memo items’ dial include infrastructure 
projects widi private-sector involvement. While diese memo item transacdons will
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not be public borrowings in die formal sense, diey arc ones for which die economic 
impact would be similar. Under die new approach, only die esdmated public risk 
exposure of a project widi private sector involvement is included in die Ixians 
Council allocadon request.

In die event diat corporadsadon of die Board did not take place, diis would 
mean diat die private treatment opdon provided die State widi a means ol increas
ing die State’s borrowing capacity for odier infrastructure programs.

Impending corporatisation favoured BOO. Odier pressures to avoid a deteriora- 
don in die Board’s debt-equity structure diat would result from die Board building 
and operadng die treatment plants came from die increasing likelihood ol corpora
dsadon of die Water Board, a padi already taken by die smaller Hunter Water 
Corporadon to Sydney’s north. As a corporadsed body die Sydney Board would 
have to make ‘tax equivalent’ payments to die State government. To die extent diat 
diese exceeded payments made to die State, such payments would systemadcally 
reduce die interest cover generated by die Board’s cash How and so increase its fi
nancial risk. The opdons for passing on such costs as price increases could be ex
pected to be reduced widi corporadsadon because of accompanying revenue cap
ping by die Board’s price regulator, die Government Pricing Tribunal. A combina- 
don of diese factors may place a corporadsed agency in a high-risk category and 
dierefore raise its cost of obtaining finance. On die odier hand, to the extent diat 
corporadsadon brings about its own substandal producdvity and price radonalisadon 
gains, such cost-raising effects would be midgated.

The esdmated $600m saving in die net present value of treatment costs under 
die privadsadon opdon has already been referred to. For a commercialised and 
possibly corporadsed Board, a ‘delegated service’ approach involving die private 
sector widi access to a full range of internadonal technology was attracdve. The fact 
diat 17 consortia were involved in die ‘tournament’ for die market indicates a level 
of compeddon diat was always likely to produce outcomes diat die Board would 
find difficult to match given its reladve inexperience in filtration systems.

The Choice of Operator

Strategic considerations and die benefits o f  multiple operators. Once die decision 
had been made to provide die lour treatment systems dirough private sector in
volvement, important quesdons arose about die number of contracts and any re- 
striedons on successful tenderers. The Board determined diat diere would be only 
diree contracts (die two smallest systems, Woronora and Illawarra, would be let to a 
single tender). It was decided diat die successful tenderer for die largest project 
would be ineligible to tender for die odier two. Under die protocol for die accep
tance of bids, only bidders dial had not successfully bid for one of die odier con
tracts, and diat met die minimum acceptable technical standards, would be consid
ered. The bidder offering die best commercial terms (including risk considera
tions) would be accepted and have preferred tenderer status Conferred.
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The initial allocation of bargaining power as determined by such procedures is 
important in setting die basis for negotiations that may be required during the life ot 
a contract. For instance, if it became necessary to amplify plant capacity during die 
life of a contract, renegodadon of water tarilfs payable to the water treatment com
panies would be needed to recover expansion costs. Information Irom other opera
tors would be available to die Board as benchmarks to be used in comparing die 
performance of die different operators and in negotiating tariff adjustments. As the 
Commercial Principles document (Water Board, 1992) also stipulates that any up
grading of water quality standards would also require tariff renegotiation, bargaining 
power would be important in diis event.

By opting for separate operators, Sydney Water would also have access to a 
wider range of implemented water-treatment technologies, so strengthening its hand 
in future expansions and upgrading.

This approach has costs. For example, die successful tenderers for die second 
and diird contracts may not necessarily have been die lowest-cost bidders meeting 
minimum technical specifications of die Board. Moreover, it is possible diat firms 
would offer more attractive bids if diey could win all diree contracts. The added 
attractiveness of diese bids might reflect size economies and any expected benefits 
in subsequent bargaining. By letting die contract for Prospect (much die largest of 
die diree contracts) first, die Board minimised die cost to die system of diis exclu
sionary protocol.

Detailed design work. Detailed plan and design work by die purchaser, prior to 
inviting tenders, is recommended in some BOO contracts (Fielding & Klein, 1993). 
The Water Board’s own reports and plans provided it widi a lall-back option 
should die BOO option have to be abandoned for some reason. The design report 
and pilot-plan studies were, dierefore, a cost diat would have been incurred widi or 
widiout private treatment. The process specification detail of diese studies, subse- 
quendy provided to die tenderers, yielded important time and cost savings to die 
successful tenderers.

The decision-making environment. Establishing a capability to assess bids and ne
gotiate die filial contract terms of Water Treatment Agreements (subsequendy re
ferred to as Water Filtration Agreements) required die Board to incur substantial 
costs setting up a new legal and commercial ‘infrastructure’. These costs reflected 
die Board’s perceived need to deal widi die risk-sharing implications of die BOO 
padi, a need diat would not have arisen had die Board decided to be die 
builder/owner operator.

From die Board’s point of view, embarking on diis contracting process required 
it to break new ground widi respect to taxation, insurance, finance and legal issues. 
Fhe Board enlisted outside commercial and legal expertise to help it review offers. 
These aspects of die contracting procedure were evidendy much more time- 
consuming and expensive to die Board dian satisfactorily resolving die technical 
requirements. The audiors were assisted dirough interviews widi die Board and a
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successful tenderer concerning die contracting process., The approach of legal ad
visers to die Board was to cover condngencies in great detail and to anticipate a wide 
variety of specific events diat could have a bearing on risks borne by die Board. 
Given die strong powers conceded to die monitoring committee, diis ‘belt and 
braces’ approach was viewed as unnecessary by some tenderers who felt diey were 
forced into heavy legal expenditures to match die Board’s commitment.

The Water Treatment Tariff Structure

The contract arrangements also involved considerable work in defining die treat
ment services to be provided, die manner of dieir delivery, and pricing structures 
allowing lor variadon in quantity and quality. Aldiough die detail of linal contracts 
is confidential, the essential details of pricing and delivery structure were specified in 
die original tender documents and amplified in interviews.

The tariff structures agreed to in each case have had two parts. First, an avail
ability charge is fixed independendy of die volume treated and is designed to cover 
about 80 per cent of die financing, establishment and fixed costs incurred by die 
water treatment companies in die timely construction and operation of die plant. It 
includes penalty clauses in die event of breakdown. Second, a usage charge is set at 
a rate per megalitre diat varies widi quantity. The agreed tariffs are subject to varia
tion should die treated water fall below die quality level specified in die contract or 
should die quality of die raw water supplied for treatment fall outside parameters 
based on die highest and lowest water quality over the preceding 25 years. These 
steps reflect die increasing costs of treating poor quality water to die required level. 
According to die Board’s submission to die Joint Select Committee (Parliament ol 
New Soudi Wales, 1994:24) die usage charge will ‘cover 20 per cent ol debt financ
ing, fixed costs plus variable costs related to die quantity and quality ol water 
treated’.

The usage charge comprises two parts. The first part, applicable up to a speci
fied water volume, is designed to cover die remaining 20 per cent ol fixed costs not 
met by die availability charge plus the marginal cost of treating water. Beyond diat 
volume, the tariff will meet marginal treatment costs.

The tariff on die quality of raw water supplied for treatment is based on colour 
and turbidity. The tariff is structured in diree bands. The first band, which attracts 
die lowest tariff, allows colour and turbidity up to a level to which die Board, lrom 
its records (available to die water treatment companies), can expect to operate 80 
per cent of die time. The next baud, which attracts a higher tariff, is expected only 
15 per cent of die time while die diird and highest tariff can be expected for die re
maining 5 per cent of die contract period. These steps reflect die increasing costs 
of treating poorer and poorer quality water to the required level. According to die 
Board, ‘in the unlikely event that raw water quality exceeds die previous highest re
corded (levels of colour and turbidity) dien die Water Board will pay die actual 
costs of treatment’ (Parliament of New Soudi Wales, 1994:24).

These charges against Sydney Water will become part of die costs which its 
price regulator, die Government Pricing Tribunal, will consider in its rounds of
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price determinations. As such they will compose an important part of Sydney Wa
ter’s financial risk profile. Should the Tribunal decide that full cost pass-through of 
treatment costs is not warranted, Sydney Water will have to absorb those costs 
rather than pass them on to its customers.

Risk Sharing

The promulgation of the tarilf structure described above in die benchmark tenders 
was designed to provide what the Board considered to be an adequate protection 
for die financiers widi respect to die financial risks associated widi die large fixed 
costs of die projects while leaving die consorda to bear risks reladng to operadng 
costs diat were volume related. By pricing treatment at cost at die margin, con
sumer interests would be protected.

The Water Board structured die water treatment agreements according to die 
principle diat specific risks should reside widi die pardes best able to assess and 
manage diem. The approach can be illustrated widi reference to several specific 
risk types.

Design and construction: completion and commissioning risks. The water treat
ment companies will bear completion and commissioning risks. They are respon
sible for project completion on time and to specifications diat meet agreed accep
tance tests demonstrating diat die plant is ready for continued use to requisite capac
ity. Thus, die determination of die access fee component of die tarilf is based on 
die fixed costs expected under timely completion of die construction phase. Dam
ages will be paid to Sydney Water for failure to meet die commissioning deadlines. 
The water treatment company is responsible for constructing all facilities necessary 
to interface die treatment plant to Sydney Water’s existing facilities. No tariffs will 
be paid until commissioning tests have been passed. Any increases in construction 
cost will not be passed on to Sydney Water. Quality assurance principles will be 
implemented by the water treatment company in die design, construction and 
commissioning phases.

Market risks. The two-part tarilf has an availability component, file ‘fixed lee’ 
component means dial Sydney Water has pardy insured die water treatment com
panies against plant usage diat falls short of die designed capacity. The treatment 
company will odierwise bear die risks of fluctuating revenue generated by die fluc
tuating treatment demands put on diem by Sydney Water by agreeing to meet all 
demands. The contract specifies diat die water treatment company be assisted to 
design to meet diese needs by being given access to details of Sydney Water’s de
mand management strategy, including predictions of demand two, five and ten years 
into die future. The demand management strategy has live elements: pricing re
form, communications, improved system operation, product support, and research.

On die question of die treatment company’s possible gains from treating larger 
quantities of water and so having interests in conflict widi die Board’s conservation 
goals, die Board (Parliament of New Soudi Wales, 1994:25) had diis to say:
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The Water Board provides no guarantees as to die minimum or maximum 
water quantities to be treated and taken from die plants, "fliese strategies 
will ensure diere is no conflict between die Water Board’s demand man
agement policy and die water treatment companies’ possible desire to treat 
more water. . . Aldiough die Board lias agreed to not provide alternadve 
supplies for exisdng areas to be supplied from die plants, it lias reserved die 
right to decide bow new areas will be served and to supply recycled waste 
water widiin diese areas if it desires.

This decision to give exclusive rights to treat water supplied to a designated market 
involves trade-offs. On die one band, die government —  dirough die Board —  has 
ded its bands widi respect to competidon for die contract-winning treatment plants. 
On die odier band, die contracts diemselves should reflect diis exclusivity in die 
terms of fered by die treatment companies. The Board, in negodadng die contracts, 
would have placed an implicit value on die exclusivity arrangements.

Because die contractual arrangements do guarantee a minimum amount of wa
ter to be supplied for treatment, diere is no guarantee dial die usage charge will 
cover die 20 per cent of fixed costs not covered by die availability charge.

it might appear diat, since die Board must pay only marginal cost for water vol
umes at die upper end of die range, it has weak incentives to restrict final demand 
built into diese treatment arrangements. However, water treatment is only one 
component of die volume-related costs diat Sydney consumers face. The predomi
nant elements of diese costs driving conservadon strategies are die long-run cost 
components of building new treatment plants and of storages. Making die treat
ment tarill reflect marginal costs borne by die treatment company would seem to 
contribute to efficient pricing of water overall.

If it turns out diat die Board’s demand projecdons miss die mark and capacity 
increases are called for, die contract provides for adjustments to die tariff. This 
provision shifts risk arising from inadequate projecdons away from die water treat
ment company. The fixed component of die tariff (the access charge or availability 
charge) is designed to cover approximately 80 per cent of die interest and debt am- 
ordsadon charges of die water treatment company. It is not designed to cover in
vestment costs —  part of long-mu marginal costs in circumstances where capacity 
increments are called for.

Performance quality and quantity risks. These risks lie widi die water treatment 
company, provided diey do not involve plant amplification, in which case diey 
would be shared dirough a renegodated tariff. In die event diat quality standards or 
required volumes are not reached, Sydney Water has recourse to diree measures: 
tarill reduedon or non-payment; step-in rights; and terminadon of die contract.

Monitoring provisions give Sydney Water die right to sadsly itself diat die plant 
is being operated and maintained in accordance widi die Water Filtradon Agree
ment. If failure is detected die company will be issued widi nodficadon and must 
respond widi an acdon plan to be agreed upon. The company will carry out ap-
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proved quality tests, the results will be subject to audit, and Sydney Water will have 
die right to conduct its own tests. Disputes over results will be setded by a diird 
party. In die Prospect agreement a monitoring committee consisdng of two Sydney 
Water representadves and two supplier representadves will be formed to monitor 
die performance of die project and die operadon of die agreement. This commit
tee will be empowered to make decisions in good faidi and to act as a dispute- 
resoludon committee if required. The decisions of diis committee will be contrac
tually binding.

If treatment costs rise as a result of Sydney Water adopdng higher targets for 
die quality of its treated water, Sydney Water will bear some of diis risk dirough a 
renegodadon of die tariff.

Sydney Water will provide die company widi daily predicdons of its quandty 
needs to assist in die efficient operadon of die plant as an integral part of die water 
supply system.

Raw water supply risks. Whereas die risks reladng to die output (clean bulk water) 
reside endrely widi die water treatment companies, risks concerning die variable 
quality of die input (raw) water will be shared by Sydney Water and die company. 
The quality of die raw water harvested in Sydney Water’s catchments is only pardy 
under Sydney Water’s control. Storms and Hoods cause significant variadons in die 
quality. The Water Filtradon Agreement reflects diis pardal control by specifying 
diat, if Sydney Water is not to attract a penalty tariff under die terms of die contract, 
die raw water must be of a quality diat lies widiin a range established over die past 
l25 years. Sydney Water dierefore has an incendve to manage its catchments so diat 
raw water quality is at least maintained in die established range. As to taking acdons 
to improve quality, according to die government members of die Joint Select 
Committee (Parliament of New Soudi Wales, 1994:104) ‘diere is a marginal incen
dve lor die Board to provide improved raw water quality as it gets a discount in tarilf 
f or waiter of a quality better dian diat specified in die window’.

These cost-sharing arrangements mean diat while die water treatment company 
is compensated for having to treat raw water that falls below a 25-year benchmark 
quality, it must absorb some of die costs associated widi having a capacity to treat 
water of variable quality.

Environmentalist have cridcised diese arrangements for lacking incendves to 
improve raw water quality dirough improved catchment management. It is true diat 
die contractual arrangements do emphasise keeping raw water quality widiin an ac
ceptable range, radier dien raising average quality. The significance of diis concern 
depends on die pracdcal potendal for securing improved quality from greater 
catchment effort. The structure of diis pardcular contact provision is sensible if die 
payoff to catchment management elfort is low in terms of improved raw water qual
ity. Then increased catchment management elf ort would not be a cost-elfecdve al- 
ternadve to die treatment plants now being built. It was a major finding of die 
Dwyer Leslie study diat diere was no alternadve to water filtradon if Sydney’s water 
was to sadsly die 1987 NHMRC guidelines.
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Operations and maintenance risks. The risks of operating and maintaining plant, 
including manning, skills, chemical supplies, power, process control and disposal, 
will reside with the water treatment companies. This accords with die complete day- 
to-day autonomy exercised in operations by die company under die Water Filtra
tion Agreement. At die end of die contract period die operators have die expecta- 
Uon diat contracts will be renewed. This, and a provision for Sydney Water to buy 
back at its own evaluation, provide incentives for die operators not to run down die 
assets toward die end of die contract period.

Upstream risks. Sydney Water will continue to be responsible for operating and 
maintaining assets ‘upstream’ of die treatment process. These include die catch
ment itself , die river systems widiin it and any canals, pipelines, dams and reservoirs 
used in die storage and redculation of die raw water. In announcing its catchment 
management policy during die bidding process, die Board committed itself to a set 
of environmental standards and diereby attempted to reduce uncertainty for ten
derers. To die extent diat diese efforts w'ere effective die Board was able to reduce 
die cost of treatment.

Financing/economic risks. The water treatment company will carry die risks of any 
changes in interest rates or rates of innation during die construction period. How
ever, once die plant is commissioned, an indexing formula will become effective 
dirough which die risks of inflation and operating-cost variation will be shared in an 
agreed way by die company and Sydney Water. Few details has been revealed 
about diis important risk sharing aspect.

Technology risks. The use of appropriate technology which is proven and meets 
required standards and specifications is the responsibility of die water treatment 
company. However, as indicated above, changes in water quality requirements diat 
induce obsolescence will trigger a renegotiation of die tariff, diereby sharing die 
risks of unforeseen changes in die standards agreed to in die Water Treatment 
Agreement.

The gains to Sydney Water from die privatisation of treatment include technol
ogy transfer. The Water Filtration Agreement will ‘bodi specify all appropriate con
tractual terms and be die foundation of a collaborative and co-operative relationship 
between die Board and die W T Company’ (Water Board, 1992:2). It is expected 
diat die water treatment company will keep abreast of technology, perform on-site 
research and exchange findings widi Sydney Water. This expectation is formalised 
by a component in die negotiated tariff to accommodate R&D by die water treat
ment company. To diis extent Sydney Water will share R&D risks widi die com
pany.

Natural disaster. In die event of system emergencies, whedier caused by natural 
disaster or odierwise, according to die Commercial Principles document (Water 
Board, 1992), Sydney Water will have die right to take whatever action it deems
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necessary to safeguard die security of die system and maintain supply, including die 
right to bypass die treatment plants. Compensadon consisting of reimbursement of 
access fees and treatment costs will be paid in such cases.

Regulated Pricing and the BOO Schemes

The Government Pricing Tribunal of New Soudi Wales operates as a price regula
tor for Sydney Water by capping Sydney Water’s revenues. In considering whether 
to allow Sydney Water to pass dirough die costs of die treatment plants to its cus
tomers, the Tribunal would need to establish diat consumers were willing to pay for 
die effects on water quality; diat die price increases sought reflected die costs in
curred; and diat diose costs were as low as possible.

Widiin diis price setdng framework, die Tribunal’s approach to die BOO 
treatment plants has been a caudous one. While noting diat die BOO projects 
were originally proposed well before die Tribunal was itself established, it has made 
clear diat it expects Sydney Water to inform die Tribunal of die nature of die con
tracts between die pardes and die future obligadons of Sydney Water; specify die 
risks involved and die sharing of diese risks between die pardes; and demonstrate 
diat die proposed scheme is more cost-effecdve (when adjusted for risk) dian odier 
opdons, including direct provision by Sydney Water. To sadsfy its Act require
ments, die Tribunal needs to be fully informed of die contractual details of die 
BOO schemes. It warns diat ‘it should not be assumed diat die Tribunal will 
automadcally pass any cost increases resuldng from diese projects on to customers 
unless diey can be shown to be jusdfied on economic and environmental grounds’ 
(Government Pricing Tribunal of New Soudi Wales, 1992, vol. 2:114).

These matters are most likely to become a major issue in 1995-96 when die 
costs of die treatment plants first begin to influence cost data in Sydney Water’s 
pricing submissions. In die Tribunal’s most recent hearings, Sydney Water re
quested diat a fraction of die costs be passed dirough in price determination; but 
die Tribunal deferred any such decision while it furdier considers die merit of diis.

However, die existence of die schemes is already influencing die Tribunal’s 
determinations and die short-term revenue cap on Sydney Water diat it is effec
tively applying. While welcoming die Board’s proposal to reduce real operating 
costs over die next diree years to levels below diose prevailing in 1990-91, die Tri
bunal has signalled diat it believes diat even greater cost reductions are feasible and 
desirable and diat diis is particularly urgent because of die cost pressures arising 
from die BOO schemes and die likelihood of higher environmental standards 
(Government Pricing Tribunal of New Soudi Wales, 1994:9).

Environmental Regulation

As discussed above, die treatment plants have been criticised for reducing die in
centives to improve catchment management. The critics argue diat better catch
ment management is an alternative to more intensive treatment. The structuring of 
die tariffs in die water treatment agreements recognises diat abnormally low  raw
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water quality will raise treatment costs in reaching a desired standard lor treated wa
ter. In protecting die water treatment companies from such deviations and shifting 
die risk of poor catchment management back on to Sydney Water, die tarifi struc
ture in die agreements provides an incentive for die Board to invest in catchment 
care. Similarly, die agreements provide for a discount in die tarifi for raw water of 
excepdonally high quality.

These aspects of die agreements provide a built-in element of sell-reguladon in 
Sydney W ater’s approach to catchment management. The agreements are 
‘incentive compatible’. Had Sydney Water built and operated die treatment plants 
itself, diere would also have been incentives to find die efficient combinations of 
treating water at a plant and improving catchment care. Eidier way diere are com
mercial incentives to find die cost-minimising way of producing water of an agreed 
quality. Neverdieless, Sydney Water’s scope for reducing costs dirough more ef
fective catchment management are limited by die effects of die behaviour of odiers 
whose actions on die fringe of die catchment impinge on die quality of die water 
harvested. Widi die abolition of die Catchment Assessment Commission estab
lished by die previous government, it is not clear diat any effective means now exist 
to deliver die necessary coordination among local councils, die EPA and odier gov
ernment departments diat have catchment related responsibilities.

Conclusions

The BOO option adopted by Sydney Water for its new major water treatment 
plants will now be receiving its first real test, as die largest of die plants came on line 
at die end of 1995 and die costs of die Board (now Sydney Water) have started to 
reflect die costs of delivering improved quality water. While willingness-to-pay 
studies have underpinned die decision to try to meet more stringent water quality 
guidelines, die extent to which diese quality costs are passed on to consumers will 
be resolved by die Government Pricing Tribunal. Despite efforts to meet a de
mand for increased quality by die cheapest approach, Sydney Water may find itself 
having to reduce costs (and services) elsewhere to achieve acceptable rates of return. 
The Government Pricing Tribunal has signalled diat it will not rubber stamp full 
pass-on of die costs of diese new contractual arrangements. These pressures will be 
all die more intense to die extent diat die implementation ol volumetric pricing and 
phasing out of cross-subsidies would bring politically unacceptable water price in
creases to some consumers in die absence of substantial cost savings elsewhere.

In developing die water treatment contracts, Sydney Water has accepted signifi
cant disciplines. The nature of die contract is such diat very low-quality raw water 
would lead to a higher treatment tariff, widi no guarantee dial die Tribunal would 
allow diat treatment tariff to be passed on dirough higher consumer prices. Thus, 
claims diat die BOO plan is disposed toward adverse environmental consequences 
because of a reduced incentive to manage catchments do not seem to be well 
founded. The need for a revamped approach to total catchment management 
would apply regardless of whedier treatment was undertaken dirough BOO con
tracts or direcdy by Sydney Water. The BOO contracts diat have been negotiated
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provide significant incentives for Sydney Water to follow efficient pricing and de
mand-management practices.

Sydney Water has gone through a costly learning exercise in developing the 
legal infrastructure to give it access to the BOO option. This infrastructure is now a 
valuable asset in the implementation of other private provision schemes. Sydney 
Water may see advantages in selling its experience in this area to smaller local water 
authorities that are faced with augmentation, but no longer eligible lor government 
subsidies because of their growth, and contemplating BOO options.
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Australia’s State Constitutions, Reform 
and the Republic

USTRALIA is still very much a federation, and its constitutional framework is
made up of die State constitutions as well as dieir more familiar Common-
wealdi counterpart. The Commonwealth Constitution and Commonwealdi 

legislation prevail over State laws where diere is any inconsistency, but it is basically 
die State consdtudons diat create die structure for parliament and government at 
State level. In some ways, diis structure is radier different from die structure cre
ated at die nadonal level by die Commonwealdi Consdtudon, and it somedmes 
gives State parliaments die chance to act in ways diat are not open to die Common
wealdi parliament.

At least two kinds of change in die State consdtudons are under consideradon 
at die moment: one linked to die push to cut links widi die monarchy, and die 
odier based on proposals for more general amendments. The next few years will 
show whedier diese padis towards amendment will converge, or leave quite separate 
reform proposals to succeed or fail independendy of each odier.

The Constitution Acts

The small number of amendments to die Commonwealdi Consdtudon —  only 
eight since federation —  has left it widi an appearance of coherence and even per
manence diat it does not share widi its State counterparts. They are patchworks, 
accretions of years of amendment around die skeletal remains of 19di-century 
originals. This is most true of die consdtudons of Western Australia and Queen
sland, each of which takes die form of a heavily-amended 19di-century Act supple
mented by voluminous provisions in separate pieces of legislation, among diem die 
Consdtudon Acts Amendment Act 1899 in Western Australia and die Legislative 
Assembly Act 1867 in Queensland. As a result, in diese States die law correspond
ing to die Consdtudon Acts of die odier States is often scattered and difficult to 
find.

To some extent, a patchwork of a different sort is found in die odier States, 
which have all consolidated and re-enacted dieir consdtudons at different times in 
die 20di century. These consolidations put a more modern date on die consdtudon 
(1975 in die case of die most recent, in Victoria), but diey were not wholesale revi
sions, less still attempts at writing a new constitution from scratch. Instead, diey
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collected and organised the original provisions and die amendments diat had been 
made over many years, making diem more accessible. This means diat a certain 
amount of die wording of even die most recent State constitudons goes back to 
19di-century Acts diat have been copied into die modern legisladon.

The consdtudons have kept some of die style of die 19di-century originals. 
They are sketchy on some subjects and prolix on odiers, since diey generally do not 
set out to describe die whole framework of government, but just to lay down rules 
where legisladon was seen as necessary, ieaving odier diings, somedmes surprisingly 
important ones, to case law or convention. As a result, diey have relatively litde to 
say about anything but parliament. They hardly deal widi die executive branch of 
government, and diey are generally silent about die powers and organisation of die 
ministry and die public service. Nor do diey contain much more dian scattered 
hints about die way die democratic process controls die powers of die Governor, 
aldiough amendments made to die Victorian Constitution Act at die end of 1994 
have added a new reference of diis sort.

Some Differences Among the State Constitutions

There are many differences among die State constitutions. The very numerous 
differences in detail are not wordi trying to summarise here, but some larger differ
ences to do widi parliament are wordi pointing out. Among diem is election timing. 
Queensland has kept a diree-year maximum term for its single house, widi no 
minimum. As for die lower houses in die odier States, in Western Australia die 
maximum term is four years, but again widi no minimum. Soudi Australia and Vic
toria have set a maximum term of four years and (widi some exceptions) a mini
mum of diree; in New Soudi Wales, amendments approved by referendum in 1995 
introduced a four-year fixed term, again widi some exceptions. Tasmania’s llexible 
four-year term for die lower house is overridden temporarily by a 1992 Act dial 
fixed 25 January 1996 as die date on which die current House of Assembly was to 
be dissolved, but widiout laying down a rule for future parliaments. In Tasmania 
and die odier States widi fixed or minimum terms, an early election is possible if 
die government loses its majority in die lower house, if die parliament refuses sup
ply, or (in Victoria and Soudi Australia) if die upper house blocks odier legislation.

The powers and terms of die upper houses found in Jill States except Queen
sland also differ. The legislative Council of New Soudi Wales has lacked die 
power to block supply since 1933, when choice of its members by parliament re
placed nomination by die Governor (direct popular election followed under 
amendments made in 1978). New Soudi Wales, like Victoria and Soudi Australia, 
has a deadlock mechanism allowing for resolution of disagreements between die 
two houses of parliament. Unlike die odier two States, die New Soudi Wales 
mechanism involves a referendum on die disputed bill; in Victoria, diere can be a 
dissolution of die Legislative Assembly and half die Legislative Council, and, in 
Soudi Australia, a full election for bodi houses or an additional election for die 
Council. In Tasmania and Western Australia, diere is no mechanism in the consti
tution for resolving disagreements between die houses. Royal commissions in diese
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two States have recommended deadlock mechanisms, but no provisions have been 
introduced as a result (Beaumont, 1982; Edwards, 1985). If either ol diese Legisla
tive Councils blocks a bill, it stops dead until negotiations or fresh regular elections 
for die upper house produce a different result. Members of die Legisladve Council 
have a fixed four-year term in Western Australia, and a six-year term widi rotadng 
elecdons in Tasmania. They go to die polls by rotadon in New Soudi Wales, Soudi 
Australia and Victoria, in conjunction widi lower-house elections (but widi a mini
mum term for Legisladve Councillors in Soudi Australia).

Vodng systems differ considerably between States, and between die upper and 
lower houses in some States, widi corresponding effects on die role and functions 
of die Legisladve Council. The rules on diis are generally found, not in die State 
constitution itself, but in separate electoral legislation, sometimes placed in die Con
stitution Act (or Acts) Amendment Act (a free-standing piece of legislation, despite 
its name).

In die McGinty case, die High Court is currendy considering whedier Western 
Australia is bound by a guarantee of equal value f or votes in different electorates. If 
die Court said diat diere was such a guarantee, diis would be a major extension of 
constitutional guarantees based on fundamental features of representative democ
racy, akin to die guarantee of freedom of political discussion diat die Court recog
nised in die free speech cases of 1992 and 1994. In Australian Capital Television v 
The Commonwealth (1992) and Stephens v West Australian Newspapers (1994), 
die Court has already confirmed diat die guarantee of freedom of political discus
sion applies to State politics, and one of die majority judges (Justice Deane) has said 
specifically diat it limits State legislative power.

On die odier hand, die courts have said repeatedly diat die State constitutions, 
unlike die Commonwealdi Constitution, do not guarantee die separation of judicial 
power. The entrenchment of provisions on judicial independence in die New 
Soudi Wales Constitution Act in 1995 adds a new qualification to diis, aldiough 
widiout entrenching a full separation of judicial power. Nor are State parliaments 
bound by some of die odier limitations die Commonwealdi Constitution puts on 
die Commonwealdi parliament. Lor example, die constitutional guarantee of ‘just 
terms’ for compulsory Commonwealdi acquisition of property has State counter
parts only in legislation, which die parliaments are able to override.

Amendment and its Significance

One key difference between die various State constitutions is dieir mediod of 
amendment. This is also a difference between die State constitutions and die 
Commonwealdi Constitution. Relative ease of amendment has made State consti
tutional amendments very frequent by comparison widi die Commonwealdi Consti
tution. The level of detail in some of die constitutions has also made many 
amendments necessary.

The State constitutions could originally be amended by parliament acting alone, 
aldiough in some States special majorities were needed in parliament for some 
changes, for example, in die structure of parliament itself. Using diis power ol
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amendment, the parliaments of four States (New South Wales, Queensland, South 
Australia and Western Australia) have gradually introduced requirements for some 
changes to pass at a referendum. The current position in these four States is that 
some aspects of the constitution can be changed by ordinary Acts of parliament, 
while others need both to pass through parliament and to get majority support in a 
referendum (sometimes with absolute majorities in parliament as well).

The list of changes that have to go to a referendum differs among die States, 
but in each of diese four States it includes changes to die structure of parliament 
itself, and changes to die section diat sets up die referendum rule. In New Soudi 
Wales and Soudi Australia, die consdtudon contains rules about die distribudon of 
electorates, and a guarantee of rough equality in die number of voters in each elec
torate; diese provisions, too, can be changed only widi a referendum. In odier 
States, ordinary legisladon can change die machinery for electoral distribudons. 
New Soudi Wales is also distincdve in wridng die principle of compulsory vodng 
into die State consdtudon, and entrenching it widi a referendum requirement.

Whedier entrenchment can validly cover more dian provisions dealing widi 
parliament has long been a topic of legal debate, but it is likely diat odier topics can 
successfully be brought under a referendum rule. In Queensland and Western 
Australia, provisions of die consdtudon concerning die Crown and die State Gover
nor are direcdy entrenched by a referendum requirement. In New Soudi Wales 
and Soudi Australia, references to die Crown are found in odier entrenched provi
sions. This has consequences for die mediod of cutdng links widi die monarchy at 
State level, something discussed furdier below.

In Victoria and Tasmania, die position is different. There, a referendum is not 
needed for any changes to die State constitution, aldiough diere is nothing to stop 
die government holding one to test public opinion. The Tasmanian Premier, Ray 
Groom, has signalled diat his government would hold a referendum by choice to 
get public endorsement of a republic plan (Sun-Herald, 11 June 1995, p.2). This 
would continue a tradition of referendums diat are held to test public opinion out
side die formal mechanism for constitutional change. Examples include die federal 
conscription referendums during World War I, and die dams referendum in Tas
mania in 1981.

Parliament can change most provisions in die Tasmanian constitution by an 
ordinary Act, widiout following any special procedures at all, aldiough a change in 
the duration of die House of Assembly needs a two-diirds majority in die lower 
house. In Victoria, a list of specified changes require, not a referendum, but abso
lute majorities in bodi houses of parliament; diese include alterations concerning 
die Crown and die constitution of parliament. They also include alterations affect
ing anodier topic diat has recendy been causing some friction between die govern
ment and die judges: die jurisdiction of die Supreme Court (Supreme Court of Vic
toria, 1994:13-21). Victoria’s experiment in constitutional entrenchment of State 
court jurisdiction is so far unique in Australia, and has led to mixed results (SARC, 
1995). Whedier, and how, die Supreme Court’s jurisdiction should be entrenched
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in die Victorian constitution is currendy being debated, and some changes might 
follow.

Consolidation and Reform

The possibilities for reform of die State consdtudons divide into two groups. In die 
first are proposals diat have been circuladng for some time and deal widi what might 
he diought of as traditional problems of die State constitutions, aldiough some ol 
diose problems have taken on new and more pressing forms following events in 
State politics in the 1980s. The possibility of consolidating die Western Australian 
and Queensland constitutions, to make diem more accessible, also belongs in diis 
group. In die odier group are die changes diat might be made to die State consti
tutions on cutting links widi die monarchy. These changes could generally be made 
widiout raising die issues involved in die first group of proposals. (The relationship 
between republic amendments and odier changes is explored furdier below.)

In Queensland and Western Australia, where die State constitution is effec
tively scattered dirough die Constitution Act proper and separate Acts diat supple
ment it, die most obvious need is for a consolidation. This would collect and or
ganise existing provisions in a new, accessible Constitution Act, widiout necessarily 
making substantial changes. The Queensland Electoral and Administrative Review 
Commission drew up a bill for a consolidation of diis sort, as did a joint select 
committee of die Western Australian parliament (FARC, 1993a; Kobelke, 1991).

The composition and powers of upper houses, parliamentary terms, deadlocks 
between die two houses, and entrenchment have been die subject of investigation in 
die States, and sometimes amendment, in recent years. A series of reports in 
Western Australia, Queensland and Tasmania have canvassed some of diese pos
sibilities, but so far diey have led to few changes in die State constitutions diem- 
selves. The Fitzgerald and WA Inc. reports both contained constitutional recom
mendations, as well as others concerning different aspects of die working of gov
ernment (Fitzgerald, 1989; Kennedy, 1992). The Western Australian Commission 
on Government is continuing some of this work, investigating the electoral system 
and constitutional amendment, for example, while a separate committee has already 
reported on Western Australia’s place in die federation, and some of die issues 
raised by proposals for a republic (COG, 1995; McCusker, 1995). In Tasmania, a 
board of inquiry has examined die parliament in detail, building on die work of a 
royal commission twelve years before (Morling , 1994; Beaumont, 1982).

The New Soudi Wales constitution, widi fixed four-year terms for die Legisla
tive Assembly, an upper house unable to block supply, and entrenchment of signifi
cant parts of die constitution widi a referendum requirement, represents, as it were, 
die furdiest point yet reached in die line of development from die original Consti
tution Acts. A position like diat reached in New Soudi Wales has odier implica
tions. Fixed terms and minimisation of die risk of a supply crisis reduce die discre
tion, and, to some extent, the significance, of the State Governor, milking it easier 
for the New Soudi Wales Premier to raise, as he reportedly has, die possibility of 
abolishing die office (Australian, 20 June 1995, p.2).
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Beyond these proposals extends a whole political landscape of possible consti
tutions, whose topography is suggested by examples from overseas. The American 
State constitutions show how different Australia’s could he, particularly in three re
spects. They include bills of rights of their own, which can supplement, although 
not contradict, die federal hill of rights. They sometimes do diis in great detail. 
The American State constitutions also tend to describe die whole structure of gov
ernment much more comprehensively dian dieir Australian counterparts, some
times, as in die famous example of die Massachusetts constitution, adding eloquent 
statements of die values on which the consdtudon is based and die purposes it is to 
serve. Finally, die process of State consdtudonal amendment in die United States 
often involves popularly elected convendons of a kind not seen in Australia since 
federation.

A bill of rights is die item f rom diis short list diat has attracted most attention in 
die Australian States. The Queensland Electoral and Administrative Review 
Commission recommended a bill of rights for Queensland in a major report in 
1993 (EARC, 1993b), and die I^iw Society of New Soudi Wales has published a 
draft Slate bill of rights in 1995 (Gibb, 1995).

As diings stand, putting aside limits from die Commonwealth Constitution and 
Commonwealdi legislation, State parliaments have generally followed die English 
model of trust in die parliamentary process as the safeguard against abuse of power. 
The guiding principle has been that die elected parliament should have die final say 
on die wisdom or propriety of legislation, and diat there should be few, if any, cases in 
which the courts could declare an Act of parliament invalid on purely State constitu
tional grounds. In a departure from the English model, though, the way die parlia
ment is made up, and some requirements for its procedure, are protected by en
trenched provisions in most of the constitutions. Democratic and procedural re
quirements of diis sort do not force legislative outcomes to comply widi particular 
standards, such as human rights guarantees, but instead control die constitution and 
die procedure of die legislature itself. As an alternative, or even a counterpart, to 
rights guarantees, it would be possible to entrench lurdier parliamentary safeguards. A 
guarantee of die principle of one-vote-one-value would be an example, already found 
in New South Wales and South Australia.

The history of State constitutional amendment in Australia does not suggest 
diat a rush to radical change is likely. Nonedieless, fundamental change to at least 
one aspect of die Stale constitutions is looming in die proposals for cutting links 
widi die monarchy, and diis gives rise to an increasingly pressing question about die 
form die State constitutions might lake if the change goes ahead.

The Republic

Constitutional change needs not only a reason, but also an occasion. A good argu
ment for making a change is not enough by itself, widiout die circumstances in 
which an amendment will have support wide enough for success. This is particu
larly so wherever die need for a referendum makes popular acceptance, if not warm 
support, essential for an amendment. W here only legislation is needed, die dynam-
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ics of die change can be different, widi much less need for wide public involvement, 
however widespread die discussion diat might actually take place.

The republic is shaping up as die issue diat will dominate discussion of consti
tutional change for some years. Whedier diis will stille odier constitutional change, 
or act as a vehicle for it, is somediing diat will emerge as public attitudes to die 
Keating Government’s minimalist plan are tested in die community debate die 
Prime Minister has foreshadowed (Keating, 1995).

Whedier republican amendments are introduced widiout odier amendments is, 
of course, die question of minimalism diat is already familiar from die federal 
sphere. In die States, it lakes on a slighdy different aspect, and one diat differs be
tween some States. The notorious difficulty of getting die necessary referendum 
majorities to change die Commonwealdi Constitution, and die bruising experience 
of die Australian Labor Party in die unsuccessful referendums of 1988, doubdess 
influence die present Commonwealth government’s preference for minimal change 
to bring in die republic. Yet at State level, where constitutional change has been far 
more frequent, diis consideration will not work in quite die same way. In Victoria 
and Tasmania, no referendum would be legally necessary to remove die monarchy 
from die State constitution, and, depending on die numbers in parliament at die 
time, bipartisan support might not be necessary eidier, however desirable it might 
be in principle.

In odier States, where a referendum would be needed for at least some republi
can amendments to die State constitution, die dynamics of constitutional referen
dums are even more obscure and unpredictable dian diey are at die Common
wealdi level. State constitutional change, and die State constitutions diemselves, 
attract much less attention dian die Commonwealdi Constitution, and die process 
by which diese State changes are handled might be quite different from die steps 
towards republican amendments to die Commonwealth Constitution. In particular, 
it might he easier for a State government to link republican amendments widi odier 
changes, free from die difficulties diat State interests and die legacy of die 1975 
dismissal of die Wliidam Government pose for wider Commonwealdi amend
ments. Whedier a State government would find it was in its interest to do diis is 
anodier question.

Anodier consideration complicates die possibilities for State constitutional 
change to cut links widi die monarchy. It is possible, for a variety of legal reasons, 
diat die State parliaments will have to be involved in die implementation of die 
Commonwcaldi’s republic plan. This might happen in order to amend die cover
ing clauses of die Commonwealdi Constitution, which refer to die monarchy, or to 
amend the Australia Acts, so as to leave die States free to make dieir own arrange
ments about links to die crown. The Australia Acts, passed in 1986 to end odier 
residual links widi Britain, say diat die Queen’s representative in each State shall be 
die Governor. This provision binds die States, which cannot act unilaterally in any 
way diat is inconsistent widi it. Unless amended, it might block changes to die Gov
ernor’s role as die royal representative in each State.
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Quite apart from the legal constraints, agreement from as many States as pos
sible would minimise the threat to a referendum from State opposition. For all of 
diese reasons, it is possible dial at least some national republican amendments 
would be part of an agreement reached widi die States. At diis stage, die results of 
diis would be anyone’s guess, but it might have die effect of linking die dining, if not 
die content, of State republic amendments to die introduedon of die corresponding 
changes at Commonwealdi level.

If die Australia Acts would have to be changed before die States could cut dieir 
own links widi die monarchy, as is quite likely, diis would at least delay die imple- 
mentadon of any State republic plans undl a nadonal scheme was implemented. A 
State referendum could sdll be held first, of course, but putdng its decision into ef
fect, if it supported a republic, might have to wait. Certainly diis would be die ap
proach to follow if die State government wanted to be as confident as possible dial 
all die steps taken to remove die monarchy from die State legal system were valid 
and ellecdve.

It would be possible to add a secdon to die Commonwealdi Consdtudon forc
ing die States to remove die Crown from dieir consdtudons. This was part of 
George Winterton’s draft republican consdtudon, and it would certainly prevent die 
incongruous, or even ridiculous, situadon in which some States kept links widi die 
crown while odiers, and die Commonwealdi, cut dieirs. It is legally awkward, 
diougli, to force die States to remove die monarchy widiout eidier prescribing die 
new provisions dieir laws must include as a result (hardly a pracdcal possibility in a 
Commonwealdi referendum), or giving die Commonwealdi parliament die power 
to do diis for a recalcitrant State (apparendy Winterton’s soludon in his draft: Win- 
terton, 1994:cl. 110(3)). Hence it is understandable diat die current Common
wealdi government's plan is to let die States remove die monarchy, or not, as diey 
choose. The absurdity of keeping an isolated link widi die monarchy might be 
more ellecdve than legal means to bring States along widi die Commonwealdi, 
provided that a Commonwealth scheme itself succeeds.

Republican State Constitutions

The legal details of removing die Crown from die States and replacing its {lowers 
and funedons are already occupying die minds of people in State government. 
There are some broad issues or opdons that are worth highlighdng here.

As mendoned above, die Premier of New Soudi Wales, Bob Carr, has report
edly raised die possibility of abolishing the office of State Governor on cutting links 
widi the monarchy. In the United States, die offices of head of state and the head 
of government are combined, at State level as at federal level, file State Governor 
performs bodi funedons, as die President does. In Germany, too, die States have 
no heads of state separate from dieir heads of government. In India, a republican 
federadon widiin die Commonwealdi, die States have governors of dieir own, but 
diey are appointed by die Indian government, and dieir office and dieir limited 
{lowers are created by die Indian Consdtudon, not by separate State consdtudons.
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Abolishing the office of Governor in any of the Australian States would require 
answers to some difficult questions about the situations in which, at present, the 
Governor can become an important influence on political events. These include 
the formation of a government when no one party has a majority in die lower 
house. The formation of the Field Government in Tasmania in 1989 is an exam
ple. Similar problems can arise if a government loses its majority in parliament, a 
situation that can also raise questions about the reserve power of the Governor to 
dismiss a government or reject the advice of an outgoing government to dissolve 
parliament. There are alternatives to the role of die Governor in diese situadons, 
including die introduction of new laws on parliamentary terms and die govern
ment’s tenure of office. These could lay down rules enforceable by die courts widi- 
out giving an independent discretion to someone in die position ol die Governor. 
The move towards fixed terms for State parliaments in New Soudi Wales and 
Tasmania is a pardal example. But diere would also be strong resistance to diis 
from people who see die reserve powers of die Governor as a pref erable safeguard 
to fixed rules enforced dirough court action.

Sucli a change may also require amendment of die Commonwealth Consdtu- 
don. It gives die Governors powers in reladon to Senate elecdons, aldiough it also 
allows these powers to be exercised by die ‘chief execudve officer or administrator 
of die government of die State’ in die absence of a Governor (Sccdons 7, 12, 15, 
21, 110) .

Odier quesdons arise even if die office of Governor is retained. There are 
some 1,700 provisions mendoning the Crown in current Victorian legisladon, for 
example, including references to crown land. There are some 240 references to die 
Queen, aldiough hardly any of diese give her substandve powers. In almost all 
cases, she is mendoned in a purely formal way, as in die references to prosecutors 
for the Queen, and documents issued in die name of die Queen (such as die writs 
for State elecdons). Most ol diese references to the Crown or die Queen could be 
replaced more or less automadcally, many of them widi references to die State. 
The New Soudi Wales government’s Oaths and Crown References Bill 1995, if 
passed, would make some of diese subsdtudons in New Soudi Wales legislation.

In a few cases, a more dillicult choice has to be made about a republican subsd- 
tute for an exisdng provision. The Victorian Consdtudon Act refers to die Queen 
in what it says about die appointment and tenure of die Governor and die Lieuten
ant-Governor, for example. If the office of Governor remains in some or all re
publican States, die power of the Queen to appoint die Governor will end, and a 
new method of appointment will have to be found. The present Governor of Vic
toria, Richard McGarvie, has floated the possibility of a consUtudonal council to 
appoint die Governor on die Premier’s advice (McGarvie, 1994:48). Odier possi- 
bilities correspond to die opdons available for die choice of a federal president: di
rect popular elecdon, and elecUon by parliament, for example. The Governor 
could even be appointed by die federal president, although diis is unlikely in light ol 
die long resistance of the States to any suggestion diat die Governors are subordi-
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nate to Uie Governor-General. Models lor a republican Governor’s powers likewise 
correspond to die options at Commonwealdi level lor die powers ol a president.

The level of anticipation of republican changes in die States is still very low. 
Most argument about die republic lias understandably concentrated on die Com- 
monwealdi. The main questions involving die States have so lar been wbedier diey 
could keep dieir links widi die monarchy under a republican Commonwealdi Con
stitution, and wbedier dieir governments and parliaments would have to give dieir 
consent to a Commonwealdi republican scheme. The form die State constitutions 
would Uike after such a change has had much less attention, aldiough in its own way 
it is an issue raising nearly as many questions as die changes that might be made in 
die Commonwealdi Constitution.

Conclusion

Seen as part of die nadonal consdtudonal structure, die State constitudons lay down 
die principles on which die States exercise die powers left to diem by die Com- 
monwealdi Consdtudon. They, radier dian die Commonwealdi Consdtudon, have 
been die source of power for almost all die varied acdons of die States. In die past, 
and sdll today, die State consdtudons have generally enabled radier dian restricted 
parliament, and diey have had litde to say about die execudve branch of govern
ment. The gradual extension of entrenchment qualifies diis, as a referendum 
comes to be required lor more amendments to die consdtudons of some of die 
States. But die entrenched provisions mainly concern die structure of parliament 
and die posidon of die Crown in die State consdtudons. They impose few, if any, 
limits of die sort found in bills of rights overseas.

In diis sense, die policy of die State consdtudons has been to facilitate die 
democrahc process as die safeguard of good government and good legisladon. For 
diese reasons, people have turned to die Commonwealdi Consdtudon and to 
Commonwealdi legisladon to lind legally enforceable controls on die powers of die 
States, but diese sources leave many State powers untouched.

The States have more freedom dian diey have ever used to create disdnedve 
structures of government. How much of diis freedom diey will use in die next few 
years is one of die more interesdng aspects of die republic debate.
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The Past, Present, and Future of 
Law and Economics

George A. Hay

For the rational study o f the law the black-letter man may be the man o f 
the present, but the man o f the future is the man o f statistics and the 
master o f economics.

fY discussion about law and economics ought to begin widi a definition or
t least an explanation of what it is we are talking about. There is, however,
risk in starting there. Just as classics scholars may debate endlessly about 

who precisely should be counted as a classicist or philosophers might debate who 
can properly be counted as a Kantian, diere is likely to be no consensus about pre
cisely what counts as law and economics or who is doing it. Indeed, die acknowl
edged superstar and chief guru of die law and economics movement, Judge Richard 
Posner, has argued diat, for centuries, judges, guided by ‘an invisible hand’, have 
unwittingly been deciding common law cases ‘as diougli’ diey were applying eco
nomic principles (Posner, 1992:chs 18, 19). So, as The Honourable Sir Andiony 
Mason observed in his Monash Law School Foundation lecture in 1992, some of 
die disdnguislied judges in die audience tonight, just like M. Jourdain in Moliere’s 
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomine who discovered diat he had been speaking prose all his 
life, may deserve at least honorable mention on die list of who is ‘doing’ law and 
economics (Mason, 1991).

In order to avoid major controversy at die outset, I will define die law and eco
nomics movement simply as die conscious application of economic principles to 
problems arising in connection widi die resolution of legal issues, recognising diat 
diis definition is too general to be of much help in deciding what gets counted and 
what does not. The significance of die word ‘conscious’ is simply to exclude all of 
die judges who, in Posner’s view, at least, have been doing God’s work by accident 
radier dian design. In diis arücle, I discuss die past, die present, and die future of 
die movement and report on some efforts to assess die impact it has had to date. 
Most of my material concerns die law and economics movement in die United

George Hay is Edward Cornell Professor o f Law and Professor o f Economics at 
Corn'll University, and was Visiting Professor of Law at the University o f New 
South Wales from August to December 1995. This article is an edited and 
abriaged version o f a speech to commemorate the launch o f the Centre for Law 
and Economics at The Australian National University on 6 June 1995.

Oliver Wendell Holmes (1897)
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States, where it began and where it has had die greatest impact. It is my hope that a 
review of die US experience will provide some sense of die potential diat exists lor 
die Australian Centre for Law and Economics and its members and followers to 
shape die future of law and legal scholarship in Australia.

The Past

When and where did die modern law and economics movement begin? The an
swer to diat question is a bit tricky and depends on whedier we include economic 
analysis of antitrust issues. One can hardly ignore die application of economics to 
antitrust, since economics has clearly been die dominant dieme in die analysis of 
antitrust issues for much of die century and remains so today. One need only ex
amine a few recent decisions by die US Supreme Court to find not only diat refer
ences to sophisticated economic writing pervade die footnotes, but also diat die 
analysis has spilled over into die text as well.1 And closer to home (in a cultural, if 
not geographical, sense), die Privy Council’s recent decision in die celebrated Clear 
case is based on die most modern and sophisticated economic principles (altiiough 
diis is not necessarily to say diat die Court got diem right).2 *

Given diat antitrust is fundamentally about economics, and diat die statutes, 
certainly in die US but to a large extent in Australia and New Zealand as well, are 
written in language diat virtually requires economic analysis, the early use of eco
nomics to analyse diese kinds of cases is hardly surprising. But to link die law and 
economics movement to antitrust distorts somewhat our attempt to place die 
movement in a meaningful historical context, since it was not until much later diat 
economic analysis was used in a significant and influential way to address classic 
‘legal’ issues arising under die common law —  issues arising in property, contracts, 
and torts, for example.

Hence, if die goal is to date die emergence of economic analysis to a broad 
range of legal issues, die key time frame is 1960-61, which marks die appearance of 
Ronald Coase’s (1960) classic, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’4 and Guido 
Calabresi’s first (diough not most well known) writing on torts, ‘Some Thoughts on 
Risk Distribution and die Law of Torts’ (1961). It is also wordi noting diat die first 
volume of The Journal ot Law & Economics appeared in 1958. The first several 
volumes contained mosdy articles on antitrust-related issues. It was really only alter 
Coase took over die editorship in 1964 diat die Journal began to publish articles 
concerned widi die economic analysis of striedy ‘legal’ problems,4 aldiough, even 
so, die focus remained on problems associated widi antitrust and traditional eco
nomic regulation.

1 Sec for example Eastman Kodak Co. v Image Technical Services Inc. 112S. Cl 2072 (1992).
2 Telecom Corp. o f  N ew  Zealand, Ltd. v Clear Communications Ltd. (Judicial Committee ofd ie Privy
Council on Appeal from the Court ol Appeal of New Zealand, 19 October 1994).
4 In 1991 Coase won die Nobel Prize in Economics primarily for diis and his earlier article, ‘The Na
ture of die Finn’ (Coase, 1937).
4 For example, Demsetz (1964, 1966); Dunham (1965); Crecine etal. (1967).
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The next key events occurred in 1971-73 and mark die emergence of Richard 
Posner as die intellectual pied piper of die law and economics movement. Posner’s 
first major contribudon was to establish The Journal o f  Legal Studies in 1972. 
Whedier or not diere was an official ‘allocadon of territories’ between The Journal 
olLaw  & Economics and The Journal o f  Legal Studies, it was die latter diat pro
vided die main forum for die application of economic principles to ‘traditional’ le
gal problems. A glance at die first few volumes reveals a number of classic ardcles 
in diis genre.5

It is useful in diis context to recall a pordon of Posner’s editorial on die goals of 
die new journal.

The aim of die Journal is to encourage die application of scientific mediods 
to die study of die legal system. . . What can a journal do to encourage die 
scientific study of law? First, it can provide a place of publication for, and 
so encourage die production of, research too technical lor die tastes of law 
review editors and readers. The use of madiematical and statistical medi
ods is a pervasive characteristic of modern science, natural or social. It is 
bound to be a feature of a mature field of scientific legal studies.

Second, a journal can provide a meeting ground for scholars unfamiliar 
widi parallel work being done by odier scholars trained in different disci
plines from dieir own. Lawyers write about die legal system in law journals, 
economists write about die legal system in economic journals, sociologists 
in sociological journals, and so on. But die law journals are read almost 
exclusively by odier lawyers, die economic journals almost exclusively by 
odier economists, and die sociological journals almost exclusively by odier 
sociologists. The result is diat die research of die different disciplines, al- 
diougli it is directed to die same problems, does not converge.

"Third, a journal, dirough its editorial decisions and policies, can help 
create a sense of identity in a new field. It can define die areas of research 
diat seem central, and by implication diose diat are peripheral. It can es
tablish standards of rigor and accuracy. It can help to forge a common lan
guage for expressing die results of research. (Posner, 1972b:437)

But if Posner’s new journal was to be die vehicle for much of die early 
‘scientific’ work in law and economics, it was die publication in 1973 of Posner’s 
book Economic Analysis oI Ijiw  diat demonstrated to potential law and economics 
scholars die vast opportunities lor scholarly research in die area. If ever a work de
serves die tide ‘seminal’, it is surely diis one. Each chapter dealt widi a specific 
branch of die law (such as contracts), and each section widiin die chapter took a 
specific issue from diat branch (such as specific performance) and demonstrated,

Demsetz (1972); Posner (1972a); Ehrlich (1972); Barton (1972); Landes (1973); Epstein (1973); 
Brown (1973).
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admittedly in a relatively superficial way, how economics could shed light on the 
way die law had evolved to deal widi diat issue.

Posner built his economic analysis of law on what he calls die diree fundamen
tal principles of economics: diat die higher die price die less individuals will want to 
consume (die ‘law’ of downward sloping demand); dial individuals seek to maximise 
dieir udlity and firms seek to maximise dieir profits; and diat resources tend to 
gravitate to dieir most valuable uses if voluntary exchange —  a market —  is permit
ted (Posner, 1992:3-13). Using diese diree principles, Posner showed how one can 
explain or, at least, rationalise a long list of common law doctrines especially in die 
area of property, contract, and tort law.6 So, for example, in his chapter on prop
erty law, Posner explains why in die eastern part of die United States, where water is 
plentiful, die basic rule is diat riparian owners are each entided to make reasonable 
use of die water, provided diat use does not interfere unduly widi die rights of odier 
riparians. In die western states, where water is scarce, exclusive rights can be ob
tained by appropriation (pp.36-7). In die same chapter he explains why die basic 
rule for abandoned property, like a shipwreck, is finders keepers, although die 
common law sometimes gives die first committed searcher for abandoned property 
a right to prevent odiers from searching so long as his search is conscientiously pur
sued (p.37). In his chapter on contract law, Posner uses economics to explain die 
general principle diat contract modifications are unenforceable widiout fresh con
sideration but also uses economics to explain some of die exceptions to diat prin
ciple (p.98). That chapter also contains an elegant discussion of die economic basis 
for die doctrines of duress and unconscionability (pp.110-17). And in his chapter 
on tort law, he uses economics to explain why, as a general matter, compliance widi 
custom is not a defence in a tort action, but why diere are exceptions, such as die 
area of medical malpractice (pp. 168-9).

Posner’s overall dieme, in die book as well as in much of his subsequent writ
ing, is diat die common law has a tendency, for reasons later developed in more 
detail by odiers (Rubin, 1977), to evolve toward an economically efficient solution 
to a given problem; and most of Posner’s examples were designed to show diat ten
dency at work. But readers did not have to be persuaded of Posner’s ultimate 
dieme (and many were not) to see die power of economic thinking when applied to 
diese kinds of problems. I am sure diat, for many of die economists who read diat 
first volume (certainly for me), die initial reaction was ‘Wow! That’s a neat way to 
diink about a problem. How can I develop diese ideas in greater detail? What 
odier legal doctrines can I try to understand and explain by using economic analy
sis?’. The serious scholarly efforts were published in The Journal of Legal Studies 
or one of die odier subsequent law and economics journals. But, for most of diis 
work, Posner’s book was die jumping-off point.

6 Over die nearly 20-year interval between die fust and fouitli editions of die book, Posner lias 
gradually expanded die collecdon of legal rules diat lie analyses dirougli die lens of economics. The 
fourth edition contains material on family law, criminal law, employment law, civil and criminal 
procedure, and aspects of constitutional law such as die protection of privacy.
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Another key event during this time frame, and one which has particular signifi
cance f or this occasion, was die founding of die I^iw & Economics Center by Henry 
Manne and, in pardcular, his program of running an annual Economics Insdtute lor 
Law Professors and a I^iw Insdtute for Economics Professors. The first of diese 
Insdtutes was in 1971; diey became firmly established when Mamie set up shop at 
die University of Miami Law School in 1974. Most law professors now doing work 
in law and economics attended die Economics Insdtute early in dieir careers, and 
most economics professors working in die field attended die Law Insdtute. The 
Center also organised a series of Insdtutes for Federal Judges (The Economics In
sdtute, The Quandtadve Mediods Insdtute, and The Corporate Governance and 
Financial Markets Insdtute). To date, more dian 400 federal judges have partici- 
pated. The key to die success and influence of diese Insdtutes was diat one did not 
need to have prior experience or even empadiy widi die law and economics move
ment to attend. Indeed, a main purpose was to expose law and economics to diose 
who had not seen it before. Manne chose only die very best instructors; diey were 
(and are) distinguished scholars; but, equally importandy, diey had a proven ability 
to communicate dieir ideas to persons widi litde prior knowledge or experience in 
die area.

The final key historical development was die early effort to apply economics to 
corporate law and governance. The reason I attach special significance to diis par
dcular subset of die law and economics movement is diat die application of eco
nomic analysis has transformed die entire lace of diis area of die law and led to its 
own sizeable literature. As Roberta Romano puts it in die introduction to her book 
of readings:

Corporate law underwent a revolution over die past decade. In die midst 
of an extraordinary period of innovation in business organisation and ac
quisitive activity, legal scholarship was transformed by die use of die new 
analytical apparatus of die economics of organisation and modern corpo
rate finance. This learning has already had, and will increasingly have, a 
profound impact on corporate practice and, accordingly, on die teaching of 
corporate law. (Romano, 1993:v)

The modern application of economic analysis to issues of corporate law and 
governance traces its roots to Ronald Coase’s odier classic article, ‘The Nature of 
die Firm’ (1937). Coase’s article posed die question of why some forms of eco
nomic activity take place across markets, while odier forms of economic activity 
take place widiin firms. The decision to organise activities across markets involves 
transactions costs. On die odier hand, die decision to organise activities widiin 
firms involves agency costs. But while die modern literature builds on die funda
mental insights of Coase diat diese costs are die primary determinant of how a firm 
organises its affairs, die relation between his original paper and die modern litera
ture is far more distant dian diat between ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ and die 
modern scholarship on contracts, property, and tort law. The work diat many
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scholars would probably identify as die first major piece in die modern field is Mi
chael C. Jensen and William H. Meckling, ‘Theory of die Firm: Managerial Behav
ior, Agency Costs, and Ownership Structure’ (1976). But die real credit probably 
belongs to two odier members of die ‘Chicago School,’ Frank Easterbrook (anodier 
one of diose moonlighting judges) and Daniel Fischel, who did much of die early 
work to develop diis branch of die field.7 I acknowledge also my colleague, Jona- 
dian Macey, who, in die past ten years has contributed dozens of papers to die cor
porate law and economics literature (see for example Macey, 1993), while, here in 
Australia, Ian Ramsay has been turning out law and economics work on corporate 
law issues at a rapid pace (see for example Ramsay, 1994). These scholars have 
argued diat an important goal of die law, according to die economic approach, is to 
reduce agency costs widiin die firm. The law does diis by providing a model, 
‘standard form’ contract, diat investors and managers can use in order to reduce die 
transactions costs of contracting, and allowing die parties to alter diese standard 
terms when die terms do not suit dieir individual needs.

The Present

Morton Horwitz wrote in 1980:

I have die strong feeling diat die economic analysis of law has ‘peaked out’ 
as die latest fad in legal scholarship and diat it will soon be treated by die 
historians of legal diought like die writings of I,asswell and McDougal. Fu
ture legal historians will need to exercise dieir imaginations to figure out 
why so many people could have taken most of diis stuff so seriously. 
(Horwitz, 1980:905)

Since dien, Ronald Coase has won die Nobel Prize; Posner’s Economic Analy
sis o fljn v  xs in its fourdi edition; and die number of specialised journals devoted to 
law and economics has increased signilicandy. Every major law school has at least 
one economist or lawyer-economist as a member of its faculty, and most of die top 
schools have several. Each year produces several students graduating widi JD/PhDs 
from die best schools, many of whom seek to enter law teaching. There is a new 
organisation, The American Daw & Economics Association, widi several hundred 
members, widi an annual meeting diat is very well attended.

The I âw and Economics Center has moved to George Mason University Law 
School where its Director, Henry Manne, is also Dean. All students in die Law 
School are required to be familiar widi economics and quantitative mediods, and a 
good portion of die faculty would describe diemselves as being a part of die law and 
economics movement. The Center continues its programs for law professors, 
economists, and federal judges.

7 Their earlier work has been nicely put together in a single volume, The Economic Structure o t 
Corporate La w (1991).
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There are several textbooks in I âw and Economics suitable for undergraduate 
economics courses (I use Cooter and Ulen, 1988), and a few designed primarily lor 
law students (such as Barnes and Stout, 1992; Goetz, 1983). There is at least a 
dozen series of working papers in law and economics, so that the latest scholarship 
can be traded without the usual publication lags. And, of course, there is a law and 
economics discussion group on die Internet. It is fair to say diat die law and eco
nomics movement is alive and well and very acdve.

The Future

What of die future? Where will die law and economics movement be in 20 years, 
and what will have been its major accomplishments? What problems might arise? 
Let me suggest just a few possibilides.

Has the law and economics movement peaked? I do not diink die law and eco
nomics movement has peaked, at least not if measured by die number of scholars 
involved at any given time, die amount of literature produced by diose scholars, and 
die influence of diat scholarship on the courts. There are at least a few very basic 
reasons for diis.

First, law and economics is not just a fashion in legal analysis. A major part of 
die law and economics movement is simply die applicadon of a kind of high-level 
common sense about die way individuals and firms respond to changes in prices 
and costs (aldiough it took die genius of people like Richard Posner to show how 
powerful economic common sense could be in addressing legal issues). While not 
every opinion in a garden-variety tort or contract case will read like a Posner ardcle, 
as long as ‘die law’ condnues to try to guide die way individuals and firms behave, 
economic analysis will be relevant, indeed inevitable.

Second, serious scholars in many fields of law have no choice but to become 
familiar widi die law and economics scholarship in dieir field if they are to be taken 
seriously. Regardless of whedier one accepts all die teachings of law and economics 
in die corporate law area, for example, no serious scholar of die next generadon can 
ignore diat literature. As part of diat process, some will become familiar enough 
widi die law and economic approach to understand it but will reject it f or a variety of 
possible reasons. Fair enough. But some portion of diose who put a toe in die wa
ter out of necessity will become fully immersed and eventually contribute to die 
body of scholarship.

Third, die level of economic literacy among law students has increased sub
stantially over die past 20 years. Hence, future generations of law students will be 
better equipped to bring economic analysis to bear from die very beginning of dieir 
law school careers.

Fourdi, it is my impression diat we are seeing many more joint degree candi
dates in law school, and upon graduation a substantial percentage of these JD/PhDs 
seek to enter academia. Hence, more will be equipped to do die kind of frontier 
work associated widi people such as Professor Ian Ayres of Yale Haw School (see 
Ayres & Gertner, 1992).
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The costs and benefits o f  technical elegance. Despite my general optimism over 
die future of law and economics, and while one of die benefits of law and econom
ics scholars who are fully trained in economics is technical elegance and work of a 
much higher level of sophisticadon, die eventual result of diis trend may be to rele
gate genuine law and economics scholarship to a niche field.

One of die great attractions of die pioneer work in law and economics (such as 
Posner’s book) was how much could (apparendy) be done widiout a lot of tech
nique. That book contained no equadons more complicated dian die Learned 
Hand formula for determining negligence. It was fun to read, and even diose widi 
only die most basic training in economics could understand it and felt diey could 
contribute to it.

But compare Posner’s book to any recent edidon of The Journal o f  Legal 
Studies, or some of die important work by Steven Shavell on torts, for example 
(Shavell, 1987). If publicadon in peer-reviewed journals comes to require die level 
of madiemadcal/economic sophisdeadon reflected in diose works, die endiusiasdc 
amateurs who made many of die early contribudons and, perhaps more impor- 
tandy, provide die bulk of die audience for diose contribudons, will be frozen out of 
die picture.

One can’t really complain about diis —  you can’t expect to do modern physics 
coundng on your fingers —  but it will, at die very least, result in a system in which 
die most sophisdeated work will be done and read by only a dny pordon of die 
scholarly community. The academic payoff for trying to do die kind of intuidve 
scholarship made popular by Posner may become too low to warrant die effort. So 
what is likely to develop is a kind of two-track system such as diat which now exists 
in industrial organisadon —  die branch of economics diat deals widi monopoly and 
compeddon and forms die basis for economic analysis in die andtrust area. The 
fronder scholarship is far too technical for general consumpdon, and it is left to a 
band of odiers —  often economic-trained lawyers or economists widi a law school 
alfiliadon —  to translate diat fronder work into a form diat can be understood by 
courts, legislators, and praeddoners. As is die case in die applied andtrust econom
ics field, courts will have to come to understand diat die policy relevance of die 
readable der of die law and economics scholarship will be constrained by die sim
plifying assumpdons diat will be embodied in diose disdlled wridngs.

Empirical work. If die bad news is diat die fronder dieoredcal work will be at too 
high a level of sophisdeadon for die bulk of die scholarly community, die good 
news is diat diere is a rich opportunity for a different kind of scholarship, requiring 
fewer technical economic skills (but perhaps more in die way of computer literacy, 
imagination, and hard work). I am speaking of empirical work and die best exam
ples of diat work I can diink of are being done at Cornell I .aw School by my col
league, Ted Eisenberg, widi a growing set of co-audiors, who have spent die past 
several years analysing various aspects of die outcomes of lidgated cases. Here are 
some examples of dieir findings.
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First, the ‘conventional wisdom’ is that in personal injury cases plaintiffs do bet
ter widi juries than with judges. Yet, upon analysis, in several important areas of 
personal injury tort law, the mean award in cases tried before federal judges is 
higher than die mean award in cases tried before juries. This is so despite die fact 
diat die amount demanded in die jury-tried cases was higher (Clermont & Eisen- 
berg, 1992).

Second, in die 1980s to diis day, much attention has been paid to a products 
liability crisis. Yet while die shouting was at its peak, plaintiffs’ fortunes in products 
liability cases were in substandal decline. The raw number of (nonasbestos) prod
ucts liability filings declined by about 40 per cent from 1985 to 1990 (Eisenberg & 
Henderson, 1992).

Third, several studies of appellate opinions show diat Democratic judges are 
more liberal dian Republican judges. The audiors studied die mass of civil rights 
case filings, not die refined set of cases diat reaches appeal. They found diat die 
judges’ backgrounds, as measured by polidcal party or appointing president, did not 
provide useful informadon in forecasting die outcomes of civil rights cases 
(Ashenfelter, Eisenberg & Schwab, 1995).

Fourdi. in deadi penalty cases, die audiors showed (based on post-trial surveys 
of die jurors) diat an important predictor of whether jurors would vote for life or 
deadi was how long diey believed die defendant would remain in prison if diey 
voted for life. The Soudi Carolina Supreme Court refused to allow jurors to be 
told what a ‘life’ term actually meant, and jurors gready underestimated die effect of 
a life sentence, assuming diat most of diose sentenced to ‘life’ were released for one 
reason or anodier after serving only a relatively short time. Those jurors diat un
derestimated die most tended to vote lor die deadi penalty. The US Supreme 
Court, which cited die study, held diat jurors had to be told diat life could mean a 
minimum of 30 years or even no possibility of parole (Eisenbcrg & Wells, 1993).

Many odier empirical projects are planned or in progress. But clearly die most 
interesting and exciting development is die use of die World Wide Web to allow 
public access to and experimentation widi die federal court’s data base. Cornell’s 
‘Judicial Statistical Inquiry Form’ is available for all to use.8 To illustrate die use of 
die Cornell data base, I inquired about antitrust cases in federal court diat were fully 
tried and concluded during die period 1979-93 (regardless of when die case origi
nated). I was interested in whedier it mattered whedier die case was tried to a jury 
or not. This is what I learned widi approximately 30 seconds of very simple data 
commands on my part (die results came back widiin 30 seconds).

There were 1,019 fully tried cases during die period. Of diose 389 were de
cided by a judge, die remaining 630 were tried to a jury. In cases tried to a jury, 
plaintiffs won 53 per cent of die time. In cases decided by a judge, plaintiffs won 39 
per cent of die time. The average case took diree years and four inondis from filing 
to conclusion and diis did not differ signilicandy as between judge and jury cases. 
4Jie mean judgment for plaintiff (averaged over all diose cases in which diere was a

o
° Internet address: http://teddy.la\v.comell.edu:8090/questata.htm.

http://teddy.la/v.comell.edu:8090/questata.htm
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judgment for plaintiff) was US$1,785,450 in cases decided by a judge and 
US$1,652,736 in cases tried to a jury.

Conclusion

The law and economics movement has been the single most powerful intellectual 
movement in die history of legal education. One can reject it or embrace it; but one 
cannot ignore it. To its supporters, it presents an elegant and effective way of ana
lysing and assessing legal doctrine in almost any branch of law. To its detractors, it 
represents an imperialistic telescope yet one widi a distorting lens: seeking to scan 
die endre horizon, while highlighting certain values and completely overlooking 
odiers.

The fact diat die law and economics movement has a considerable history, es
pecially in die US, represents a major advantage to die founders and supporters of 
die Centre for Law and Economics in Australia. The Centre begins widi consider
able information about areas of research diat are likely to be fruitful, educadonal 
programs diat are likely to be successful, and die polidcal and philosophical land
mines diat lay in die padi ahead. But diese advantages come at a price: diat we ex
pect nodiing but splendid results.
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The Centre for Law and Economics

r  I T he Centre for I,aw and Economics was established in 1994 to serve as a 
locus lor research into the law and economics of national law reform and 

-A. decisions of Australian courts. Its founding Director is Dr Ian McEwin.
The Centre will be adopting some of the very successful ideas introduced by 

Henry Manne in die United States. Apart from die usual academic diet of seminars 
and conferences, short courses on important policy matters integradng law and eco
nomics perspeedves will be run. Plans are being made to run courses in economics 
for Australian and New Zealand judges. An annual volume dded die Australian 
Courts Economics Review will be published, as well as a quarterly newsletter and a 
working paper series in law and economics.

The Centre will be self-funding and it is anticipated diat it will employ several 
research stall and be a national centre for postgraduate training and scholarship in 
law and economics in Australia. Regular visits from law and economics scholars 
from odier countries, pardcularly from die United States, will be encouraged.

The Centre has an Advisory Board consisting of a number of eminent Austra
lians widi an interest in law and economics. They are: Professor Bob Baxt, Partner, 
Ardiur Robinson and Hedderwicks, Melbourne (formerly Dean of die Law and 
School at Monash University and Chairman of die Trade Practices Commission); 
Mr John Bowers, Managing Director, Frank Russell Australia Ltd; Professor Tom 
Campbell, Dean, f  aculty of Law, ANU; Professor Geoffrey Brennan, Director of 
die Research School of Social Sciences, ANU; Professor Don Lamberton, ANU; 
The Hon. Mr Justice Santow, Supreme Court of NSW; Mr Richard St John, Gen
eral Counsel, BHP Ltd; Professor Glenn Widiers, Director, Economic Planning 
and Advisory Commission.

An International Advisory Committee lias also been formed consisting of a 
number of prominent academics. They include Ronald Coase (Nobel Laureate 
from die University of Chicago Law School); Robert Cooter (Berkeley Law School 
and currendy President of the American Law and Economics Association), Henry 
Mamie (George Mason Law School); Roberta Romano (Yale I .aw School) and Su
san Rose Ackerman (Yale law  School); Michael Trebilcock (Toronto law  School); 
and Cento Veljanovski (formerly of Oxford University, now CEO of Waverley In
ternational, Hong Kong).

An initial research agenda has been formulated. Funds will be sought for four 
research law and economics projects in die following areas: trade practices idler 
Hilmer; corporations law' reform; die regulation of financial instruments; and die 
relationship between law and economic development in East Asia. A project in die 
telecommunications law and economics area is also being considered.

If diere is sufficient interest die Centre will also help to establish an Australian 
Law and Economics Association. For furdier information, contact Ian McEwin at 
die Faculty of Law, The Australian National University, Canberra ACT 0200, 
Australia; tel. (61) (0)6 249 3396, fax (61) (0)6 279 8335, e-mail ian.mcewin.® 
anu.edu.au.
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N Australian woman in early adulthood can expect to live live years and
seven months longer than her male compatriots. This is pardy because a

die in a car accident and 330 per cent more likely to commit suicide. Furthermore, 
a male worker is 1,045 per cent more likely to be killed in a work accident and 150 
per cent more likely to be injured at work. A male is also 35 per cent more likely to 
be subject to assault. The young Australian woman has die full right to vote, own 
property and pursue a career. Tribunals of state stalled by committed officers stand 
by to protect her against acts of sexual discrimination. If she is in higher education, 
she is in die majority gender (since 1986) for Australian higher education students. 
She is a fortunate member of die most prosperous and longest-living generation of 
women in history, and die one widi die broadest opportunities.

Female experience in Australia is hardly even largely one of oppression or 
deprivation, whether compared widi her male compatriots or widi women in odier 
lands or odier times. This is not to deny die existence of discrimination against 
women; it is to say merely diat die gender situation in contemporary Australia is 
complex and any model diat presumes oppression and deprivation is a completely 
inadequate basis for analysis. (And die more successful feminism is, die less ade
quate such a model must become.)

Several recent writers have felt diat many feminists no longer speak to die social 
world as it actually is (Roiphe, 1994; Wolf, 1993; Sommers, 1994; Denfeld, 1995; 
Taylor, 1992). They write in revolt against die type of feminism diat diey call, vari
ously, ‘victim feminism’, ‘gender feminism’ and ‘die new Victorians’. This sudden

Cause of death rates per 100,000 for men and women respectively in 1993: homicide 2.4 and 1.3, 
suicide 19.2 and 4.4, motor vehicle accidents 15.7 and 6.5 (ABS Cat. Nos. 3101.0, 3302.0). Propor
tion of population subject to assault in twelve months to April 1993 as measured by the ABS’s ‘Crime 
and Safety’ survey: 2.4 per cent of males and 1.8 per cent of females (including 0.4 per cent sexual 
assault- the sexual assault question was not asked of males) (ABS Cat Nos. 3101.0, 3102.0, 4509.0). 
Wage and salary earners per work death in 1991-92: for men 8,451; for women 96,745. Wage and 
salary earners per work injury in 1991-92: for men 29, for women 73 (ABS CaL No. 6203.0; Com
pendium o f  W orker’s Compensation Statistics 1.9.91-92).

iale is 80 per cent more likely to be murdered, 140 per cent more likely to

Michael Warby is Public Affairs Manager of the Tasman Institute. He is cur
rently on leave from the Commonwealth Parliamentary Library.
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flowering of largely youthf ul dissent follows the explosion on to the media scene of 
egomaniac and critic Camille Paglia (1991, 1993, 1994), who has criticised common 
feminist positions on subjects such as date rape and pornography. These writers 
are, in dieir diff erent ways, all much concerned with die gap between attitudes of die 
general female populadon in die West, pardcularly in Anglo countries, and die 
ideas and assumptions diat are powerful in feminist networks: what is sometimes 
known as die ‘I am not a feminist, but . . .’ phenomenon, where women identify 
witii equal opportunity but not feminism.

Economic analysis can dirow interesting light on diis, and die issue of discrimi
nation more generally, particularly if a couple of common analytical errors are 
avoided. This provides a basis for examining some of die important underlying 
philosophical issues that are driving die debate, as well as for avoiding certain intel
lectual errors.

The Plausibility of Discrimination

Economists can easily fall into die generaliser’s error of assuming too great a sim
plicity of causes. A classic case of diis was die Mises-Hayek criticism diat socialism 
was impossible because of its inability to engage in economic calculation. W e can 
see now diat Mises and Hayek were essentially correct, but die collapse of socialism 
simply took far longer dian diey implied due to factors such as die countervailing 
effect of black markets and die low intensity of competition between states.

Neverdieless, despite failing to take into account die messiness of social phe
nomena (particularly die ability of people and institutions to ‘make adjustments’ to 
cope widi even debilitating underlying tendencies), Mises and Hayek did what good 
economics does: identify underlying tendencies, directions in which die phenomena 
will tend to move. Events will move more or less quickly in diat direction, depend
ing on such factors as decision cycles and die constraints and pressures on agents, 
and die strengdi of die pressures to find (and possibility of achieve) optimising out
comes.

Anodier easy economist’s error is to assume too great a level of deliberate, 
continuous calculation in human behaviour. In practice, people are not continuous 
calculators. Instead, diey use habits, routines, prejudices: die rational results of 
economising on time and mental effort. Experienced changes in circumstances are 
far more likely to engender calculation dian die continuation of familiar circum
stances. There clearly is such a tiling as social inertia. Thus, discriminatory behav
iour can persist, even when gains exist to be captured by hiring ‘out group’ stall, if 
pressure to realise diose gains is low: die more ‘invisible’ such gains are to prevailing 
attitudes, die higher die pressure to realise gains has to be before diey will be acted 
upon. If diere are what economists call ‘principal-agent’ problems, where decisions 
are made on behalf of odiers, die pressure on die decision-makers to realise such 
gains may be very low.

Discrimination can be viewed as a form of category (male, white, Protestant, 
etc.) cartel. Such cartel behaviour is made easier when general beliefs support it or 
circumstances (such as living in a small town) make enforcement easy. Nor should
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it be forgotten that there are psychic returns to awarding oneself moral superiority. 
Doing so on the basis of membership of some category, such as class, race, gender 
or sexuality, is hardly uncommon.

It is not necessarily a simple matter to identify genuine discrimination. Mem
bers of out-groups may be initially less productive, because of lower education, skills 
and experience. Unless diey have compensating features, like the strong family 
networks of Chinese communities, they may also represent higher credit risks. In
formation flows, about business reputation, for example, may be much stronger 
within than between groups. What looks like discrimination may be sensible, even 
fair, market behaviour.

To complicate matters furdicr, during periods of transition away from endemic 
discrimination there are cohort effects. If one assumes diat die idea diat women 
would have full careers similar to men became widespread by, say, 1975, dien die 
distribudon of posidons typically involving long lead dmes (like senior management) 
currendy occupied by people over 45 years of age is going to reflect die career as- 
sumpdons of 1965 or 1955, not diose of 1995. As die post-1975 cohort moves 
dirough die workforce, die distribudon of posidons can be expected to change ac
cordingly. Average gender incomes will also be affected. Separadng cohort effects 
from discrimination is not always easy; often it is not done at all, pardculariy in pub
lic commentary (Rimmer, 1995).

Household Optimisation

The change in die lives and opportunities of women is, above all else, a change in 
die behaviour of, and widiin, households. There have been massive changes in 
constraints on Western households in optimising dieir use of resources over die last 
few centuries. In die medieval and early modern periods, error in household re
source choices could lead not merely to dire poverty, but to starvation. This gener
ated obvious pressure to conservatism: to die adoption of low-risk strategies, known 
to be successful, which minimised social difficulties. A result of dramatically in
creasing prosperity has been a massive increase in the capacity to innovate and ex
plore different household strategies.

The concept of comparative advantage is one of die most powerful ideas in 
economics, since it explains die hugeness of possible gains from trade. It is easy 
enough to explain how A and B can trade for mutual benefit when each is better at 
different diings. The great power of comparative advantage is diat it allows A and B 
to trade to mutual advantage even when A is better at everything than B. In die case 
of individuals, time scarcity is sufficient to produce diat minimum result, widi com
parative advantage showing how trade can be optimised under die time constraint. 
Thus, a doctor will hire a cleaner to clean her office even when she could to a better 
job of it herself, because it is far more productive for her to devote her work time to 
earning a doctor’s income dian replacing the (far lower) wage of a cleaner.

But comparative advantage can explain not only why a doctor hires office
cleaning services and why countries benefit from free trade. It can also shed light 
on household arrangements, dieir content, persistence and changes. In situations
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where child-rearing involves a major commitment of scarce resources, where life 
expectancies are low and where strength is strongly and widely connected widi ef
fectiveness in economic activity external to die home, dien die appropriate house
hold resource optimisation strategy is very likely to be for modiers to concentrate 
on home dudes and fadiers to engage in external economic acdvity. This would 
tend to reduce female bargaining power widiin households.

As child-rearing becomes less dominant in household resource use (as indi
cated, for example, by a falling incidence of die abandonment of children), as tech
nological advance reduces die time demands of home dudes and as external eco
nomic acdvity becomes based less on strength and more on dexterity and intelli
gence, dien die demands of domesdc acdvity become comparadvely less important, 
and strengdi-based male advantage in external economic acdvity declines generally 
(and completely disappears over wide secdons of die economy). The appropriate 
household optimisation strategies also change. Female bargaining power would also 
tend to increase.

A great deal of evidence shows diat household strategies depend on die operat
ing resource constraints, and diat culture tends to evolve to ratify diese strategies. 
Resource constraints have major implications for gender roles and male-female 
power balances. Feminism is dius not die result of Western women suddenly be
coming individually smarter or more perceptive, diough die knowledge stock clearly 
tends to increase from generation to generation. There are underlying economic 
reasons for die rise of feminism, diough diis burgeoning prosperity may well have 
bases in family structure and culture (Wilson, 1993).

The Vanguard Role

How do households find new strategies? What makes people reconsider customary 
choices, particularly choices supported by strong social taboos promoted by, for 
example, organised religion?

Some ol this will simply be spontaneous personal experimentation. But since 
time, effort, costs and risks are inherent in untried strategies, diis is unlikely to be a 
major source. Individuals widi die leisure, resources or professional capacity for 
considering, articulating and advocating new strategies and possibilities are likely to 
be very important in generating ideas. One can dierefore expect a fairly natural di
vision between an activist ‘vanguard’ and a more cautious majority who adopt ideas, 
alter a delay, y/diey resonate widi their own circumstances. This does indeed seem 
to be die pattern of feminist history and of current feminism.

But note die ‘if. Not all ideas will be sensible. Not all widi be useful. The 
vanguard is not going to be always right. Nor is die vanguard likely to be in any 
sense a monolidiic group. Nor has it been, a point diat more dian one of die above 
critics (correcdy) emphasises. Nor should it be. To deny die right to diversity in

i  "  "  "  ~

Anthropologist Marvin Harris provides a severely materialist coverage ol such evidence (Haris 
1990). James Q. Wilson provides a sophisticated survey ol die evidence in Chapter 8 o f Wilsan 
(1993).
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ideas is to be extraordinarily confident that die lull trudi is already known. Again, 
diere is obvious psychic return to seeing yourself as a member of a knowing elite, 
but human experience has not been kind to such pretensions: die grotesque failure 
of Leninism is a pardcularly egregious example.

Hostility to diversity in ideas is to be deeply distrusted. The critics of feminism 
listed above contend diat die vanguard is trying to enforce a feminist ‘party line’, 
file claim diat ‘error has no rights’ leads direcdy to die persecudon of opposing 
ideas, to die persecution of people, and to die attempt to systemadcally edit social 
reality so diat it conforms to die ‘revealed trudi’. Claims to power based on knowl
edge are die most deeply tyrannical of all, simply because diere is no limit in the 
social realm to what can be claim to be known, and dierelore to what can be de
clared error and ‘edited’ accordingly. It is no accident diat die medieval church, 
whose claim to social power was clearly based on a claim to know, pioneered die 
techniques of social control later modernised and extended by 20di-century totali
tarianism. ‘Political correctness’ is die pre-eminent modern example of such a claim 
to know. Its power is easily exaggerated; but it is die power its adherents so obvi
ously desire to have dial is driving much of die reaction against diem. They repeat 
die old Cadiolic doctrine diat error has no rights (as widi anti-vilification legisladon, 
for example). And vanguard feminism is much involved in polidcal correctness.

Even so, die mere existence of a gap between majority atdtudes and die van
guard is not of itself a problem unless die vanguard is heading in a direction diat die 
majority is unlikely to want to go. This is a common concern of die critics: much 
vanguard feminism is not concerned widi die actual or likely problems of women, 
and is leading in direcdons where most women neidier want to go, nor ought to go. 
Widi die creadon of academic feminist networks, such as ‘women’s studies’ courses 
and departments, and democrat’ insdtudons in die public service, such as die Office 
of die Status of Women (or die Office of Women of Status as it is somedmes 
known), such a division is quite likely. Acdvist academia and aedvist bureaucracy 
are very pardcular social circumstances, and diere are no reasons to suppose dial 
diey provide automadc idendficadon widi general female experience and interests.

A Common Moral Discourse?

Indeed, radier die opposite. The general female interest is in a society in which 
women arc as constrained as litde as pracdcal hy dieir gender, where diere is a gen
eral moral and social discourse in which all adults, male and female, pardcipate as 
full members. For diem, ‘women’s liberadon’, widi its implication of a transition to 
a culminating endpoint of human equality, is much more in dieir interests dian a 
continuing gender division. Their interest is in workable social solutions to die 
continuing, diougli patendy diminishing, problems of gender discrimination against 
diem. They also have a clear interest in workable parenting arrangements diat are 
sensible and acceptable to modiers and fadiers, and in die interests of children.

The reverse is true for die femo-academics and femocrats. They have an inter
est in a continuing, indeed expanding, vista of ‘problems’ from which diey can gain 
kudos by identifying and ‘addressing’; in extension of specifically ‘female’ discourses
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of which they, and they alone, are the experts and interpreters. A society of de
creasing discrimination would he, for them, one of diminishing career opportunities 
and importance. The incentives they operate under encourage a perverse moral 
and intellectual entrepeneurialism. Hence die dissatisfaction of many of die cridcs, 
pardcularly Christina Hoff Sommers.

As discrimination against women lessens, specifically gender-based polidcs and 
discourse must lose dieir relevance (assuming, of course, it is not replaced by dis- 
criminadon against men). If social rules and pracdces restrict women less and less, 
dien women-as-women simply must have less and less in common dial is disdncdve 
from men.

The Individualist Imperative

Feminism suffers from die fundamental problem of any collecdvist discourse: diat 
we are not defined by any single one of die many different categories to which we 
belong. Any attempt to see category membership as morally defining must dimin
ish us and lessen our humanity.

Individualism is not die claim diat collecdve characterisdcs do not exist, diat 
diey do not matter, diat diey do not affect social outcomes, diat diey cannot be con
straints or advantages; or diat social reladons do not matter, diat we are not social 
beings, diat social influences do not matter, or diat diey do not help form us. What 
individualism does claim is diat no collecdve characterisdc defines us. Seeing any 
pardcular characterisdc as defining diminishes and dehumanises us, which is why 
serious collecdvist reasoning —  on die basis of race, gender, class, sexuality or 
whatever —  is so indmately ded to oppression, tyranny and mass murder. For if 
ediical collecdvism is accepted, we cease to be individual people, widi all die com
plexity, diversity, specificity diat entails, and become mere integers of categories widi 
pre-assigned moral status. The search for a benign ediical collecdvism is a search 
for die impossible: die diing contradicts itself. Individualism gets its moral power 
precisely from die fact dial once people are not seen as merely integers of pardcular 
categories, one is irretrievably committed to taking individual wants, preferences 
and claims seriously. One is committed to die complexity, diversity and autonomy 
of people, to dieir wordi-in-diemselves. One is also committed to die existence, at 
least potendally, of a moral and social space in which all can interact as persons, and 
not be trapped in irredeemable isoladon as members of mutually exclusive catego
ries.

If feminism makes sense as anything odier dian a demand for privilege, it must 
be die attempt to take such gender-categorisadon out of our moral and polidcal dis
course except in diose very narrow areas where it will remain appropriate.

This is not to say diere is no point to feminism. Far from it. What it is to say is 
diat a single gender cannot be die central reference point for a sadsfactory moral 
discourse about gender or one widiout gender. It is fair enough to start from a 
feminist perspecdve, especially as diere are very interesdng issues about use of lan
guage, about social interacdons, about how images and sell-images are framed
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(Travis, 1992), about real as opposed to apparent universalism (Gatens, 1991), and 
so on. It is just diat a gender perspective can never be a satisfactory endingpoint.

Nor has it been so in practical politics. Feminist political achievements have 
always ultimately hung on appeals to a common humanity. Since women have not 
yet achieved representation in legislatures in line widi dieir share ol die population, 
every feminist breakdirough has come from deliberative bodies a majority of whose 
members, sometimes a//of whose members, were men. The effective moral claim 
has not been ‘we are women’ hut ‘we are people’. In other words, die morally ef
fective claim has been diat gender is not an appropriate moral category in die matter 
(owning property, having die vote, entering a career, or whatever), diat personhood 
is not defined by gender (or race, or sexuality, or whatever).

Coalface Feminism

Failing to grasp diis is quite clearly a common, even natural, error in feminism. 
The major appeal of collecdvist discourses is dieir simplicity: ‘we are better dian 
you’, ‘you are responsible for our problems’, ‘we can talk about you as an undiller- 
endated lump’. Seeing die category in quesdon as simply one of die many dimen
sions along which individuals can be aggregated is much more complex, and a lot 
less morally and emodonally sadsfying.

That diis fundamental moral error leads to odier moral errors can be seen in 
aspects of what might be called ‘coalface’ feminism: die feminism of public debate 
and public policy. For example, discussion and opcradon of die ‘battered spouse’ 
defence has come perilously close at dines to die claim diat a woman who remains 
widi a battering spouse at some point acquires die right to kill him even when not 
under immediate physical direat. This is not a claim of common moral aduldiood.

One may also doubt whedier die recent ‘violence against women is wrong’ 
campaign was really die best way of achieving die laudable ideal of reducing domes- 
Uc violence. A campaign based, for instance, on die message diat ‘die home ought 
to be a sanctuary’ would have die great advantage of drawing men in radier dian 
excluding diem. Even more to die point, it would not write battered husbands (yes, 
Virginia, there are such people) out of die social script (Thomas, 1993). Moving 
from a discourse dial systemadcally discounts female claims to one diat systemad- 
cally discounts male ones is not a moral advance.

One may feel diat violence against certain categories of people (such as babies 
or die aged) is pardcularly noxious, usually on die grounds of dieir sheer defence- 
lessness. The past belief diat women were subject to special consideradon was di- 
recdy ded to dieir status as being protected by, and legally subordinate to, men. To 
claim die rights of full adults yet also to claim die right to special consideradon is 
hardly reasonable. The point should be diat gender is not an appropriate moral 
category here, pardcularly as women are not, on average, more at risk of violence 
dian men —  diougli again die matter is complicated by die fact diat men are more 
prone to put diemselves, f or whatever reason, in dangerous situadons, while women 
are more at risk in domesdc situadons.
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These considerations indicate that the notion of ‘representativeness’ is some
what morally suspect. The holders of risky jobs in our society are disproportion
ately male, as the vast disparity in workplace death indicates. These jobs have a risk 
premium that is one of the factors leading to unequal average incomes. It is not 
clear diat it would be a moral advance to have women bearing such risks equally 
with men. It would certainly not be a moral advance if average incomes were 
equalised while the holders of such risky jobs remained overwhelmingly male 
(Farrell, 1994). The notion o f ‘representativeness’ can easily imply that we are pri
marily integers of particular categories that have to be ‘balanced’, rather than full 
human beings who happen to belong to many different categories yet are defined by 
none of them. Nor it is morally respectable to demand ‘balance’ in social goods 
while happily acquiescing in imbalance in social bads.

Gender equality demands an end to gender-as-moral status. Yet it is the con
tinuation, in a new form, of gender-as-moral status that much feminism implicidy or 
explicitly demands. It is trapped by its nature as an explicidy gender-specific per
spective. It must demand diat gender should not matter while proclaiming in its 
very tide diat it does.

The Nature of the Human

It is highly likely diat humans are ‘hardwired’ to identify widi groups. It is part of 
our sociability (Wilson, 1993). However, like most biological influences on us, it is 
not determinative. The group identification is ‘free floating’; in modern society, we 
belong to many groups and move between diem as appropriate. The salience of 
particular group memberships will fluctuate depending on a wide range of factors. 
Political leaders can make particular group dimensions more or less salient. The 
travails of die former Yugoslavia flow f rom utterly calculated attempts to make edi- 
nicity politically defining. There was no necessity (historical or odierwise) here: it 
came f rom deliberate, calculated acts.

W e are not defined by our group memberships, diough we can diminish our
selves, and odiers, by acting as if we are. Terrible diings lie diat way, as diis century 
tells us widi particularly horrible force.

All heirs, lapsed or odierwise, of die Abraliamic tradition need to face die fact 
diat diere are deep aspects in our culture diat make it easy to lapse into diat sort of 
blinking. (Equally, diere are odier aspects diat lead firmly away from it.) Much so
cial thinking which seems so new and radical turns out, on closer inspection, to be 
reworkings of old ideas, attitudes, notions of die world and our place in it. The 
sexual restrictionism of a Cadierine MacKinnon or Andrea Dworkin is hardly widi- 
out direct resonance to die anti-sex, contemptus munchattitudes widiin Christianity, 
particularly as exemplified in die Puritan tradition which has been such a powerful 
element in die psyche of die United States, just as die anti-censorship feminists’ fa
vourable attitude to sexual expression is hardly widiout echoes of die pagan-classical 
tradition.

The notion diat diere is a single, proper image of die human, divergences from 
which are ‘lesser’, is a very powerful one. The Biblical notion diat we are made in
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the image of God has typically been interpreted in terms of the existence of a form 
of die human (the male) which is closest to God, the others being ‘lesser’ as they 
move away from that more perfect rendering of the image. The Catholic interpre
tation of die Incarnadon is even more powerful and more specific on diis point. 
Male celibates are die form of die human diat approach closest to God, as only diey 
can speak for Him. Odier forms are lesser. Some are sinful. ‘Equal in die sight of 
God’ is a claim not widiout power in Cadiolic dieology, but die functional reality is 
deeply hierarchical (Warner, 1983; Pagels, 1990; Haskins, 1993). This idea of die 
single blessed form is so powerful diat it has been secularised and adopted in even 
overdy anti-Christian forms (for example, as New Soviet Man). Self-identification 
gives it emotional power (in diese cases, for men). It is clear enough diat many 
forms of feminism have f allen into die same trap of grading humans by group, and 
finding dieir own to be especially morally blessed.

Yet even in terms of its original conception, die idea is dubious. That die im
age of God can be captured, or even best expressed, widiin a single human type is 
surely nonsensical. If humans are made in die image of God, dien we are each 
shards of die image of God, all part of die reflection in all our diversity. That di
versity precludes diere being a definitive human experience or perspective. It is not 
dial reality eludes us; it is diat our individual perspectives are in, some important 
sense, always partial, incomplete. To bodi grasp diis, and yet not fall into an empty 
relativism, is a balancing act not widiout a certain difficulty. A true exploration of 
die human requires a commitment to die conversation of humanity: a confidence in 
ourselves, yet an openness to die views and perspectives of odiers. This enriches 
us, just as a strident insistence on sole or dominant legitimacy for a particular per
spective diminishes us.

If we are going to find a moral discourse diat involves and entangles us all in die 
webs of obligations, rights, responsibility and duties, dien it is going to have to be a 
common moral discourse diat accepts die fact of our diversity. And it is also going 
to have to be a discourse diat does not diminish us by seeing us as defined by one 
of die categories we happen to belong to. This, in turn, means diat it is going to 
have to be, in some important sense, an ediically individualist discourse. After all, 
by now we well and truly know where die alternatives lead. Yugoslavia and Rwanda 
remind us vividly.

Feminism has certainly been a necessary part of die journey. It is not die end 
point, however, and its current travails, as expressed by die recent dowering of fe
male criticism, are, to a very large degree, die result of failing to see diat it is not an 
end point.
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Do Higher Education Amalgamations Work? 
The Case of Victoria College

Malcolm J. Abbott

r p H E  major structural change that occurred in Australian higher education dur
ing die 1980s was die replacement of die binary system widi a unified system.

-A- Orte of the main justifications for diis was die possible achievement of greater 
economies ol size and scope. The higher educadon White Paper of July 1988 argued 
diat die consolidation ol small colleges into institutions of university size would 
achieve ‘economies in administration and odier overheads including capital costs’ 
(Dawkins, 1988:47).

Since die amalgamations have taken place, die considerable confusion widiin die 
higher education system, and die changing role of die institutions diemselves, have 
made it difficult to determine whedier die hoped-for economies have been achieved. 
Some studies, however, have found diat die Dawkins round ol amalgamations have 
shown ‘modest cost gains which are, in general, due to scale effects’ (Lloyd et al., 
1993:1089).

One way of investigating whether economies can be realised by amalgamations is 
to examine die outcome of an earlier round of amalgamations of Australian higher 
education institutions, whose effects can be studied over a longer time span. In 1981- 
82 a number ol amalgamations occurred involving teachers’ colleges and colleges of 
advanced education (CAEs). These mergers were, like die more recent ones, de
signed to achieve economies of size and scope. Yet die few studies diat have been 
made of diem concentrate on die affects of amalgamation on staff morale and opera
tion radier dian on die effectiveness of achieving economies (Riehm, 1989; Hannan et 
al., 1985; Beeson, 1986). Years after die mergers occurred uncertainty remains about 
whedier die process was a success. A Task Force reporting on higher education 
amalgamations expressed some doubts about the 1981-82 mergers: ‘many of die 
1981-82 mergers involving teacher education institutions did not work out as well as 
expected’ (National Board of Employment, Education and Training, 1989:6).

i
Economies of size arise where the unit costs of providing a constant standard of education for a given 

educational profile falls as student load rises. Economies of scope arise where the amalgamation of 
two institutions, with different types of output, results in lower costs for some or all outputs.

Malcolm Abbott is Lecturer in Economics at Deakin University (Burwood).
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This note analyses the change in average costs per student and student/staff ratios 
of one Melbourne higher education institution with a view to establishing whether any 
evidence exists of the achievement of economies of size and scope. In 1981 four 
higher education institutions —  Prahran CAE and Burwood, Rusden and Toorak 
State Colleges —  were merged to create Victoria College. During the 1980s increas
ing student numbers and stable resources at Victoria College led to falling unit costs. It 
is not easy to determine whether this was brought about by State-wide movements or 
by changes attributable to the amalgamation itself. And since it is also possible that die 
reduction in resources was accommodated by declining education quality radier dian 
greater efficiencies, die costs of administration per student are analysed as well.

The most significant result of die merger appears to have been diat die new insti- 
tudon, by offering a more diverse range of courses, was able to expand student num
bers by shifting resources into business and applied science studies and away from 
teacher education. This made possible lower average unit costs as fixed costs re
mained relatively constant widi rising student numbers. It would have been difficult to 
achieve diis had die colleges remained separate and diree tied to teacher education.

The Origins of Victoria College

Three of die four colleges diat were combined into Victoria College —  Burwood, 
Rusden, and Toorak State Colleges —  trace their origins to die expansion of teacher 
training in Victoria during die 1950s and 1960s. The Prahran CAE was an entirely 
different institution. Beginning as die Prahran Mechanics Institute, it became die 
Prahran Technical School in 1915, providing secondary technical education and ap
prenticeship training. From 1950 it offered tertiary level diploma courses in art and 
design, and expanded its offerings in die 1960s. After die federal government began 
funding CAEs in die 1960s, Prahran’s growdi was strong, die tertiary enrolment rising 
from 289.5 equivalent full-time students (EFTS) in 1967 to 1,338.5 in 1980 (Institute 
of Colleges, 1967; CTEC, 1980).

As die expansion of the CAEs was getting under way, the structure of teacher 
training in Victoria began to change. In 1973 an independent corporate body, die 
State College of Victoria, was established to coordinate die operations of die teachers’ 
colleges. Just after its creation, die boom years of teacher education expansion ended. 
Teacher resignations declined as unemployment worsened and more women contin
ued teaching full-time. By die late 1970s Victoria had too many teachers, being 
trained in too many CAFLs and universities. At Burwood, Rusden and Toorak growdi 
of student numbers came to an end around 1976/77 (SCV, 1977). In contrast, stu
dent numbers at the Prahran CAE continued to grow, especially in business studies. 
The decline in student numbers in teacher education in die late 1970s encouraged die

2
It is possible that the same results could have been achieved with alternative policies. T he cross 

crediting o f subjects and joint courses may have facilitated die better use o f  resources; or die closing o f  
one or two teachers’ colleges could have allowed die transfer o f stall and students to die remaining 
colleges and diereby raised numbers widiin die separate colleges.
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move toward amalgamation of these institutions, and talks were held between die 
Prahran and Toorak Colleges concerning a possible merger in die late 1970s.

Cost Savings at Victoria College in the 1980s

The economic downturn at die beginning of die 1980s led die federal government to 
try to radonalise higher education institutions. The total student load in die advanced 
education sector was to be maintained, and diere was to be modest expansion in die 
technologies and business studies at die expense of teacher education (CTEC, 1981). 
Alter an increase in funding per student in die early 1970s, total real funding per 
EFTS declined over die ten years 1976-85. The federal government planned to re
duce recurrent grants in real terms during die trieiinium 1982-84, and, in order to 
prevent education standards declining, smaller institutions were consolidated into 
larger units, allowing savings to be progressively realised (CTEC, 1981).

On 30 April 1981, a federal government expenditure review committee an
nounced dial 30 higher education institutions around Australia, including nearly all the 
Victorian teachers’ colleges and CAEs, must arrange amalgamations if diey were to 
continue receiving federal funding. On 5 May 1981 die Victorian government an
nounced that die number of CAEs in Victoria would be reduced dirough amalgama
tions. According to die Comnionwealdi Tertiary Education Commission (1981), die 
main purposes of die amalgamation included: to rationalise and relocate resources; to 
create institutions widi a greater adaptability; and to provide better services and a wider 
range of courses widiin institutions. Given diat die mergers were brought about as 
part of a wide range of expenditure cuts, the main rationale of die amalgamations 
would appear to have been die financial benefits from economies of size and scope. 
The main strategy was to amalgamate metropolitan teachers’ colleges widi institutes of 
technology so diat resources could gradually be transferred from teacher education to 
science, technology and business studies, allowing overall student numbers to rise fur- 
dier. As a part of diis process die multi-campus Victoria College was formed in De
cember 1981.

Alter die amalgamation students were gradually relocated from die Prahran cam
pus to Burwood, Toorak and Rusden campuses. Enrolments in die combined col
lege increased as die number of business and applied-science students rose. Before 
die merger in 1981, education students made up 77.1 per cent of die total combined 
colleges. This declined to 45.2 per cent by 1990. The proportion of students studying 
business subjects rose from 10.8 per cent in 1981 to 22.9 per cent and applied science 
from 2.9 per cent to 7.9 per cent (VPSEC, 1981; Victoria College, 1990). This re
flected a state-wide trend of rising student numbers at die CAEs in business, science 
and technical studies.

As student numbers at Victoria College rose during die 1980s, die real cost of 
educating students began to decline. The real expenditure per EFTS (diat is deflated 
by die Consumer Price Index at constant 1982 prices) saw a gradual reduction in die 
real cost per student from a peak of $5,609.2 in 1974 for die four colleges combined 
to $3,965.2 in 1989 (a reduction of approximately 29 per cent) (ABS, 1974-89; Prah
ran CAE, 1974; Burwood State College, 1974; Rusden State College, 1974; State
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College of Victoria at Toorak, 1974; Victoria College, 1989). At first it might appear 
that this reduction in real costs for Victoria College arose from the amalgamation. But 
similar cost reductions occurred at other Victorian higher education institutions. For 
instance, at the Melbourne State College the real cost per EFTS fell from a peak of 
$5,628.1 in 1976 to $4,326.0 in 1988 (approximately 23 per cent) (SCV, 1976; CTEC, 
1988). The calculation of real expenditure per EFTS for Victoria College therefore 
says more about the funding policies of die federal government Üian about die cost 
minimising decisions of Victoria College.

As die federal government imposed funding cuts on all higher educadon insdtu- 
dons in Victoria, regardless of size and type, die issue was really whedier economies 
could be made widiout alfecdng die level of services and quality of educadon. The 
federal government recognised diis when die Commonwealdi Tertiary Educadon 
Commission wrote in its report for die 1982-84 triennium diat: ‘The reduced level ol 
funding for die 1982-84 triennium means diat a decline in die operadng standards of 
some Universides is now unavoidable’ (CTEC, 1981:Vol. 2, Part 1). The purpose ol 
die amalgamadon diat created Victoria College would dierefore seem to have been to 
reduce spending widiout sustaining any cut in services and educadon quality and to 
relocate resources from teacher educadon to business and applied science.

Education Quality

Did the level of services and educadon quality actually decline at Victoria College 
during die 1980s? One, imperfect, measure of educadon quality is die rado of stu
dents to academic staff. The main way diat die cuts in funding were accommodated at 
Victoria College (as elsewhere) was not so much dirough administradve savings as by 
changing die rado of students to academic staff. At Victoria College diis rado rose 
from 10.17 for die combined colleges in 1974 to 11.94 in 1982). It dien rose steadily 
to peak at 16.20 in 1989 (SCV, 1974; Victoria College, 1982, 1989). One striking as
pect of die student/staff rado at Victoria College was diat die four colleges togedicr had 
a higher rado dian die large, single campus of Melbourne State College during die 
1970s. In 1974 die student/stalf rado in die combined four colleges was much higher 
at 10.67 than die 7.45 rado at Melbourne State College (SCV, 1974). l^ater in die 
1980s die rado at Victoria College, aldiough rising dirough die 1980s, fell below diat 
of die Melbourne College; in 1986, 13.0 compared to 14.0 (Victoria College, 1986; 
Melbourne CAE, 1986). This suggests diat die amalgamated college, aldiough forced 
by expenditure cuts to raise die student/staff rado, did not have to push it as far as die 
colleges would have in die absence of die amalgamadon. It could be argued, diere
fore, diat had die colleges remained separate dien die quality of educadon, at least in 
terms of student/academic staff rado, would have suffered more dian it did.

The amalgamadon of die four colleges possibly led to lower administradve costs 
as die combined insdtudon organised greater numbers of staff and students. At Vic
toria College die real administradon expense per student (diat is, nominal expense 
deflated by die CPI) rose after die amalgamadon from $585.0 (in 1982 prices) in 1980 
to peak at $637.9 in 1985. "This may have occurred because of die addidonal costs 
incurred in trying to coordinate die four colleges. Alter 1985, however, real admini-
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stration expenses per student gradually declined, from the peak of $637.9 to $537.9 in 
1990 (Burwood State College, 1980; Prahran CAE, 1980; State College at Toorak, 
1980; Rusden State College, 1980; Victoria College, 1985, 1990). It appears that the 
amalgamation may have achieved some economies ol size in general administration 
but only alter a number ol years of reorganisation. Even then the general cost of ad
ministration of die four colleges appears to have remained fairly steady during the 
1980s after amalgamation, amounting to 12.6 per cent of total expenses in 1982 
($3,427,000 of $27,178,000) and 12.3 per cent in 1990 ($6,981,000 of $56,280,000) 
(Victoria College, 1982, 1990).

Despite the gams made in the late 1980s, Victoria College was not to survive into 
die 1990s. The abolition of the binary system in the late 1980s saw the number of 
higher education institutions in Victoria fall from 21 in 1985, with an average size of 
3,400 students, to only nine in 1993 with an average size of 14,400 (VPSEC, 1985; 
C l EC, 1993). In Victoria all of the CAEs disappeared as they were merged with 
larger universities or tried to establish themselves as universities in their own right. As 
a part ol this process Victoria College in 1992 became a part of Deakin University.

Conclusions

A lew implications lor the process of higher education amalgamations during die 
Dawkins round ol the late 1980s can be derived from die creation of Victoria College. 
First, financial gains from administration economies can be made but they take a 
number ol years to be realised and even dien are clouded by a number of issues. In 
die case of Victoria College, most of die gams from die fall in real administration costs 
per student may have occurred solely because of die surge in student enrolments in 
die second half of die 1980s (from 5,603.0 EFTS to 7,800.5 in 1990). O f course, 
such gams might have been made if die four colleges had remained separate and if 
diree of die colleges been had not ded to teacher education, enrolments in which 
stagnated during die 1980s. The amalgamation’s greatest contribution was in shifting 
resources out of die teacher education sector to business studies and applied sciences.

Second, die main economies achieved during die 1980s stemmed from higher 
student/stall ratios radier dian from any administrative savings. The merger helped 
this process occur by facilitating a continued expansion ol student numbers in die 
combined college and the achievement of economies, even diougli teacher education, 
die major subject field provided, stagnated diroughout die 1980s. The low stu- 
dent/stafl ratio at Victoria College relative to Melbourne College also implies diat 
economies may have been made diat enabled die combined college not to have to 
push die ratio too high in order to accommodate die cut in funding imposed by die 
federal government. I he main advantage of amalgamated institutions would dierefore 
seem to lie in die creation of institutions diat are adaptable enough to transfer re
sources out of contracting fields, like teacher education in die Victoria College case, 
and into expanding fields, like business studies. If this process enables institutions to 
realise economies dien it is quite possible diat die process of merging higher educa
tion institutions can lead to die more efficient use of resources.
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The Struggle Over America’s National 
History Standards

Charles F. Bahmueller

W N October 1994, a remarkable event occurred in die history of humanities 
I education in die United States. A unit of die University of California at Los 

A  Angeles (UCLA) released National Standards for United States History; a first- 
ever set of nadonal educadonal standards for teaching American and world history. 
Initially funded by die Bush Administradon, Standards was some diree years and 
US$2m in die making. It involved several diousand teachers, educators, officials, 
and scholars in its preparadon.

This event was remarkable because from die 18di century undl today die 
United States has never had nationally recognised criteria for what children should 
be taught in school. Instead, American educadon has been decentralised; a vast 
expanse of separate educadonal fiefdoms presided over by local school boards 
governing some 15,000 public school districts. While diere is some oversight by 
state governments of what is taught, elected local school boards have discredonary 
power, constrained by numerous factors diat differ from state to state, such as 
limited budgets, caps on taxes (in California and elsewhere), teachers’ unions, 
tenure, aroused parents, and, of course, die courts.

In the 1980s a consensus formed diat diis state of affairs was unsadsfactory 
because it was delivering poor-quality educadon to too many children. The 
principal sdmulus for reform has been die growing belief diat educadon from 
kindergarten to grade 12 must be improved if die United States is to meet 
increasing internadonal economic compeddon. How to remedy die situadon has 
been a central focus of nadonal debate for at least a decade.

Origins of the Standards Movement

By the late 1980s, die first project to develop a set of criteria for what students 
should know had been successfully undertaken in die subject of mathemadcs. 
Influenced by diis example, a movement began to create standards in all major 
subjects. In dine, nearly every field in die curriculum had a standards project going, 
some wholly or pardy f unded by die federal government, some supported by private 
foundadons, or, in die odd case, samizdat in nature. A scepdcal chorus decrying 
any movement away from local control of educadon was never far from centre

Charles Bahmueller is a political scientist who works for a non-profit educational 
organisation in Los Angeles. The views expressed here are solely his own.
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stage. Conservative forces in particular feared the imposition of liberal ideology in 
the name o f ‘reform’.

The national standards to be developed by diese projects were never conceived 
or intended to become die law of die land. All parties to standards development 
invariably emphasised diat die standards were to be voluntary, diough often the 
word was used disingenuously. To head off cridcs, one congressional bill inserted 
die word ‘voluntary’ more dian 70 dmes. Moreover, aldiough a number ol die 
projects used federal dollars, diey were created independendy ol die federal 
government (as I can attest in die case of civics and government standards).

All concerned knew diat Americans would never tolerate a nadonal curriculum 
(as in France), written or supervised by Washington. But proponents foresaw, and 
opponents feared, diat bodi moral suasion and federal dollars could be used as 
inducements to get state and local audiorides to adopt versions of standards diat 
would be close to die originals. Standards could dien have die effect of elevadng 
die quality of elementary and secondary educadon, especially where local quality 
control is unreliable.

The Fall of the Standards Movement

This movement has now been shattered as a result of die publicaUon of Natiowd 
Standards for United States History. States are adopdng new educadonal standards, 
but, according to a recent study by die American Federation of Teachers (1995), die 
great majority are too vague to mean much in die classroom. After die Republican 
victory at die congressional elections of November 1994, it is difficult to imagine 
diat money will be appropriated in Washington to encourage school districts or 
states to use standards in any subject (widi die possible exception of madiematics).

No sooner was Standards released dian it was attacked as deeply biased, anti- 
Western, anti-American, and anti-white male, die very embodiment of political 
correctness in full flower. The first salvoes were fired by Dr Lynne Cheney, 
chairman of die National Endowment for Humanities when Standards was funded, 
and wife of Dick Cheney, former Secretary of Defense under President Bush. 
Lynne Cheney vigorously attacked Standards in die Wall Street Journal of 20 
October 1994. Yes, she had approved StandardW funding, but now she was 
appalled by die result. Soon she was on national television debating die merits of 
her case widi UCLA historian Gary B. Nash, codirector of die project.

From die beginning, Nash, a former anti-Vietnam protester and political 
radical, was Standards ’ principal defender. He got off to a bad start, making a 
tactical blunder by appearing on die MacNeil-Lelirer News Hour tieless and in 
shirtsleeves. Fortunately for him, few Americans watch die program. By die 
following morning, however, friends had prevailed on him to dress prudendy for a 
wider audience on die CBS Morning News.

By die end of 1994, die Nash-Cheney debate was being splashed across die 
nation by die media. Wars of words appeared in die editorial pages of prominent 
American newspapers as well as in die education press. In December, Cheney 
launched a Committee to Review Standards, not just of history but also of odier
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subjects, such as geography and civics. To direct the project, Cheney appointed Dr 
John Fonte, historian and former education official in die Reagan-Bush era.

Fonte, an experienced campaigner against die rejecdon of Western culture by 
American educadon, soon became Nash’s nemesis, appearing on radio and 
television programs, in print, and speaking to interested audiences around die 
country. On 6 November 1994, a Fonte column attacking Standard!? and-Western 
bias appeared in die San Diego Union; on June 9 1995 anodier piece, ‘The Naive 
Romanticism of die History Standards’, appeared in die Chronicle o f  Higher 
Education, a prominent national education weekly, arguing diat Standards oilers ‘a 
morality tale complete widi saints and sinners, celebratory and condemnatory 
language, and a consistent hortatory message’.

The Fonte-Nash clash came to a climax in July when die two debated for two- 
and-a-half hours before an educational conference in Los Angeles. Nash admitted 
‘imperfections’ in Standards but said diey would soon be corrected. He argued 
furdier diat die project was die work of hundreds of prominent historians and 
educators, reflecting die involvement of numerous education and history 
organisations. Fonte countered diat Nash had to assume major responsibility for die 
outcome as project codirector and argued diat Standards was beyond fixing. He 
repeatedly pointed to glaring bias in die content choice and descriptive language of 
die document.

Standards suffered a serious blow at die end of January 1995, when die US 
Senate condemned it by a vote of 99-1. Thereafter, no politician dared support it in 
public. But an independent attempt was made to save Standards. Influential 
educators such as Diane Ravitcli, a faculty member at New York University and 
former Assistant Secretary of Education, seeing diat die standards movement as a 
whole was floundering, argued diat Standards could and should be fixed (Ravitcli, 
1995). In die Spring a group funded by liberal foundations was established to 
recommend changes. In October 1995, it reported diat aldiough Standards was 
biased, it should be revised and retained. The character of future revisions is 
unknown, but, whatever happens, the movement for high quality national 
educational standards has effectively stalled, widi litde hope of revival.

By (northern) Summer and Autumn, politics had furdier entered die debate. 
Bob Dole, front-running Republican Party candidate for president, condemned 
Standards in a campaign speech. But Standards would not become a campaign 
issue. Despite spirited defences of Nash’s work from liberal forces, die Clinton 
Administration, sensing political poison, decisively distanced itself from die 
controversy when Secretary of Education Richard Riley issued a statement rejecting 
Standards.

Yet more dian 20,000 copies of die document have been distributed at taxpayer 
expense, and perhaps 10,000 additional copies have been sold. However Standards 
might be revised, much damage has already been done. Nash has boasted of a fait 
accompli. Standards is already in use in school curriculum planning and classrooms 
diroughout die country.
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Postmodernist Preoccupations

So what is all the fuss about? The truth is that National Standards for United States 
History reflects the postmodernist preoccupations which predominate in American 
universities and filter down to classroom teachers dirough texts, summer institutes, 
and die Zeitgeist influences of educational fashion. Thus, the juggernaut of 
multiculturalism has nearly everywhere captured pre-tertiary public education.

Intent exclusively on servicing diese preoccupations, Standards focuses from 
beginning to end on race, class, gender, and edinicity. Standardd interest is
principally in die ‘vicdm’ status of diese groups. American history is presented 
largely as a dark and grisly tale of die slaughter, enslavement, denigradon, and 
exploitadon of Indians, Africans, Mexicans, Asians, women, and workers by white 
males. For example, die space lavished upon American Indians (almost invariably 
called ‘Nadve Americans’, as if only diey are nadve Americans) can only be 
described as fantastic. In some 180 full pages, die term ‘Nadve Americans’ or its 
equivalent, individual Indians (however obscure) or dieir tribes are mentioned 
nearly 300 times.

Critics such as Cheney and Fonte, however, complain diat if Speckled Snake, 
Red Eagle, and Tenskwatawa merit explicit attention, why don’t Robert E. Lee, die 
Wright Brodiers, and Thomas A. Edison? (Asked at a news conference last year 
who Red Eagle was, Secretary Riley admitted ignorance.) "Fliese are among dirongs 
of white males absent from Standards but who are widely believed to be of some 
importance to American history. George Washington is mentioned but is not 
identified as die nation’s first president.

Typical is Standard's’ opening illustration. Some may find it disconcerting to 
discover a map of Mexico City in 1557 illustrating die origins of die United States. 
Two pages furdier on, a second illustration, an etching labelled ‘Native Americans 
Tilling die Soil’ by die French artist Jacques Le Moyne portrays a scene of tranquil 
innocence, as diree Indian women plant seeds beside diree Indian men. Aldiough 
die legend refers to Indi, the tide —  Culturae & sationis ratio (‘mediod of tilling die 
ground and sowing seed’) —  has been rendered politically correct in translation. 
But die scene bears litde relationship to reality. The artist portrays die romantic’s 
vision of die supposed harmonious purity of die New World. The Europeanised 
bare-breasted Indian women, with dieir long, flowing, light-coloured hair, appear to 
have stepped direcdy out of Botticelli’s Birdi o f  Venus. All was idyllic, die pictorial 
suggests, until white men came ashore.

Opposite diis illustration, Standards itself begins widi a first era called ‘Three 
Worlds Meet’. Radier dian finding die origins of die United Suites in die ideas and 
practices of die ancient world of Western civilisation, where diey in fact lie, die text 
begins: ‘The study of American history properly begins widi die first peopling of die 
Americas some 30,000 years ago’ (p.39). It proceeds to place die origins of die

l
Taken from Jacques Le Moyne de Morgues: A Huguenot in France, Florida and England, published 

lor die Trustees ol die British Museum, London, 1977.
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United States in the confluence of three cultures: those of indigenous peoples, 
African slaves, and white European settlers.

The truth, of course, is that the collision between indigenous peoples and 
European civilisation resulted in a decisive victory for the colonists and that die 
cultural influence of die Africans and Indians on die foundations of die American 
nation was virtually nil. ‘To deny die essendally European origins of American 
culture’, writes die liberal historian Ardiur Schlesinger, Jr, ‘is to falsify history’ 
(1991:81). But diis could never be learned from Standards, whose purpose is to 
foster among youdi a new vision of American history, one widi predominandy New 
World roots, which puts white men and dieir civilisadon in a subordinate place, and 
brands diem as malevolent, latter-day interlopers.

Following diis concepdon, Americans would adopt an idendty quite different 
from diat founded on die pride and confidence in die accomplishments of dieir 
nadon diat is commonplace among 11011-intellectuals. To be an American would be 
to find one’s primary idendty in ascripdve racial, gender, class, and edinic groups, 
and to adopt a radical egalitarianism among separately conceived ‘cultural’ groups as 
society’s fundamental project. Propordonalism would be practised widi respect to 
race, gender, class, and edmicity in die distribution of social goods among die 
American ‘peoples’ (a term Nash repeatedly uses). As die individual is replaced by 
ascripdve group membership, liberal democracy is replaced by ‘cultural democracy’.

T11 studying die beginnings of American history’, die text continues, ‘it is best 
for students to take a hemispheric approach’ because it ‘avoids provincialism and 
drives home die point diat die English, as latecomers to die Americas, were deeply 
affected by what had already occurred in die vast regions of die hemisphere’ (p.39). 
I11 odier words, in die origins of American history, European culture was just one of 
diree, indeed a ‘latecomer’, and should be viewed more as acted upon dian as actor. 
That European culture was of any greater importance dian African and Indian 
cultures in die foundation and character of die United States is never so much as 
hinted at.

Such a suggestion is anatiiema to die tenor of die standards. Its spirit is, 
however, in accord widi die bitter national self-hatred of a term adopted by Gary 
Nash in his March 1995 presidential address to die Organisation of American 
Historians. There, Nash said diat in colonising die New World, die English 
‘planted die seeds of racial binary diinking diat became die basis for what has been 
called a white herrcnvolk democracy’. That die English also planted die universal 
principles by reference to which racism has since come to be condemned and 
oudawed could never conceivably be recognised, let alone taught to die young. Nor 
could die reception of untold numbers of asylum-seekers and refugees —  including 
most recendy tens of diousands of Somalians —  be acknowledged as a central 
chapter of die American story in which youdi could take pride.

Moral Equivalence

I will conclude widi two furdier illustrations of die mentality of Standards. I11 its 
treatment of die Cold War, Standards take a neutral stance in die struggle between
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communism and liberal democracy, between the Soviet Union and the United 
States, and portray die two as moral equivalents. Thus, die conflict between die two 
superpowers is presented as a merely a duel: ‘The swordplay of die Soviet Union 
and die United States rightfully claims attention because it led to die Korean and 
Vietnam Wars as well as die Berlin airlift’ and odier events (p.205). Standards asks: 
‘Was die Cold War inevitable? If not, how could it have been avoided? How did 
US support for “self-determination” conflict widi the USSR’s desire for security in 
Eastern Europe at die end of die war?’ (p.215). To Standards, Stalin’s enslavement 
of Eastern Europe is simply a ‘desire for security’. And note diat ‘self- 
determination’ is in inverted commas, as if it were somehow questionable. When 
die West, led by die United States, direatens to be cast as good guys, Standards runs 
for cover.

Thus, die Cold War remains morally uncharacterised. According to Standards, 
it is important because it led to wars, die Cuban missile crisis, ‘a huge investment in 
scientific research, and environmental damage diat will take generations to rectify’ 
(p.205). The only ‘moral and ediical issues’ mentioned are diose raised by anti- 
Vietnam war protesters.

The final example is Standardsf treatment of McCardiyism. Aldiough students 
are asked to examine die effects of die Hiss and Rosenberg cases on Joseph 
McCardiy’s rise, diey are never asked whedier die accused were guilty. That diey 
were guilty is a matter in which Standards takes no interest. Indeed, diat diis was a 
‘witch hunt’ in which, unlike 17di-century Salem, diere were actual ‘witches’, is an 
obscure and delicate refinement diat cannot be expected of diis document. We 
know, however, diat a number of die ‘witches’ —  spies such as die Rosenbergs —  
did tremendous damage to American and Western security.

Standards is, however, interested in die aftcrmadi of McCardiyism: ‘To what 
extent did McCardiy’s anti-communist legacy continue after his fall from power?’ 
(p.215) —  suggesting dial domestic opposition to communism was no more dian 
McCardiy’s ‘legacy’. The idea is simply insulting. Might not love of liberty and a 
sense ol lying in die crosshairs of an indecent regime have had somediing to do widi 
it, quite apart from McCardiy’s ‘legacy’?

The ideology of postmodernism is strewn diroughout a document that deserv es 
to have been strangled in die cradle. An important opportunity to reform primary 
and secondary education has been killed instead.
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The Slow Transformation

Patrick O ’Brien and Roland Quinault (eds), The Industrial Revolution and 
British Society, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993

Reviewed by H. M. Boot

""1 ACH of die eleven chapters in diis collection is written by a former graduate 
student of Max Hartwell. Each surveys recent literature on social, economic

_Jand political aspects of Britain’s industrial revolution. The hook is intended
as a textbook for later-year undergraduates; and aldiough die level is well suited to 
its intended market, it also provides a useful source for non-specialist but interested 
readers wishing to keep up widi recent research in diis key area of economic and 
social history.

Hartwell’s influence on his students appears to have been as strong as it was on 
industrial revoludon studies generally. The Hartwell view diat die industrial revolu
tion marked a pronounced discondnuity in history was die dominant paradigm 
among economic historians in die 1960s and 1970s. By focusing attendon explicidy 
on die changes taking place between 1750 and 1850, die writers of diis volume all 
indicate dieir implicit support of die Hartwell view. It is a view diat sits uneasily widi 
interpretations now' in vogue based on die macro growth accounting exercises of 
Nick Crafts and odiers diat emphasise die slowness and unbroken trend of growth 
and change in 18di and 19di century Britain. Aldiough die contributors to diis vol
ume are well aware of diis changed interpretation, diey are, for die most part, reluc
tant to give up Hartwell’s interpretation easily. The result is an interesting tension in 
several essays as die contributors attempt to come to terms widi two contradictory 
ways of interpreting die industrial revolution.

Patrick O ’Brien’s survey of modern conceptions of die industrial revolution 
goes furdiest towards rejecting die recent emphasis on die slowness and unbroken 
How of British growtii experience in die 18di and 19di centuries. He riglidy points 
out two difficulties widi Crafts’s interpretation: it is based on die reconstruction of 
well known but much Hawed data; and it fails to accord eidier widi die evidence of 
much detailed research on particular regions, industries and occupations, or widi 
contemporary opinion diat somediing astonishing was changing British society, 
qualitatively and quantitatively, into a strikingly different one from diat of 100 years 
earlier. The result, he says, is die emergence of a distressingly wide gap in modern 
research between perceptions based on macro-accounts purporting to measure rates 
of change and growth, and an impressive body of traditional scholarship diat at best 
leaves modern revisions representing litde more dian minor qualifications to die 
notion of die industrial revolution as a pronounced discontinuity.
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While still subscribing to Hartwell’s views, Gary Hawke and several other con
tributors are more accommodating towards die new interpretations. They regard 
die slowness of die change emphasised by recent research as a lactor diat helps to 
explain why Britain was able to pass dirough an odierwise highly traumatic period of 
economic and social change so successfully. Successful transformation was 
achieved, diey argue, because die slowness of change provided society widi time to 
construct and implement new compromises dial permitted die conflicts generated 
by industrial and social change to work diemselves out. The result was diat, al- 
diougli British society was changed immeasurably by die experience, die state 
played almost no part in inidating economic change, and never more dian a minor 
role in accommodating British society to die changes. Social dislocation was never- 
dieless remarkably constrained, and economic progress was never frustrated by die 
inability to find an acceptable distribution of its costs. It is diis new interpretation 
diat in recent years has encouraged social historians to begin moving away from 
dieir traditional emphasis on die trauma and conflict of die industrial revoluticn to 
an emphasis on forces diat allowed society to accommodate and benefit from die 
growdi and change taking place.

Given die importance of diese revisions, it is appropriate diat five of die diap- 
ters in die collection should focus on social aspects of die industrial revoluion, 
while two odiers examine political and constitutional changes. A few examples 
must serve to illustrate die wide range of issues raised. In an almost obligatory 
chapter on women in die industrial revolution, Duncan Bydiell shows how ii.dus- 
U ialisation did litde to liberate die social and economic position of women untl die 
demographic revolution of die 2()di century unshackled diem from die demands of 
frequent childbirdi. At die same time, Thomas Laqueur argues, industrialisation 
helped to extend die sexual freedoms of die lower classes by lowering barriers to 
marital and extra-marital sexual activity, but raised upper-class anxieties widi fears of 
a growdi of licentiousness among the working class. liqueu r’s diesis is stimuhting 
but appears strained at times. It is a pity also diat he fails to consider some obtious 
links between die changes he describes and dieir likely influence on child-beiring 
and possible delays to female emancipation.

Three chapters (on religion, parliamentary reform, and crime and punishment) 
consider different aspects of die way British society managed the growing potential 
for conflict generated by industrialisation. Alan Gilbert examines in detail Elie 
Halevy’s famous hypothesis dial die growth of Mediodism inhibited working-class 
protest. Gilbert concludes dial Mediodism had die numbers to perform such a role 
and that a prima facie case exists for believing dial die deardi of extremist ralical 
leadership among die British working class can in part be attributed to Medndist 
influence. Roland Quinault concludes diat demand for parliamentary reform be
fore 1867 owed less to industrialisation and die growdi of class consciousness dian 
to appeals to ancient rights by established interests in London and rural Engand, 
and was hardly noticed in die industrial towns of die midlands and north. Incon
sequence, constitutional reform not only lagged behind continental experience, but
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when it did come its initial effect in Britain was to perpetuate die power ol estab
lished interests radier dian to enhance die emergent urban-industrial classes.

Anodier consequence of Bridsli industrialisadon was a growing fear in British 
society diat die concentration of people in towns and ciües was creating a criminal 
class far greater in size dian existing criminal codes could handle: a fear much en
hanced by die coincidental violent revoludon in France. The Bridsli response was 
to embark on a long period of reform of criminal law and punishment stardng in 
die 1790s and lasdng well into die 19di century. David Philips’s excellent account 
shows how, by 1860, reform had transformed die machinery of criminal law, law- 
enforcement and punishment in Britain into dieir recognisable form in die ele
ments of die modern state. At die same dme, by increasing die number of offences 
and providing more effecdve policing, by encouraging a greater willingness among 
private cidzens to prosecute offenders, and by extending die use of summary trial 
and secondary punishments, die reforms had die effect of gready increasing die 
volume of criminal offences and die growdi of a criminal class diey were intended 
to curb.

Useful surveys of literature on die geographic margins of die industrial revolu
don (Eric Richards), on technological and organisadonal change (G. N. von Tun- 
zelmann), and on social aspects of die industrial revoludon (John Stevenson) com
plete die range of topics covered. The book ends widi ‘an appreciadon’ of Max 
Hartwell by Eric Jones.

The book contains some disappointments. Important topics such as agricul
ture, die performance of major manufacturing industries and die poor law do not 
get anything like die treatment diey deserve, and, inevitably in any volume of essays 
by ten authors, some contribudons are less satisfying dian odiers. In general, how
ever, die hook provides a useful overview of modern scholarship on die industrial 
revoludon, well suited to its aim of providing a text suitable for undergraduate study. 
Since diere are few good alternative texts it is likely to be adopted for a wide range 
of British economic, social and general history courses.

H. M. Boot is Senior Lecturer in Economic History in the Faculty o f Economics 
and Commerce at The Australian National University.
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Regulating Britain’s Utilities

Matthew Bishop, John Kay and Colin Mayer (eds), The Regulatory Challenge, 
Oxford University Press, New York, 1995

HE three editors o f this volume put together a volume on privatisation and
regulation nearly ten years ago, when ‘privatisation was still a novel idea and
Britain’s new style of utility regulation was only two years old’ (Preface). 

The extent of developments since dien is reflected in the fact diat in 1995 diey have 
been unable to include all die material diey wanted to in a single volume (diis one 
has a companion dealing specifically widi privatisation). Furdiermore, The Regula
tory Challenge is over 450 pages long.

The volume comprises an introduction and 18 contributions involving 27 
audiors. Some of die papers have been previously published and some appear to 
have been written lor diis volume. Ten of diem are primarily about pardcular in
dustries (express coaches, gas, die Nadonal Healdi Service, higher educadon, legal 
services, financial services, broadcasting, electricity, and two on telecommunica
tions), while die remaining eight are issue-based (die European Community, law 
and regulation, die cost of capital, two on regulation and diree on quality and stan
dards). I found die organisation of die book radier eccentric, but would be hard- 
pressed to improve on die order of presentation. The introduction is useful as a 
discussion of die issues covered, but not as a guide to particular papers; no specific 
papers or audiors are mentioned. Of course, die table of contents and die index 
can act as crude road maps for diose seeking some guidance dirough diis large and 
broad-ranging volume.

The editors, and some of die contributors, are not very impressed widi die 
standard of regulation observed. In particular, it is often noted dial privatisation 
occurred widiout sufficient attention to one or more of die corporate structure, de
gree of competition and regulatory regime to be implemented. The area which 
comes in for most criticism in diis regard is gas. Most of die verdicts are mixed. 
For example, Mark Armstrong and John Vickers point, on die one hand, to 
‘modest progress towards a more competitive and better regulated telecommunica
tions industry’ and, on die odier, to ‘a decade of lost opportunities’ (p.307). 
(Michael Beesley and Bruce Laidlaw writing on die same industry do not provide a 
summary verdict.)

However, die volume reports a couple of unambiguous success stories. David 
Thompson and Ann Whitfield are reasonably impressed widi die results of deregu
lating express coaching and dieir ‘assessment does not suggest a case for furdier 
policy intervention.’ (p.41). Simon Dornberger and Avrom Slierr are impressed 
widi die results of reforms in die legal profession: ‘Price discrimination has been

Reviewed by Robert Albon
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reduced, conveyancing costs have fallen in real terms, and there has been consider
able improvement in customer satisfaction’ (p. 137).

Many authors allude to the implications of the European Commission. In their 
article devoted to this body, Francis McGowan and Paul Seabright provide a good 
review of die factors determining assignment of regulatory powers, and an interest
ing account of the tensions that have arisen over the clash of national and EC regu
lations. In conclusion the authors have a bet each way: ‘ . . . uncritical enthusiasm 
for and an uncritical aversion to centralisation for its own sake are both dangerous 
attitudes . . .’ (p.251).

The book contains a number of more generic papers. One of diese is William 
Baumol’s paper on various aspects of reguladon and contestability of natural mo
nopoly, and on access pricing dirough die efficient (or optimal) component pricing 
rule (ECPR). The ECPR is sometimes known as die ‘Baumol-Willig Rule’ alter its 
main originators. While diis reviewer is a cridc of aspects of die ECPR, Baumol’s 
work in the area of policy towards natural monopoly has spanned 25 years and is ol 
great importance and influence. This is a very usef ul paper.

Anodier of die dieme papers is on price-cap regulation. The distinguished 
audiors Ray Rees and John Vickers provide a very comprehensive and up-to-date 
survey of what is known in Australia as ‘cpi minus x’ price reguladon. Rees and 
Vickers discuss die many difficuldes with diis approach to monopoly pricing regula
tion, and return a radier bland verdict. Their comments will be very useful in 
guiding those formulating such a regulatory mechanism.

Paul Grout’s paper covers die intriguing issues surrounding die determination 
of die ‘cost of capital’ in regulated industries. There are many ways of valuing assets 
in such industries and of determining die appropriate rate of return (‘cost of capi
tal’) to he applied to die asset base in particular cases. Risk consideradons are im
portant and die whole process is complicated by die interrelationship between as
pects of die reguladon and die values of die key variables to be determined.

Thomas Weyman-Jones’s paper analyses yardsdck reguladon widi an applica- 
don to electricity distribudon in die UK. There is a good account of die insdtu- 
donal and regulatory environment of die regional electricity companies (RECs), an 
analysis of yardsdck and incentive reguladon models, and an applicadon of diese 
models to die RECs. This paper will interest many readers as bodi Australia and 
New Zealand move to more compeddve regulatory structures in electricity.

This volume, along widi its companion volume on privadsadon, will be very 
useful for diose involved in and/or observing die extensive public udlity reforms in 
Australia and New Zealand. Many of the contributors have been at die forefront of 
developing die analysis of regulatory structures in natural monopoly situadons. Fur- 
dier, on die empirical side, die UK provides valuable lessons, bodi posidve and 
negadve, on how to approach policy-making for public udlity industries. I have no 
hesitation in recommending diis volume.

Robert Albon is Senior Lecturer in Economics in the Faculty o f Economics and 
Commerce at The Australian National University.
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No Free Lunch

Forrest Capie, Charles Goodhart, Stanley Fischer and Norbert Schnadt,
The Future of Central Banking: The Tercentenary Symposium of the Bank of 

England, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994

Reviewed by Stephen Kirchner

r  I  IHR substantive papers in this record of the proceedings of supposedly the 
largest ever gathering of past and present central bankers are those by 

_JL Charles Goodhart on ‘The Development of Central Banking’ and Stanley 
Fischer on ‘Modern Central Banking’. The volume also contains die text of die 
1994 Per Jacobssen Lecture, given by Alexandre Lamfalussy, General Manager of 
the Bank of International Setdements, and tided ‘Central Banking in Transition’. 
Fhe discussants include some of die world’s leading central hankers, including Alan 
Greenspan, Paul Volcker, Karl-Otto Pohl and die central bank governors of 
France, Japan, New Zealand, Mexico, and die Czech Republic. The Reserve Bank 
of Australia was apparcndy not formally represented at die symposium.

Goodhart’s paper, co-audiored widi Forrest Capie and Norbert Schnadt, con
tains a lot of insightful analysis and a wealdi of historical and current data on central 
banking. Its two appendices provide a short history of money market operadons 
and central bank objecdves and functions in a wide range of countries. Aldiough 
Goodhart dismisses free banking as an ‘academic diversion’ (p.90), he notes diat 
‘should die current endiusiasm for central hank independence prove a disappoint
ment, in terms of die successful re-establishment of price stability, dien it is possi
ble, diough far from certain, diat die cause of “free banking” would obtain renewed 
support’ (p.87). His paper also makes clear diat free-banking scholarship has come 
a long way quickly. From near total neglect prior to I.arry White’s publication of 
Free Banking in Britain in 1984, diere is now an extensive literature on die subject, 
and free banking has a large number of distinguished academic adherents. Good- 
hart’s cridcism diat free hanking has litde support from central banking 
‘praeddoners’ (p.86) would come as no surprise to, and carry litde weight widi, its 
advocates. One would hardly expect central hankers to welcome proposals to do 
away widi their jobs, not to mention trips to international symposia like diis one!

Stanley Fischer covers the major dieoredcal developments in the study of die 
costs of infladon, die rule-versus-discredon debate, die game-dieoredc dynamic in
consistency literature and die debate over central bank independence. He reviews 
the evidence diat central bank independence consdtutes a ‘free lunch’: diat it can 
bring about improved infladon performance widi no apparent costs in terms of real 
economic performance. The dieory suggests diat an independent central bank 
should enjoy a ‘credibility bonus’ in its conduct of monetary policy, allowing it to 
reduce infladon at lower cost in terms of output dian would be die case for a central 
bank widi a closer reladonship to government. But Fischer concludes diat die exist-
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ing evidence does not bear out die prediction. On average, die more independent 
central banks pay a higher output price per percentage point of inflation to reduce 
die inflation rate. There may be odiers factors at work here. But, when coupled 
widi die strong arguments in favour of die endogeneity of central bank independ
ence, die ‘free lunch’ argument begins to look decidedly weak.

I^amfalussy is concerned dial rapid changes in internadonal financial markets 
will make it increasingly difficult for central banks to implement dieir preferred 
monetary policies and to prevent systemic instability or crises dirough prudential 
supervision of financial institutions. He notes diat financial markets are becoming 
more robust and dierefore perhaps less in need of oversight from central banks. In 
pardcular, globalisation has increased die depdi and liquidity of financial markets, 
while securidsation has led to a wider distribution of risks. Lamfalussy has perhaps 
missed die broader significance of diese trends for die future of central banking. 
National monetary audiorides diat once had a commanding role in nadonal finan
cial markets are becoming increasingly irrelevant to die acdvides of global financial 
markets. And financial innovadons, including die growing use of electronic money, 
may result in a form of currency compeddon, widi or widiout free banking, that will 
radically challenge die tradidonal prerogadves of central banks.

Lamfalussy quotes Henry Wallich to die effect diat infladon is a monetary phe
nomenon, but only in die sense dial shoodng people is a ballisdc phenomenon. 
The important issue is to explain why people are being shot, by whom and for what 
reasons, and not die pardculars of how diey are being shot. The tradidonal benevo
lent social-planner model of central banking cannot provide answers to diese ques
tions, because it fails to recognise diat infladon is uldmately a polidcal phenomenon. 
A public-choice perspecdve on die insdtudonal and odier incendves involved in die 
determinadon of monetary policy is more likely to produce die answers, as indeed 
does Stanley Fischer’s paper in diis volume.

The Tercentenary Symposium was intended as a celebradon of central banking, 
so it is not surprising dial diere are plenty of ref erences to die ‘revered Old I^ady of 
Tlireadneedle Street’ and lots of ritual homage paid to die goal of price stability. 
Flie singular failure of central banking to promote price stability throughout its his
tory has been glossed over in the light of recent victories achieved against infladon 
in a number of leading industrialised countries, including Australia. But many of 
these apparent victories have been the result of opportunisdc macroeconomic poli
cies that have taken advantage of favourable supply and cost shocks to ratchet down 
infladon, radier dian die result of monetary insdtudons geared explicidy and exclu
sively to achieving and maintaining price stability over die longer term. Aldiough 
diis symposium was devoted to die future of central banking, diere is litdc serious 
soul searching or long-range dunking to be found here. The conference might 
more usefully have addressed die quesdon of whedier die Bank of England will see 
its way to anodier centenary celebradon. But die dme horizons of central bankers 
are not quite as long as diey are somedmes given credit for.

Stephen Kirchner is a graduate student in economics at Macquarie University 
and a Research Officer at the Australian Graduate School o f Management.
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Ageing Model

Herbert Giersch, Karl-Heinz Paque and Holger Schmieding, The Fading Mira
cle: Four Decades of Market Economy in Germany (revised edition), 

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994

HEY order, said I, this matter better in France.’ So observed Lawrence
Sterne in 1768. Policy-makers in fairly small and isolated economies such
as Australia and New Zealand naturally keep an eye on developments over

seas. Equally natural is die hope diat somewhere diere is die good model: die 
economy whose example we should follow because diey have got it right.

International organisadons such as die OECD have done a good deal of work 
to develop economic stadsdcs diat can be compared between coundes. It is now 
quite easy to learn how Australia compares widi odier coundes in terms of unem
ployment, inlladon and economic growdi. But such comparisons, important 
diough diey are, can take us only so far. They describe die results of die choices 
made by private and governmental agents but not die habits of mind, insdtudonal 
arrangements and debates about policy diat lead different countries to take different 
courses of acdon. One must dierefore welcome die appearance of a series, dded 
‘Cambridge Surveys in Economic Policies and Insdtudons’, which aims to enable 
readers to ‘grasp die inlluence of economic ideas on die real economy’ by 
‘examining policies in a detailed yet accessible manner’. The Fading Miracle is a 
member of diis series.

Germany lias often been considered to be the good model because of its low 
inflation and large current-account surpluses, and because it is an exporter of high- 
quality manufactured products. The authors, however, oiler a more scepdcal as
sessment. By die late 1980s,

diere was no longer any doubt diat die German miracle had faded away in 
every relevant respect and diat, economically, West Germany had become 
‘just anodier part of Europe’, widi its fair share in all posidve and negadve 
characteristics of die old condncnt. In terms of its stability orientadon —  
bodi fiscal and monetary —  it remained ahead of most odier EC countries, 
aldiough die difference had gready narrowed in recent years; also, die un
employment balance looked slighdy better dian elsewhere, diough by itself 
clearly not sadslactory. Yet in terms of growdi dynamics, West Germany 
had become a laggard and was widely perceived as remaining so for quite a 
while, (p.275)

Reviewed by James Cox

Prospects for economic growdi in Germany have, so die audiors believe, improved 
somewhat since die late 1980s because of a higher rate of return on capital, some
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modest supply-side reforms, the completion of the EC’s single market and the op
portunities provided by die integration of East Germany in particular and (perhaps) 
Eastern Europe more generally into die wider European economy.

I he audiors’ account has diree main aspects: a description of economic events 
in Germany from die misery ol die post-war period to die problems of reunification 
in die 1990s; a synopsis of German debates about economic policy and a descrip
tion ol die institutional context widiin which diese debates took place; and (most 
controversially) an interpretation ol die lading miracle in terms of free-market eco
nomics.

1 he chronicle ol economic events is coherent and cogent, and superbly done. 
Considerable attention is paid to developments in Germany’s external trade and 
international transactions as well as to domestic developments. As so often when 
reading historical accounts, I was struck by how easily events could have turned out 
differendy. Two examples must suffice. Germany might have followed democratic 
socialist radier dian Iree-market economic policies in 1948 but for a number of un
expected events diat brought Ludwig Erhard into office. And die German govern
ment might have had die chance to deregulate agriculture in 1948 but decided in
stead to implement complex programs for stabilising domestic prices. High levels 
ol support lor German farmers were dien carried forward into die EC’s Common 
Agricultural Policy.

The presentation of die economic debates and die institutional setting in which 
diey take place makes die important point diat diese have not remained unchanged. 
Of particular importance was West Germany’s unilateral liberalisation of its exter
nal trade during die 1950s; die evolution of European institutions and a common 
external tarifi lor die European community from die 1960s; and German reunifica
tion from 1989. At times an Australian reader can only wonder at die civility of 
German economic debate, fo r example, die West German parliament passed a 
law in 1963 to establish an independent Council of Economic Experts. ‘Unlike its 
American counterpart . . .  it was designed as an advisory board independent of die 
government, so dial a critical attitude towards the prevailing policy did not constitute 
a violation ol its duties’. Moreover, ‘Karl Schiller—  Minister ol Economics from 
late 1966 and himself a prominent economics professor —  was ready to engage in a 
long standing constructive dialogue with die Council ol Economic Experts’ (p.39). 
An independent central bank was established by die Allies in 1948 against die 
wishes ol many German experts.

1 he audiors address a larger question in conjunction widi dieir discussion of 
events and institutions. They argue dial:

Not only die miracle, but also die fading ol die miracle provides important 
lessons. Corporatism and bureaucracy are strong forces, leading potentially 
everywhere to a politicisation of economic life. For a while, diey may held 
back or brought into die service ol rapid market growth where people or 
die public can be made to believe diat distributional quarrels will close 
growth opportunities to die detriment of all, eventually leading to a zero-
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sum society. But politicians, bureaucrats and leaders ol corporatist organi
sations have too short and too partial a view to meet die concerns ol mar
ket-oriented economists. Not doubt, die narrow interests ol die praeddo- 
ners of die corporadst system will often gain die upper hand, so diat die 
economy is bound to slow down under die impact of mounting reguladons, 
and higher taxes, rising costs and shrinking profit margins, (pp.xi-ii)

Whereas West Germany enjoyed faster economic growdi dian France, Italy 
and die United Kingdom during die 1950s, die German growdi rate was below 
diose odier countries’ during die 1980s. The true German miracle occurred during 
die 1950s when die economy was able successfully to absorb a supply of well- 
trained surplus labour. Expansion of die economy was assisted by trade liberalisa- 
don (which reduced infladonary pressures and enhanced die supply potendal ol die 
economy) and by a surprising degree of wage restraint by unions. By die mid 
1970s, ‘supply-side conditions had drasdcally worsened because of a wage revolu- 
dou, an oil price hike and a creeping but sustained government growdi. Thus, a 
good part of die temporary staglladon and chronic lack of growdi which followed 
may have had dieir roots in earlier dmes’ (p.163). These factors, and high real in
terest rates, resulted in a slow pace of capital formation after 1973. By die 1980s 
die German economy was required to adjust to increased compeddon from newly 
industrialised countries. Such adjustment was made more difficult by protecdou- 
ism, worsening industrial reladons, subsidies to ailing industries, undue reguladon of 
die service sector and a fairly rigid labour market.

There was, as die audiors point out, no shortage of warnings at die dme by 
pessimists about die possible adverse consequences of diese developments for 
German economic growdi. It is, however, not possible to prove diat diings would 
have gone better for die German economy had different policies been followed; all 
one can do is to observe die historical record. The audiors’ large dieme is diere- 
fore likely to remain controversial. Neverdieless, diey have, I believe, succeeded in 
providing from die free-market perspective a coherent account of die causes bodi of 
rapid economic growdi in West Germany during die 1950s and of die subsequent 
slowdown. It remains to be seen whedier an equally sophisdeated account can be 
provided from anodier perspeedve, such as a Marxist one. If such an account does 
exist, die audiors do not mention it.

Finally, what can die Australian or New Zealand reader learn from diis account 
of debates and developments far away? Clearly, Germany occupies a different 
place from Australia and New Zealand in die international division of labour. Nev- 
erdieless, beneadi the surface success, die Germans are learning to deal widi prob
lems diat are not so very different from our own. Aldiough diere is no German 
model which, if followed, will guarantee success, die efforts of Germans to address 
dieir economic problems will continue to deserve our sympadiedc attention.

James Cox is Principal Adviser to the NSW Government Pricing Tribunal.
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Why Groups Succeed or Fail

Thomas Sowell, Race and Culture: A World View, Basic Books, New York, 1994

HEAP labour? Is that why Indians were imported into Fiji? Not according
to Thomas Sowell, who says there was nothing cheap about it anyway. ‘The
“cheap labour” cliche confuses earnings per unit of time and production 

costs per unit of output’ (p.93). Instead, die advantage of imported labour was its 
clear superiority as human capital: more careful, diligent, reliable, skilled, and ener
getic than anyone to be found sitting around the lagoon. That’s what made it pref
erable. And in this simple example two aspects of Sowell’s analysis can already be 
seen: a no-nonsense approach to the ideologically skewed language of much eco
nomic discussion, and a determination to point out the real ways in which some 
races and cultures economically succeed, while others fail.

The word ‘race’ tends to put everyone into a pother. For Thomas Sowell (a 
leading black American scholar, and the author of many books on ethnicity and 
economics), a ‘race’ is just one of various ‘ways of collectivising people in our 
minds’ (p.xiii), in this case denoting a visibly different human group with different 
traditions; while ‘culture’, economically considered, consists of skills, work habits, 
saving propensities, and attitudes toward education and entrepreneurship: attributes 
which stubbornly persist through time. Many people won’t like the implications of 
diese usages. Too bad, says Thomas Sowell.

A glance around die world shows case alter case of stadc, backward-looking 
cultures transformed by small groups of dynamic immigrants, die bearers of change 
and improvement. Hispanic culture is notorious for its ‘puerile pride in indolence’, 
its aversion to ‘die sdgma of dishonour’ associated widi die manual trades, its ex
traordinary delusions of grandeur (p.26). No spontaneous remission could be ex
pected among men and women afflicted by diis syndrome, so many Ladn American 
governments deliberately sought out non-Iberian immigrants to lix diings up. ‘In 
Chile, German immigrant farmers turned a virtually barren wilderness into one of 
die agricultural showplaces of Soudi America’, dieir role being so influendal ‘diat 
diey and dieir children still owned diree-quarters of die industrial enterprises in 
Sandago in die second half of die twiendedi-century’ (p.35). It was die same story in 
Brazil, where in the early 19di century ‘even such items as doors, dour, sugar, furni
ture, and books were imported’, die industry of die country being subsequendy 
built up by German and Italian immigrants’ (p.34).

This should have made everyone happy. But not so. While some were grate
ful, others were consumed widi envy. Soon resentful charges of exploitadon were 
being made: ‘interlopers’ were said to have ‘seized control’ of die nation’s industries 
(which never even existed before die so-called ‘interlopers’ loped in), while 
‘middlemen’ were seen to be everywhere ‘taking advantage’ of innocent victims.

Reviewed by Roger Sandall
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Moreover, a self-serving imaginary retrospect was invented which explained the suc
cess of this or that group not in terms of their own talents and industry but because 
they were ‘privileged’, and had special ‘opportunities’ or ‘access’, while other groups 
failed because ‘society’ made them fail.

Of all die diings diat exasperate die normally mild-mannered Sowell, this seems 
to madden him most. Nine dmes out often, he argues, die real difference is group 
performance. But performance differences between ‘racial and edmic groups are 
ideologically embarrassing to diose who wish to present group differences in in
come or occupations as reflecting differential treatment of groups by “society”’. So 
‘die whole issue of performance differences is often verbally pre-empted by con
founding diem widi differential treatment, or initial good fortune, dirough die use of 
such words as “advantage” or “privilege”’, a vocabulary which ‘transmutes all per
formance differences ex post into externally imposed “disadvantages” ex ante. Any 
group “under-represented” in desirable occupations or institutions is dius said to be 
“excluded” —  regardless of what die facts may be’ (p.151).

Sounds familiar? Sowell’s discussion of die universal and uncomprehending 
hostility toward ‘middlemen’ is particularly revealing. Even die prisoner in a POW 
camp who managed to obtain cigarettes and matches his fellow-prisoners could not 
obtain, and who charged for services rendered and risks taken, was seen as morally 
contemptible. ‘His function, and his hard work in bringing buyer and seller to- 
gedier, were ignored’ (p.56). Stories like diis almost make one despair of human 
nature.

Connoisseurs of Australian political life will find diemselves smiling at Sowell’s 
discussion of diose loquacious cultures which assume diat you can talk your way 
into economic prosperity, and diat knowledge, skill, dirift and industry are all just 
incidental. A preoccupation widi politics, Sowell riglidy says, can become a substi
tute for productivity. The names he offers in diis connection are diose of Idi Amin 
and Adolf Hider; but less exotic examples come to mind.

The main diing to notice, he claims, is diat die most direcdy effective economic 
measures available to government are all negative: ‘government may use its power to 
forbid, coerce widi minimum wage laws, confiscate earnings, punish entire cultures 
and classes for dieir success’ —  as in die case of East Af rica’s Indians and Malay
sia’s Chinese. But ‘goals which depend upon die creativity, skills, dirift, work hab
its, organisational abilities, and technological knowledge’ (p. 118) of die population 
at large are not widiin die power of officials to do much about. And precisely be
cause of diis, where words are felt to be more important dian deeds, die volume of 
political exhortation tends to rise steadily.

There are large issues here —  much larger dian diose Sowell chooses to ad
dress. For die doctrine diat words are more important dian facts, and diat die ma
nipulation of meaning enables you to bypass reality, is now die staple intellectual 
fodder found in large parts of our universities. That’s what postmodernism is all 
about. When die new class of academic quackers joins hands widi die old class of 
Hibernian orators, oh boy! More seriously, perhaps, what Sowell has to say about 
die folly of government-subsidised ‘edinic identity’ politics, citing die catastrophic
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examples of Sri I.anka and parts of Africa (and we have yet to see what will unfold 
in once placid New Zealand) should be read by anyone concerned with this aspect 
of our national life.

Much of diis book is a running indictment of the superficiality, myopia, and 
misrepresentation of what Sowell calls ‘prevailing social science doctrine’ (p.x). For 
this reason it should be required reading for all social science students. But it isn’t 
perfect. Every second or third sentence is punctiliously documented, referring to 
notes at die end, which makes reading it a clumsy business. Repetition is common: 
a nodding editor allows similar passages about Circassian slaves to recur within a 
matter of pages. Granted that Sowell’s goal was not ‘to offer some grand theory 
explaining cultural differences’ (p.xii), his argument nevertheless seems at times too 
historically specific for its own good. Comments on die disdain of warrior elites f or 
economic acdvity hang in die air as if diis had not already been given an evoludon- 
ary framework long ago by Spencer and Veblen —  and even by Popper in The 
Open Society and its Enemies, whose emphasis on die sociological transidon from 
‘tribalism’ to ‘civilisadon’ contains somediing similar. And perhaps it might have 
been mendoned diat, in India, warrior disdain for trade and commerce became 
incorporated into outright caste prohibidons.

Lasdy, while much that Sowell says about die posidve value of so-called ‘dead
end jobs’ (p.82) is true of die last century, die dme-frame of contemporary expecta- 
dons and rewards makes such remarks seem out of touch today. Are die men who 
spend dieir lives walking dirough die dark access tunnels of die New York subways, 
where a populadon of derelicts lies among filth, refuse, and syringes, seriously sup
posed to see diemselves making a 40-year sacrifice in diis foul underworld so diat 
dieir children can move one rung up die social scale? Hardly anyone diinks diis 
way any more. Maybe diey should, but diey don’t.

But diese are minor gripes. Widi a clarity and candour all too rare in modern 
academic wridng, Race and Culture discusses die economic winners and losers 
among different edmic groups in terms of dieir own persisdng cultural values, on 
every continent, in every situadon, from die earliest civilisadons to die present dme. 
Much ol what Sowell says dirows a lurid light on die muldcultural fantasies popular 
in Australian and New Zealand social and economic policy-making today.

Roger Sandall retired in 1994 from the Department of Anthropology at the Uni
versity of Sydney, where he had taught for 20 years.
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The End of Literature?

Harold Bloom, The Western Canon: The Books and School of the Ages, 
Harcourt Brace, New York, 1994

Reviewed by David Parker

V  W AROLD BLOOM, Professor of English at Yale University and lover of the
■ I  great canonical books, now adds his own elegaic voice to die chorus

JLsounding die end of literature as a discipline. For Bloom, die cultural 
centre simply has not held. The electronic age of hypertext and virtual reality, 
combined widi ‘universal television and die University of Resentment’, all form one 
‘rough beast’ slouching towards a future dial will ‘cancel die literary canon once and 
for all’ (p.310). The bulk of die students who used to take English, even at an elite 
university such as Yale, are now ill-equipped to do die reading and are in any case 
undisposed to make die intellectual ellort required to come to terms widi die finest 
and most complex artefacts of Western civilisation. Increasingly, diese students will 
go to Cultural Studies, leaving university Departments of English, havens for diose 
few academics who still love literature, to shrink to die size of today’s Departments 
of Classics.

There is much diat is true and admirable in diis cri dc cocur. Bloom’s passion 
for diose writers who matter to him, especially Shakespeare and Dante, makes its 
own argument as to why diey might continue to matter for all of us. Alter reading 
and rereading diese audiors for 50 years, Bloom can still demonstrate widi much 
vividness the ways in which diey never cease to impress him widi dieir great linguis
tic energy and power of invention. In doing so, he reminds us why it is reducdve to 
see Shakespeare’s plays merely as sites for circuladng ‘social energies’ in die manner 
of die New Historicists —  as if H;unlct or King Ix:;ir could have been written by 
Shakespeare’s contemporaries, Beaumont and Fletcher. Bloom gives a timely re
minder diat we cannot do widiout die concept of die genius, die great individual 
whose creative power is pardy responsible for die ways in which we now see our
selves.

It is a mark of what is so resistandy and quirkily individual about Bloom himself 
that he flings such deeply unfashionable insights in die faces of diose who, accord
ing to him, deeply resent individual greatness: diat is, die various New Historicists, 
feminists, neo-Marxists and odier purveyors of polidcal correctness whose will is to 
destroy die canon by extending it to include writers from previously under
represented groups and sub-cultures. Against diem, and against diose who defend 
die canon as a repository of ediical wisdom, Bloom upholds a view diat is at once 
Nietzscliean and Wildean. Writers are ever locked in a compedtive 'Agon widi dieir 
predecessors: die weak are merely imitative, whereas die great writer is strong 
enough to break dirough into individual vision, by which we are enabled to see die 
world anew. All dial matters about great art is its newness, its strangeness, which is
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to say its beauty. Beauty is useless. It simply exists for those increasingly rare indi
viduals with die capacity to appreciate it. In fact, die ‘solitary reader’ to whom 
Bloom is addressing himself in The Western Canon will have some ol die strong 
individuality of die great writer and of die great cridc.

One quesdon diat diis sort of argument will raise for diose outside English de
partments is why universities and dieir stakeholders should support such an enter
prise at all. Why should die aesdietic matter to most of us? And what, on Bloom’s 
account, would be lost if die teaching of die Western canon ceased, and die solitary 
reader was simply left to get on widi it in private? In odier words, die institutional 
study of literature is brought back to where it was at its beginning late last century, 
needing to batde against die view diat it is a self-indulgence and not a discipline at 
all. Widi so many new enemies to light, Bloom exposes die diroat of literary stud
ies to die old ones as well.

Bloom’s position is in fact unsustainable, and not simply because it is impolitic. 
For one tiling, it is reductive in die extreme to present feminists, Afro-Americanists, 
post-colonialists and odiers as motivated purely by resentment of die great dead 
white males. As Charles Taylor (1994) reminds us in his recent seminal essay ‘The 
Politics of Recognition’, what is at stake for diem is diat die relative exclusion of 
certain groups and cultures from die canon implies a demeaning picture of diem, as 
if all creative individuality resided in one gender, race and class. Since identity is 
dialogical, forged by recognition, dien die struggle for freedom and equality must 
entail, at very least, a very long and hard look at what die traditional literary canon 
includes and excludes. The argument diat die aesdietic realm is autonomous, or an 
individual radier than a social concern, is not simply unfashionable but almost wil
fully misconceived.

Of course, wilful misconception, or ‘strong misreading’, is what Bloom’s brand 
of competitive individualism is all about. At best, it makes a neglected side of die 
trudi stand out. But at worst it conies across as a mere anxiety of influence: a de
termination to be individual at any price, even if it means cutting potentially strong 
ground from under his own feet. Throughout die book. Bloom is caught up in his 
own agonistic struggle to differentiate himself from diose who have argued dial die 
great authors matter because their work is in some sense wise or morally profound. 
This school is represented by a wide spectrum of recent commentators ranging 
from that odier Bloom, Allan, audior of The Closing o f  the American Mind, to 
much more substantial figures like Mardia Nussbaum and Wayne Boodi.

Instead of expressing a degree of fellowship widi diese labourers in die same 
vineyard, Bloom studiously ignores diem. Insofar as he represents die drift of dieir 
diought, he is dismissive and reductive. To say diat reading ‘die very best writers . . 
is not going to make us better citizens’ (p. 16) is to distort die issue beyond recogni
tion, as if someone were seriously claiming diat reading Shakespeare, Dante and 
Tolstoy would make us more inclined to pay our taxes.

fhe same kind of preoccupation widi strong individualism colours Bloom’s 
account of individual canonical writers. Dr Johnson is presented as die greatest 
critic in die language, but it is a Johnson stripped of some of his defining character-
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istics. There is little in Bloom’s account about the neo-classicist who was so much 
focused on the power of literature to instruct. For Johnson, the ethical dimension 
was fundamental: ‘We are perpetually moralists’, he once said, ‘but we are geomet
ricians only by chance’. Instead, Bloom’s readers are offered an embatded indi
vidualist who presents himself ‘as a kind of general challenger, whom everyone has 
a right to attack’. Johnson thus exhibits a ‘canonical sense of literature as agon . . .’ 
(pp. 185-6). This is not untrue, but leaves a feeling that die needle has got stuck 
again in die familiar groove.

What I found myself longing for in Bloom, in fact, is one of die very canonical 
qualides he upholds in Dr Johnson, die capacity to ‘push aside his own ideologies’ 
(p. 197) as Johnson does when he confronts Falstaff in Shakespeare’s play, a figure 
of whom he should disapprove: ‘But Falstaff unimitated, unimitable Falstaff, how 
shall I describe diee?’. Here Johnson shows die capacity to be so arrested by die 
sheer strangeness and odierness of diis created human being diat he himself breaks 
through his habitual neo-classical cast of mind. I would call diis quality in Johnson 
a moral one. It is closely allied to die capacity to leave die preoccupadons of ego 
behind and to attend intensely to anodier human being, in die way Iris Murdoch so 
memorably describes in The Sovereignty o f  Good. Where die capacity for such 
attention is lacking, creadve wridng becomes mere grist to die cridc’s solipsisdc mill, 
and cridcism itself becomes a form of endless autobiography. But dien diis is 
something diat a Wildean may not be troubled by.

Reference
Taylor, C. (1994), ‘"Flic Politics ol Recognition’, pp.25-73 in A. Gutmann (ed.), Multicultumlism: Ex

amining the Politics o f  Recognition, Princeton University Press, Princeton.

David Parker is Professor of English at Australian Catholic University.
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NON-AGENDA

With the view of causing an increase to take place in the mass of national wealth, or 
with a view to increase of the means either ol subsistence or enjoyment, without 
some special reason, the general rule is, that nothing ought to be done or attempted 
by government. The motto, or watchword of government, on these occasions, 
ought to be —  Be quiet. . . Whatever measures, therefore, cannot be justified as 
exceptions to that rule, may be considered as noil-agenda on the part of govern
ment.

------- Jeremy Bentkam (c. 1801)

Believe It or Not: New Evidence on the 
Effects of Minimum Wages

Judith Sloan

OMli propositions in economics are essentially settled. Consumption rises 
^ ^ ^ w ith  income. Public goods are under-produced if left to private transactions.

1 ariffs lower national income. Higher minimum wages reduce employment.
Higher minimum wages reduce employment? Not so, it would seem, accord

ing to a number ol economists, chief among them David Card and Alan Krueger, 
who now dispute the proposition that higher minimum wages lead to lower em
ployment, particularly oi those employed at or around minimum wage levels. 
Rather, they claim, increases in minimum wages, at least relatively small ones, can 
have positive employment effects, including for low-skilled workers.

Needless to say, this new research has sensational political implications. Gov
ernments need not worry about the sensitive trade-ofl between equity and adverse 
employment consequences when considering rises in statutory minimum wages. 
1 rade unions can point to the positive employment generation that will follow from 
their campaigns to raise minimum wages.

Should we accept this new research? O r should we continue to hold on to the 
conclusions about the impact of minimum wage that were widely supported until 
Card and Krueger hit the scene?

Judith Sloan is Director o f the National Institute fo r Labour Studies at The Flind
ers University o f South Australia.
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The Minimum Wage Debate: Pre-Card and Krueger

The debate about the impact of minimum wages was largely resolved until a sym
posium was held at Cornell University in 1991, tided ‘New Minimum Wage Re
search’. Key among die setded findings was diat higher minimum wages lead to 
lower employment, pardcularly of low-producdvity workers. Certainly, esdmates of 
die minimum wage elasdcity of demand varied widely, widi some as low as negadve 
(XI to others well above negadve one. But as Hamermesh (1986:463), in die key 
reference on labour demand, concluded, diere is an ‘. . . apparendy general inverse 
relationship between a group’s average skill level and die elasticity for its labor’. In 
odier words, for low-skill workers, dieir own wage elasticity of demand is higher 
dian for high skill workers. Even so, some commentators maintained diat mini
mum wage effects are over-rated, not least because most workers (in die US) have 
earnings well in excess of die relevant statutory minimum wage (see Brown, Gilroy 
& Kohen, 1982; Brown, 1988).

An important development in die debate was die acknowledgment that higher 
minimum wages can induce lower worker fringe benefits and/or reduce training 
effort by enterprises. There may be some substitution of higher minimum wages 
for non-wage benefits. Hashimoto (1982), for example, found diat the 1967 hike in 
die minimum wage in die US led to workers gaining 32 cents an hour in monetary 
compensation but losing 41 cents an hour in training. Fleisher’s (1981) study of die 
US retail industry established diat higher minimum wages were linked to reductions 
in f ringe benefits and a deterioration in working conditions.

The Minimum Wage Debate: Post-Card and Krueger

The key papers presented at die Cornell Seminar were Katz and Krueger (1992), 
Card (1992a) and Card (1992b). A fourdi key paper about fast-food restaurants in 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania (Card & Krueger 1994) is arguably die most influen
tial of die four papers.1

The Card (1992a) study uses regional variations in wages to assess the effect of 
die April 1990 rise in the US federal minimum wage on teenage wages, employ
ment and participation in education. Because the rates of increase in teenage pay 
differed widely across the states, Card predicts that employment losses would be 
concentrated in low-wage suites. His results in fact point to die opposite: ‘diere is 
no evidence that die rise in die minimum wage significandy lowered teenage em
ployment rates or altered school enrollment patterns’ (Card 1992a:36).

In Card (1992b), die audior uses die case of California between 1987 and 1989 
to address die question: do minimum wages reduce employment? Georgia, Flor
ida, New Mexico, Arizona and Dallas/Fort Wordi, where minimum wages did not 
change, are selected as controls. In California, however, die minimum wage was

1 The Card and Krueger (1994) paper is an improved valiant of die Katz and Krueger (1992) paper, 
die latter dealing with Texan fast-food industry but with no controls. The results of Katz and Krueger 
(1992) are therefore not discussed here.
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increased from US$3.35 an hour to $4.25 in July 1988. Using information sourced 
from die Current Population Survey (CPS), die Australian equivalent ot die 
mondily Labour Force survey, Card (1992b:52) concludes as follows:

I find no empirical support for die conventional prediction diat economists 
make regarding die employment effects of minimum wages. Aldiough die 
rise in die minimum wage in California raised die earnings of die low-wage 
workers, it does not seem to have significandy reduced employment, even 
in die retail trade industry.

The Card and Krueger (1994) paper is based on an ‘experiment’ in New Jersey, 
where die minimum wage was raised from $4.25 an hour to $5.05 an hour —  a rise 
of 19 per cent —  in 1992, widi neighbouring Pennsylvania, where die minimum 
wage was unchanged, used as die control. From die results of dieir own ‘before- 
and-after’ telephone survey of establishments in four large fast-food chains 
(Wendy’s, KFC, Roy Rogers and Burger King), die audiors conclude from diis 
‘impact study’ diat employment grew faster in die fast food oudets in New Jersey 
dian in Pennsylvania. Higher minimum wages led to higher, not lower, employ
ment, according to die study.

Finally, it should be noted diat diere has been some research in die UK on die 
new minimum wage dieories. Dickens, Machin and Manning (1994), for instance, 
construct a model of die labour market diat is general enough to allow higher, lower 
or unchanged employment as a consequence of higher minimum wages.2 Using 
data on industry based minimum wages set by die UK Wages Councils between 
1975 and 1990, die audiors conclude diat minimum wages have ‘compressed die 
distribution of earnings and probably raised employment’ (Dickens, Machin mid 
Manning 1994:29). It should be noted, however, diat diese results contrast mark
edly with Kaufman (1989) using similar data.

Assessing the Studies

A number of mcdiodological, dieoretical and empirical criticisms can be levelled at 
die ‘New Minimum Wage Research’ studies. Welch’s (1995) critique of die four 
US studies raises some very important points. For instance, on Card’s (1992a) arti
cle, he makes die obvious point diat factors odier dian wages affect employment, 
widi die low-wage states of die soudi and soudi-west experiencing rapid employment 
growdi for reasons quite unrelated to die higher federal minimum wage. On Card 
(1992b), he queries die selection of die controls, as well as pointing to die buoyancy 
of die Californian economy over die period 1987-89.

Welch (1995) reserves his fiercest criticisms for Card and Krueger’s (1994) 
study of die fast-food industry, noting in particular die ambiguity of die survey ques
tions on employment type and wages. Moreover, in reworking die original data, he

2 The supply o f labour to firms is assumed to be less than perfectly elastic because o f banners to mobil
ity. As a consequence, a degree o f monopsony power is conferred on firms.
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concludes die results are essentially ‘incredible* given die large swings in employ
ment by firm size. Dickens, Machin and Manning (1994:17) argue diat \  . . impact 
studies [such as Card & Krueger (1995)) are not able to add up die employment 
changes across firms diat are due to minimum wages as diey have no way of con
trolling for aggregate industry demand or supply shocks diat may be affecting all 
firms at die same time as die change in die minimum wage’. Moreover, a recent 
paper by Neumark and Wascher (1995) has cast furdier doubt on Card and 
Krueger’s (1994) findings. Using comprehensive payroll records, diey conclude 
diat die 19 per cent rise in New Jersey’s minimum wage reduced employment in die 
fast-food industry by nearly 5 per cent. Moreover, state-wide data on employment 
in eating and drinking places are consistent widi diis finding.

Most economists would query die dieoretical basis for die prediction diat 
higher minimum wages raise, not lower, employment. Of course, die case of mo
nopsony —  where diere is a monopoly purchaser of labour —  is clearly recognised 
as one where a small rise in wages can lead to higher employment, as dominant 
employers odierwise use dieir buying power to hold down die price of labour. As 
long as die minimum wage is set between die monopsony price and the marginal 
cost of labour, employment will expand. But what is die relevance of monopsony 
to die cases investigated by Card and Krueger? No one could defend die proposi
tions diat all employers in California or die fast-food chains in New Jersey were 
monopsonists at die time of die studies.3 Indeed, Brown, Gilroy and Kohen 
(1982:489) conclude diat ‘diere is litde evidence diat [monopsony] is important in 
modern-day low-wage labor markets’.

There is die possibility, recognised long ago by Stigler (1946), diat firms operat
ing below maximum efficiency can be shocked by a higher minimum wage; as a re
sult, higher minimum wages will not necessarily induce lower employment. 
Whedier diis ‘shock effect’ can be repeated many times is, of course, questionable. 
Anodier possibility is diat minimum wages may be largely non-binding prior to any 
statutory rise, as die forces of supply and demand dictate wage levels above die 
minima. Obviously, die impact of an increase in minimum wages in diis case is 
likely to be muted.

Conclusion

The adverse effect of minimum wages on employment is a proposition diat should 
still be accepted, notwithstanding die recent debate. The studies diat have emerged 
disputing diis proposition are weak dieoretically, mediodologically and empirically. 
This said, diere are instances where higher gross employment following a lifting of 
minimum wages is possible: where die previous minimum wage was non-binding or

q
To be fair, Card and Krueger (1994:792) argue dial ‘[taken] as a whole, diese findings are dillicult to 

explain widi die standard compeddve model or widi models in which employers face supply con
straints (e.g., monopsony or equilibrium search models)’. However, Card (1992b:52-3) states diat ‘(in] 
my opinion, die experiences following die California minimum wage suggest diat die [monopsony) 
model or odier altcmadve models deserve more careful scrutiny'.
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demand for labour is increasing rapidly lor non-wage reasons. The literature is also 
clear about the potential for substitution of higher minimum wages f or lower fringe 
benefits and training provision.

To put our main conclusion another way: it would be a brave policy-maker who 
advocates higher minimum wages, especially to apply to young workers, as a means 
of reducing unemployment. Even if die own-wage elasticity of labour is relatively 
low —  say minus 0.2 —  a 10 per cent rise in die minimum wage applicable to teen
agers will induce a 2 per cent fall in dieir employment. Not only is 2 per cent of a 
reladvely large number also a reladvely large number, a 2 per cent rise in employ
ment would be basis for some joy. A 2 per cent fall should dierefore be a cause lor 
serious concern.

At die same time, die impact of die recent research on minimum wage effects 
should not be downplayed. Widiout doubt, diere are valid cridcisms of earlier re
search efforts, not least die specificadon errors diat are now apparent given devel
opments in empirical esdmadon techniques. There is also die inherent research 
problem in diis area of establishing a data set whereby refutable hypodieses can be 
tested. The fact diat Card and Krueger have made die running in diis renewed de
bate means diat more updated research will be required to refute convincingly dieir 
claims.

Finally, what are die implications lor Australia? There is no single statutory 
minimum wage set by legislators, as is die case in a number of odier countries. 
Radier, a bank of occupadonal wage minima is set out in awards handed down by 
arbitral tribunals. In addition, junior rates of pay are laid down in most awards, 
diereby establishing (minimum) rates of pay according to die age of die worker 
(generally up to 20 years of age). Because of die pervasiveness of die system 
(awards cover some 80 per cent of workers), diere is virtually no scope for cross
section-based empirical research on die impact of minimum wages. In addition, die 
most recent Australian dme-series based study on own-wage and cross-wage elasdci- 
des of labour demand for workers of different ages is now out of date (BLMR, 
1983). It should be recalled, however, diat for male and female youdi workers, die 
estimated own-wage elasdcides were negadve and greater dian one, leading to die 
conclusion diat ‘increases in youdi wages reladve to diose of odier groups decrease 
dieir demand significandy’ (BLMR 1983:91).
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Australia’s National Training Wage, Employment 
Opportunities and Skill Formation

Des Fooks

A  PART from delivering very high wage levels, Australia’s National Training 
/-m  Wage (NTW), announced in 1994, is flawed in a number of important re- 

JL _mj>pects. Training reforms now being put in place in the vocational education 
and training system will not be fully effective unless and until a sensible training 
wage system is developed to complement training arrangements.

As long as apprentices and trainees in Australia are regarded as workers and not 
students, their remuneration will be caught up in normal wage-fixing arrangements 
and die employment prospects of young people will suffer as a result. The solution 
is to treat trainees as ‘student workers’ and pay them allowances (not wages), topped 
up dirough government income support measures such as AUSTUDY.

The publication by the Commonwealth in 1994 of Working Nation: The 
White Paper on Employment and Growdi demonstrates that government policies 
have not created an environment conducive to lull employment and adequate skill 
f ormation. Working Nation is no more Üian a set of measures directed to die im
mediate urgent problem of high levels of unemployment, widi litde diought lor 
more fundamental changes designed to serve Australia’s long-term needs. Despite 
some recent cosmetic changes, it relies heavily on an unnecessarily complex regime 
of wage subsidies and an array of sometimes dubious labour-market training pro
grams. The frequent overall outcome is to convert die long-term unemployed into 
short-term unemployed by means of a brief period of subsidised work experience, 
leaving very f ew in secure long-term employment.

There is no doubt dial long-term unemployment should be given die highest 
policy priority. Nor is there is any argument widi an approach diat emphasises 
measures to re-engage die long-term unemployed so diat diey gain or retain an at
tachment to die labour force. The danger is diat governments will form a doctri
naire attachment to die Working Nation approach as an enduring nadonal frame
work for skill formation. It would be a dreadful mistake to attempt to install a set of 
anti-cyclical measures as die permanent platform for skills development.

The only sustainable soludon is to create permanent jobs in die economy and 
to ensure diat people have die full range of skills to fill diose jobs. Getting macro- 
economic and microeconomic policies right is an obvious prerequisite for sustained 
employment growdi. The odier essendal ingredient, missing at die moment, is a set 
of appropriate training wage arrangements. It is dien a matter of ensuring diat die

Des Fooks is Visiting Fellow at the Canberra Institute of Technology.
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training system is resourced and able to deliver the required training. The founda
tion for a comprehensive entry-level training system has been laid in die form of die 
Australian Vocadonal Training System (AVTS), which is supposed to be imple
mented progressively during 1995 and 1996. But it will continue to struggle under 
die inerda of Australia’s industrial-relations system unless and until a sensible train
ing wage arrangement is implemented to underpin it.

The Deficiencies of the National Training Wage

Table 1 sets out die details of die NTW. It is structured around diree skill-level 
categories covering all relevant occupadons. Widiin each skill level, wages are de
termined by a combination of highest year of schooling completed and die lengdi of 
dine since leaving school. This, it is claimed, is a measure of ‘competence’; in fact, 
it is a better predictor of age.

Details of die current NTW were concluded between die Commonwealth gov
ernment and die ACTIJ in die context of Working Nation; employer involvement 
came much later. The lack of full consultation at die development stage pardy ex
plains why die NTW is seriously flawed and does not provide a suitable basis for an 
enduring wage system to underpin skill formation in Australia.

The NTW has many serious deficiencies. First, it provides wage increases for 
most trainees hidden behind a regime of higher employer subsidies. The NTW 
rates represent for most trainees weekly increases on die previously existing trainee 
award rates, in die following ranges:

• for diose aged 18 years: from a reduction of $2 to an increase of $44 for skill 
level A; increases of $1—$47 for skill level B; and increases of $11 —$40 for skill 
level C.

• for diose aged 20 years: increases of $18-$62 for skill level A; increases of 
$12—$50 for skill level B; and from a reduction of $6 to an increase of $26 for 
skill level C.

This represents real wage increases of up to 30 per cent for some individual award 
rates; die average increase on trainee award wage rates overall is estimated at 16 per 
cent.

Second, NTW7 rates are not compatible widi standard award rates. This affects 
die competitive position of young people and militates against orderly progression 
from training wage rates to ordinary rates. The NTW effectively lowers die wage 
rate for adult workers because of die small wage differential between young entrants 
and diose adult workers prepared to enter a contract of training. This reinforces a 
growing tendency over recent years for employers to prefer older workers for a 
range of non-wage reasons.
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Table 1

National training wage award rates ($/week)

H ighest year o f schooling com pleted
Y ear 10 Y ear 11 Y ear 12

Skill level A School leaver 125.00 (a)
146.00 (b)

155.00 (b)
175.00 (c)

215.00

(e .g .  d e r - P lus 1 ye ar 175.00 215.00 250.00
ic a l; f in a n c e , P lus 2  years 215.00 250.00 290.00
p ro p e r ty , a n d Plus 3  years 250.00 290.00 333.00
b u s in e s s Plus 4  years 290.00 333.00
s e rv ic e s ) P lus 5  or m ore years 333.00
Skill leve l B School leaver 125.00 (a)

146.00 (b)
155.00 (b)
175.00 (c)

205.00

(e .g .  w h o le s a le Plus 1 y e ar 175.00 205.00 235.00
a n d  re ta il; P lus 2  years 205.00 235.00 275.00
t r a n s p o r t  a n d Plus 3  years 235.00 275.00 315.00
s to r a g e ; Plus 4  years 275.00 315.00
m a n u fa c tu r in g ) P lus 5  or m ore years 315.00
Skill level C School leaver 125.00 (a) 

146 00 (b)
155.00 (b)
175.00 (c)

190.00

(e .g .  c o m m - Plus 1 y e ar 175 00 190.00 215.00
u n ity  s e r v ic e s Plus 2  years 190.00 215.00 240.00
a n d  h e a lth ; P lus 3  years 215.00 240.00 270.00
p a s to ra l; P lus 4  years 240.00 270.00
v e h ic le  r e p a ir ) P lus 5  or m ore  years 270.00

Notes: (a) 50% of time on average spent in approved training, (b) 33% of time on average 
spent in approved training, (c) 25% of time on average spent in approved training. All 
other categories spend 20% of time on average in approved training.

Source: ‘ACTU Endorses National Training Wage’, press release issued by Simon Crean, 
MP, 9 May 1994.

The lact that NTW  rates are not connected in competency or dollar terms with 
die skilled tradesperson’s rate (or equivalent) can have a number of undesirable 
consequences. In some award areas, graduating trainees actually receive a pay cut 
on moving to die relevant full-time award rate on completion of die traineeship. 
Odiers simply get no reward for successfully completing training when diey move to 
die standard pay scale. Anodier problem is diat die wage gap between trainees and 
lully qualified workers does not accurately rellect die productivity gap, so creadng 
‘buyer resistance’ on die part of prospective employers. Australian training award 
rates, expressed as a proportion of die fully competent employee’s wage, are typi
cally double die level applying in comparable European countries. Finally, in most 
cases NTW  rates are significandy higher dian die first two levels of apprendceship 
rates (see fable 2), a factor which is going to create great difficulties in integrating
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the trades area into a universal entry-level (AVTS) wage arrangement. Such diffi
culties are usually resolved with a highest-eommon-denominator approach, implying 
a wage rise for apprentices which, in turn, will impact on employer demand lor 
young would-be workers.

Third, employer subsidies are locked into an unnecessarily high level. Institu
tionalising an across-the-board wage hike for young people at a time of high unem
ployment is astounding in itself. But anodier undesirable outcome of die NTW  is 
to entrench a regime of employer subsidies dial is unsustainable in die longer term. 
The wage increases conferred by die NTW were not possible widiout raising com
pensatory employer subsidies. Subsidies are now so high diat a new provision was 
introduced in October 1995 to ensure diat diey do not exceed die wages paid to a 
trainee. No diought seems to have been given to what happens when die labour 
market picks up. Australian experience suggests dial and-cyclical measures are po
litically difficult to wididraw —  which implies diat a high-wage/high-subsidy regime 
is here to stay.

Fourdi, increased subsidies do not cancel out die impact ol increased wages. 
Wages are a very real factor for employers, conditioning dieir hiring decisions. 
Subsidies, in contrast, have a phantasmagorical quality; diey come in discrete lumps 
diroughout a contract of training and stop altogedier if die trainee ceases employ
ment. Even if die dollar increases in wages and subsidies cancel out, die immediate 
impact of die higher wage level will always act to deter employers from hiring.

Fifdi, school leavers are left disenfranchised. Wage rates went up for all young 
people when die NTW took effect: subsidies increased only for die long-term un
employed. The overall effect is to severely impair die competitive posidon of 
school leavers, leaving unemployed school leavers in a holding pattern waiting to 
become long-term unemployed in order to access die higher subsidies and case- 
management arrangements.

Sixdi, die NTW is not competency-based. The NTW is based on die elapsed 
number of years since leaving school, weighted by a crude classification of occupa
tions into white collar, blue collar and die rest: die so-called ‘skill level’. Trainees 
are allocated to a wage level widiout any regard to dieir post-school work or educa
tion/experience. Based as it is around existing wage relativities, diis introduces an 
unnecessary rigidity. The NTW is in effect based on age and dierefore represents 
no improvement on die old system, nor does it have anything to do widi assessed 
competency levels of workers in the workplace.

Sevendi, die NTW does not apply to apprentices. The fact diat die NTW 
does not cover die trades area of employment significandy weakens die AVTS in 
two ways: it leaves die labour market struggling widi two wage arrangements widiin 
what is supposed to be a single training system; and it serves to perpetuate a distinc
tion between apprentices and trainees diat is unsound and unhelpful in every way.

Eighdi, die NTW fails to meet die essential criteria set out in DEET’s Sum- 
mary Industrial Relations Principles mid Wage Guidelines for die Australimi Voca
tional Certificate Training System agreed in 1993 by Commonwealdi and State 
Ministers. In particular it does not ‘establish appropriate relativities which take ac-
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count of work value/skill evaluation’; reflect the need for some workers ‘to mature 
in work orientation and experience’ before moving up a competency-based pay 
scale; ‘render trainees competitive in the labour market’; result in ‘competency- 
based classification structures through which trainees advance to the classification 
applicable to the fully competent employee’; or meet ‘die constraint diat it should 
not change overall average trainee labour costs’.

The Way Forward

A national training wage system needs to be negotiated diat overcomes all of die 
above problems. The issue has remained unresolved for years, mainly because of 
union intransigence, but also because employers have failed to negotiate a suitable 
wages framework based on competency and time spent on the job in producdve 
employment. If die dollar outcomes of such a training wage arrangement are 
judged to be too low, it is open to governments to put in place safety net arrange
ments outside die industrial award.

Under present arrangements, a university student’s combined income from 
AUSTUDY and paid employment can exceed die take-home pay of a trainee. 
Governments should be able in principle to supplement trainee wages if only to 
provide equity across different sectors of die community.

One approach, utilised in Europe, would be to regard AVTS participants as 
students and not workers. This would open die way to paying diem allowances, set 
below exisdng training wage rates, and providing access to means-tested student as
sistance arrangements. Negodadng allowances radier dian wages should enable die 
industry' parties to set aside die usual wage-fixing baggage and so avoid setdng 
precedents diat could flow on to standard wage arrangements.

Table 2

National training wage award rates, selected apprenticeship awards
and AUSTUDY ($/week)

N a tio n a l t r a in in g  w a g e (a ) A p p r e n t ic e s h ip l0 ) a u s t u d y (c )
Skill level 

A
Skill level 

B
Skill level 

C
Year

1
Year

2
Year

3
Year

4
Stan
dard

Indep
endent

215-333 205-315 190-270 178-
234

234-
276

319-
340

374-
404

195.90 237.80

Notes: (a) Based on Year 12 school leaver rates, (b) Based on selected hospitality, met
als, building & construction and vehicle award rates, (c) Based on maximum AUSTUDY 
rates for students aged 18 years and over: $80.90 a week standard rate, $122.80 a week 
independent rate, plus the maximum allowable income of $115.00 a week in each case.

Sources: As for Table 1; unpublished summary data from DEET; AUSTUDY ’95: A Guide 
to Student Finances, published by DEET and the National Union of Students (n.d.).
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Effectively, diere could be a two-part system of remuneration for young people. 
Those entering training positions could receive employer-paid allowances in com
bination with government funded income support, subject to a means test; while 
diose entering non-training, part-time or casual positions could receive wages de
termined under industrial-relations principles. By establishing appropriate relativi
ties between die dollar outcomes for die two groups, diis system creates die neces
sary incentives for employers to offer training positions. Simplified subsidies could 
be retained for die severely disadvantaged, such as people widi a disability or diose 
unemployed for diree years or more.

Table 2 does no more dian indicate, based on current relativities, diat diere 
seems to be some scope to convert wages to allowances, at least in die early years of 
training. Some modifications to AUSTUDY arrangements are likely to be re
quired, such as conferring ‘independent’ status on all trainees. If die changes re
quired of AUSTUDY prove to be too great, some parallel scheme could be estab
lished to deal exclusively widi trainees. There would be some losers (like diose on 
die higher NTW wage rates) and a greater number of winners (existing apprentica- 
ble areas). But die big potential gain would be in die expansion of total entry-level 
training positions.

Conclusion

A comprehensive national training wage/allowance arrangement is fundamental to 
improving employment opportunities for youdi and for underpinning long-term 
skill formation in Australia. This must involve a complementary review of govern
ment support arrangements. Such a review should not be confined to die level and 
conditions of assistance but should also assess whedier measures like employer 
subsidies remain die most efficient means of achieving policy objectives. It may be 
more efficient, for example, to convert employer subsidies into student assistance if 
effective wage rates can be reduced.

It is too easy to say diat wages and conditions of employment are matters to be 
setded between die industry parties. On die contrary, a national training wage is far 
too important an issue to resolved in a narrow industrial-relations context; die poor 
record of die industry parties attests to diis. This is even more die case if any at
tempt is to be made to convert wages to allowances. Governments (especially die 
Commonwealdi) should put industry on notice diat selected government program 
assistance will not be available beyond a specified date to any industry sector diat 
has not become party to an appropriate (yet to be developed) national training wage 
system or alternative arrangement.




